
 

Appendix A.  Agenda for Change 

United States Air Force Academy: Agenda for Change  

Introduction

Mission and Values

The United States Air Force Academy exists to educate, train, and inspire so that each graduate is a 
commissioned leader of character committed to our core values of integrity, service, and excellence; 
professional growth throughout a career as an officer in the US Air Force, and; a lifetime of selfless service 
to the nation.  Above all else, the Air Force Academy is a military organization designed to serve the Air 
Force and our nation.  In pursuit of its goal to produce leaders of character, the Academy must establish and 
nurture policies that emphasize the character expected from commissioned Air Force officers.  

To remain relevant to the larger Air Force, the Air Force Academy must focus on the deliberate development 
of Air Force officers, providing the required mentoring, guidance, and discipline to produce future leaders.  
The Academy will not be managed as a separate entity; rather, it must reflect the values and norms of the 
broader Air Force while maintaining the high academic standards of a world-class university.  

The Cadet Wing, Group, and Squadron

The cadet squadron is the core military organization of the Academy.  It provides the structure for daily life.  
Cadet Group and Wing organizations function to facilitate the leadership training activities of the cadet 
squadron.  

It is every cadet's duty to uphold the highest standard of integrity, service, and excellence as they progress 
from Basic Cadet to Firstclassmen within their squadron.  Every cadet must aspire to lead, both at the 
Academy and as a commissioned officer.  Their potential to assume the responsibility of command will be 
measured by how they hold themselves and their subordinates accountable to the Academy's standard of 
discipline. 

Every officer and NCO assigned to the Academy will make it their duty to develop and mentor cadets into 
model officers.  The focal point for this effort is the squadron Air Officer Commanding (AOC) and Military 
Training Leader (MTL).  The AOC and MTL will lead, develop and mentor the cadets in their charge with a 
deep personal commitment that models the command relationship between the squadron commander and 
first sergeant.  The universal guiding principle for all cadets, officers, and NCOs will be honor, integrity, and 
mutual respect that is the hallmark of the Academy tradition.  

Honor, Integrity, Mutual Respect

The United States Air Force is the greatest air and space force on the planet because of the personal honor, 
integrity and loyalty of its people individually contributing their utmost to achieve a common goal: unbeatable 
air and space power for the nation.  These characteristics can only be cultivated in a climate of trust and 
mutual respect: between the service and the nation; between the institution and its members; and, between 
the individuals who are the institution.  In the absence of this fundamental compact, none of the values we 
cherish – integrity, service, excellence – can endure.  Loyalty to these values and the institution must be 
placed above loyalty to any individual who betrays these values. 

The Air Force Academy must bolster those processes and systems that guide honorable conduct, of which 
discipline for infractions is an integral component.  The Academy must ensure cadets understand and 
exercise the spirit of these values in the context of their future in the Air Force.  Discipline must be 
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administered with measured judgment and in accordance with our core values.  Ultimately, the success of 
the Air Force Academy depends on cadets, mentored by squadron-level officers and non-commissioned 
officers, internalizing these values and emerging from the Academy as officers of high character.  The 
climate we strive to achieve at the Air Force Academy is one in which cadets take appropriate action to 
deter, stop, or report the criminal actions of a few that sully the reputation of themselves, their fellow cadets 
and the United States Air Force.  

The Cadet Honor Code

The Cadet Honor Code is a statement of intent: the intent to hold both ourselves and our peers to an explicit 
standard of conduct.  Enforcement of the honor code must be based on the goal of instilling in our cadets an 
imperative to voluntarily live by the spirit of the code rather than encouraging interpretive efforts to evade 
punishment under the letter of the code.  A lie is a lie, the mere construction of which requires intent to 
deceive.  Failing to acknowledge this simple moral truth reinforces an attitude accepting the evasion of 
responsibility for the consequences of one’s own behavior.  This behavior is unacceptable in a 
commissioned officer and is, as a result, not to be tolerated at the Air Force Academy.  

A critical characteristic distinguishing a profession from a vocation is the willingness of its members to 
establish and enforce standards of professional conduct, removing those who fail to meet the standard when 
necessary.  Character is a requirement for a practitioner of the profession of arms in the US Air Force.  For 
this reason, we place special emphasis on the “toleration clause” of the Cadet Honor Code.  It must be 
made clear that loyalty should never be confused with excessive tolerance, and that covering up another 
cadet’s criminal activity cannot be viewed as loyalty to a comrade.  Ignoring or covering up illegal activity 
among our peers is to protect one who has violated his or her own loyalty to the institution and his or her 
fellow cadets.  Active duty officers who oversee and provide advice to cadets about the administration of the 
honor code should assure compliance with its spirit.  

Policy Directives and Initiatives

Leadership

• The Superintendent is responsible for overall strategic leadership and planning at the United States 
Air Force Academy.  The Superintendent will initiate a strategic planning process, which will define 
goals, specify measurable objectives, tasks, and metrics.  These goals will be aligned with the 
stated mission and values of the Academy.  The Superintendent will review all USAFA Instructions 
for compliance with the mission statement, the strategic planning goals, and USAF policies.  The 
office of Vice Superintendent will be eliminated and redesignated as Director of Staff.  

• The Commandant of Cadets is responsible for creating an atmosphere that ensures officer 
development and academic excellence are maintained to the highest standards.  To enhance and 
ensure every aspect serves the cause of leadership and character development, the Director of 
Athletics will report to the Commandant.  The Academic Dean, also bound by the leadership and 
character development mission, will continue to report to the Superintendent of the Academy.  
These two officers, the Commandant and the Dean, will work closely together in the development 
of our future Air Force leaders.  The Office of the Vice Commandant, under the Commandant, will 
assist the Commandant in fulfilling his/her duties and act as an ombudsman for the Commandant 
and Superintendent.  

• In addition to other duties assigned to this position, the Vice Commandant is specifically tasked 
with overseeing Academy sexual climate issues.  In fulfilling the duties of an ombudsman, the Vice 
Commandant will:  

o Develop an effective template, along with performance metrics and databases, for the 
management of sexual assault cases in an expeditious, judicious and sensitive manner 
with the goal of ensuring justice is served both for the victim and the accused.  
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o With the support of officers detailed to the Vice Commandant from the Office of the Judge 
Advocate, the Counseling Center, and the Office of Special Investigations, develop and 
implement procedures for an Academy Response Team (comprising medical, legal, 
counseling, and command elements) to provide a victim of sexual assault immediate 
assistance, develop the facts, and initiate appropriate actions.  The members of this team 
will receive special training on the management of sexual assault cases including victim 
psychology.  The cadet alleging sexual assault will be thoroughly briefed on the 
investigative and legal process.  

o Direct the Academy Counseling Center and maintain liaison as appropriate with 
community counseling entities.  

o Determine the appropriate policies and procedures toward separating those alleged to 
have committed sexual assault offenses from the alleged victims.  

o Every effort will be made to assist the alleged victims throughout the inquiry and assure 
victims that their concerns will be dealt with through the command channels.  We will not 
tolerate criminals, nor will we tolerate their behavior.  We will not tolerate individuals who 
harbor these criminals.  We will not tolerate any individual who shuns alleged victims of 
criminal activity, nor will we tolerate retribution against these victims.  

o Under guidance from the General Counsel of the Air Force, apply definitions of sexual 
assault at the Academy consistent with standard, Air Force-wide definitions.  Ensure all 
Academy instructions, training materials, and guidance reflect Air Force-wide definitions. 

• Academy leadership must communicate with the faculty and cadets in a forthright manner about 
the status of cases being prosecuted, while protecting the privacy rights of the individuals involved.  
This will ensure the cadet wing is aware of the seriousness of the leadership’s commitment to 
timely justice.  

Cadet Life

• Basic Cadet Training: Beginning in the summer of 2003, the Basic Training program will be 
augmented to enhance cadet preparation for the military environment they are entering and the 
interactions that will occur.  Basic Cadet Training must emphasize fair treatment and mutual 
respect.  The orientation will provide substantial material on sexual assault prevention and overall 
behavior expected of cadets.  The program syllabus will include guidelines on workplace behavior – 
including consistent USAF definitions of sexual assault and harassment – as well as demeanor and 
consequences.  

• Fourth Degree Training: During Basic Cadet Training, in order to instill a sense of responsibility and 
uphold the standards of good order and discipline of the United States Air Force Academy, only 
First Class or Second Class Cadets will interact with Fourth Class cadets.  In the first half of the fall 
semester, only First Class cadets will discipline Fourth Class cadets.  After Thanksgiving, selected 
Second Class cadets can be given training responsibility for Fourth Class cadets.  Third Class 
cadets will only interact with Fourth Class cadets in academic mentoring/tutoring circumstances or 
on the spot training guidance.  The exercise of discipline toward a Fourth Class cadet by Third 
Class cadets will by governed by a First Class cadet.  

• Billeting/Dormitory Life: Separate billeting arrangements will be established for female and male 
cadets upon entering the Academy for Basic Cadet Training.  During the academic year, Fourth 
Class cadets will be billeted with their assigned squadrons.  

• Rooms will be arranged in the dormitories to provide for squadron integrity.  Within a squadron, 
rooms occupied by female cadets will be clustered in the same vicinity near the women’s 
bathrooms.  The intent is to preserve basic dignity, deter situations in which casual contact could 
lead to inappropriate fraternization or worse, and to aid mentoring of lower-degree female cadets 
by senior female cadets.  

• No cadet will enter the room of another cadet of the opposite sex without knocking on the door and 
announcing themselves, and waiting for the door to be opened by the cadet occupying the room.  
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Doors shall be fully open at all times when a non-roommate or several non-roommates are present 
in the room.  The Commandant of Cadets will determine the appropriate level of punishment for 
any violation of this standard.  

• The Commandant will establish a 24/7 dormitory security and monitoring system.  An officer will be 
on duty at all times in the dormitories.  This duty officer will be responsible for good order and 
discipline, and will manage a roving patrol in effect at night and on weekends.  Fourth class cadets 
will not be assigned such duty.  

• Any cadet found to provide, purchase for, or sell alcohol to an underage cadet will be disenrolled 
immediately.  

• Reporting Incidents of Sexual Assault: All allegations of sexual assault will be reported to the officer 
chain of command immediately.  

• The Counseling Center and the CASIE program will be realigned under the 34 Training Wing and 
report to the Vice Commandant.  The Counseling Center will be staffed with qualified officer 
counselors.  

• All efforts will be made to encourage victims of sexual assault to report any incident.  Specific 
attention will be paid to the education of both male and female cadets regarding action they can 
take to prevent or to report instances of assault on them or their fellow cadets.  Annual Training is 
required for all cadets, staff, and faculty.  The Vice Commandant of Cadets is responsible for 
establishing, monitoring and documenting this annual training requirement.  

• Because loyalty to values and loyalty to institution must be placed above misplaced loyalty to 
someone who’s betrayed our values and our institution, shunning of cadets who attempt to 
maintain high standards and report sexual assault will not be tolerated and will be dealt with by 
cadet squadron commanders who have responsibility for maintaining and enforcing standards.  
Cadet commanders will be held accountable for ensuring that such behavior does not occur.  

• Cadet support groups will be organized by the Superintendent to address aggressively the 
concerns of victims of sexual assault.  

• Cadet commanders will be held responsible for the actions of their subordinates.  Upper class 
cadets who are aware of or observe criminal activity will be held accountable if they fail to take 
charge of the situation and exercise their leadership responsibilities.  

• In all reported cases of sexual assault, amnesty from Academy discipline arising in connection with 
the alleged offense will be extended to all cadets involved with the exception of the alleged 
assailant, any cadet involved in covering up the incident, any cadet involved in hindering the 
reporting or investigation of the incident, and the senior ranking cadet in attendance.  The senior 
ranking cadet present will be responsible and accountable for all infractions committed by junior 
cadets.  

• Any false accusations of sexual assault will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.  

• All medical personnel will receive training in dealing with sexual assault and at least one nurse and 
doctor will be assigned to the Academy Response Team.  Rape Kits will be available at both the 
Cadet Clinic and Academy Hospital.  

• Mentors: The Commandant of Cadets will establish a cadet-mentoring program.  Each Second 
Class female cadet will serve as a mentor to at least one Fourth Class female cadet not in her 
squadron or group, and each male Second Class cadet will mentor at least one Fourth Class male 
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cadet not in his squadron or group.  Evaluations of military performance for the Second Class 
cadets will in part be based on their mentoring performance.  

• The “Bring Me Men…” sign on the Terrazzo wall will be removed immediately, and will be replaced 
by a statement that more suitably represents the aspirations of the entire cadet wing and the core 
values of the Air Force.  

• An audit of Academy processes to deter, stop, or deal with sexual assault will be conducted every 
three years by the Headquarters Air Force.  

Officer/NCO Selection, Training, Roles

• Air Officer Commanding (AOC) Selection/Training: AOC assignment processes will be enhanced to 
ensure that selectees are superior officers who achieve commanders’ list status.  AOCs will be 
specially selected and academically prepared to assume the unique duties of leading, mentoring, 
and training cadets.  All AOCs will be Majors or Major selects.  AOCs will meet a central board 
established by AFPC.  The Commandant of Cadets is responsible for the final selection of all 
AOCs.  All AOCs will be required to live on base.  

• AOCs will receive one year of graduate education resulting in a Masters Degree in counseling or 
similar area prior to a 2-year role as AOC.  During the year of study, the officer will have formal OJT 
with a sitting AOC.  AOCs will be considered priority status for post USAFA assignments.  

• A specially selected experienced Non-commissioned officer will be assigned to each cadet 
squadron as a Military Training Leader (MTL).  This NCO will report to the Squadron Air Officer 
Commanding (AOC) and will be senior to any cadet at the Academy.  These senior enlisted airmen 
will be in the chain of command, and will assist the AOC in maintaining good order and discipline.  

• Military Training Leaders (MTLs) will receive specific training in the combination of skills required in 
the cadet setting.  

• AOCs and MTLs will be placed on orders in the chain of command to the Commandant of Cadets, 
and will be noted as such in the organizational charts of the Academy.  

• The duties of the AOC and MTL will be clearly defined in written instructions based on parallel 
activities in the active duty Air Force.  

• The primary place of duty of the AOCs and MTLs is in the cadet squadron or all other areas best 
facilitating their involvement in the daily life and routine of the cadets in that squadron.  

• AOCs will be commanders and will be so designated on G-Series orders.  They will have 
Uniformed Code of Military Justice authority and responsibility commensurate with their rank.  

Broader Academy Climate

The academic and athletic elements of the Academy will be recognized as contributions to the military 
purpose of the institution.  

• As noted, the Director of Athletics will report to the Commandant.  Those engaged in intercollegiate 
athletics will be required to engage in military and leadership training equivalent to their 
classmates.  Off-season athletes will be required to participate in squadron activities.  
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• The Academy Board will be re-chartered as the Senior Executive Board.  The board members will 
act as advisers to the Superintendent regarding the balance of time devoted to academic and 
officer development activities with responsibility for final decisions resting solely upon the 
Superintendent.  

• Department Chairs will participate in an Academic Board that will report to the Dean.  

• Communications among the military, academic and athletic departments will ensure that the status 
of cadet probations, current status of active or inactive participation on athletic teams, and 
academic progress are openly and promptly communicated across departments.  

• Appropriate academic courses in leadership and character development will be made part of the 
core academic curriculum.  A lecture series sponsored by the Secretary of the Air Force and 
supported by senior Air Force leadership will emphasize the moral and ethical standards expected 
of Air Force officers.  The Department of Behavioral Science and Leadership will offer courses in 
military leadership.  

• All candidates for Permanent Professor slots will be interviewed and selected by the Secretary and 
Chief of Staff.  Unless extended by the Secretary of the Air Force, a Permanent Professor will be 
expected to retire in the rank held at 30 years of service.  The senior officer in each department will 
be held accountable for all subordinate military officers and will ensure good order and discipline 
within his/her department.  

• Department Chairs will rotate among the faculty within that department.  No faculty member will 
hold a departmental chair for a period exceeding five years.  

• Officer assignment policies and tour lengths at the Air Force Academy will be reviewed and revised 
by the Secretary of the Air Force.  USAFA assistant and associate professors should be recruited 
from the top personnel out of the line force, teach for a designated period, and then return to the 
line.  

• With the exception of those designated at the discretion of the Secretary and Chief of Staff, all 
graduates of the Academy will enter the Air Force as 2nd Lieutenants in operational line AFSCs at 
the wing level or below.  Our objective is to ensure that all physically qualified Academy graduates 
become fully immersed into expeditionary wing level operations, maintenance, and staff or mission 
support squadrons of the Air Force.  It is imperative that graduates first gain experience in the front 
line warfighting mission of the Air Force before branching off into non-combat related fields.  Law 
school, medical school, liberal arts graduate schools or functional career fields such as acquisition 
or public affairs may be pursued only after these officers have proven themselves as operational 
Air Force professionals.  

• Those cadets interested in cross commissioning to other military services will retain that option 
under existing regulations.  

• Pilot training slots will be evenly divided between Academy and ROTC scholarship accessions.  In 
addition, OTS accessions may compete for pilot training slots.  

• In accordance with Title 10, U.S.C., all AFROTC cadets who are appointed as officers in the Air 
Force in May or June will have the same date of rank with Academy graduates, regardless of their 
graduation date.  After twelve months, the lineal list will be published.  The top officer for that year 
group will be the top graduate from the United States Air Force Academy.  All other Second 
Lieutenants with this date of rank will be slated according to their cadet performance – either at the 
Academy or in the AFROTC program.  Any cadets may have their lineal ranking as officers affected 
by disciplinary action during their time at the Academy or AFROTC.  
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Appendix B.  Statute and Policy 

June 13, 1985 Air Force issues Regulation (AFR) 160-12, “Medical Services – 
Professional Policies and Procedures” 

• Incidents involving rape and other sex offenses are 
within AFOSI investigative purview 

• When medical personnel acquire information during 
their official duties relating to these matters or other serious 
offenses, they should promptly refer it to the servicing AFOSI 
unit 

November 8, 1985 Congress enacted Public Law (P.L.) 99-145, Section 1223, 
“Authority for Independent Criminal Investigations by Navy 
and Air Force Investigative Units” 

• The Secretaries of the Navy and Air Force establish 
regulations giving NCIS and AFOSI authority to initiate and 
conduct criminal investigations based on authority of the 
Director, NCIS, and the Commander, AFOSI 

• Congress intended to strengthen Navy and Air Force 
criminal investigative organizations so that high-ranking 
officers would not be able—in reality or perception—to 
interfere with criminal investigations 

July 11, 1986 IG DoD promulgated DoD Instruction (DoDI) 5505.3, 
“Initiation of Criminal Investigations by Military Criminal 
Investigative Organizations,” to ensure independent, objective 
and effective MCIO investigations 

• The decision to initiate a criminal investigation rests 
entirely with the MCIO 

• Only the Secretary of the Military Department may 
direct the MCIO to delay, suspend, or terminate an investigation 
other than an investigation that IG DoD requests, and only 
IG DoD may direct the MCIO to delay, suspend, or terminate an 
IG DoD-requested investigation 

• Commanders not assigned to the MCIO may not impede 
an investigation 

• When a commander outside the military criminal 
investigative organization objects to the opening of a criminal 
investigation for operational or other reasons, that commander 
shall report the circumstances immediately via the chain of 
command to the Secretary of the Military Department 
concerned. 

• The Secretary of the Military Department must promptly 
resolve any problem that arises as a result of the MCIO 
initiating an investigation, and the IG DoD must be provided a 
copy of the report and resolution 
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• MCIO Commanders must report promptly, through their 
chains of command to the Secretary of their respective Military 
Department, any attempt to impede an investigation or 
investigative technique 

May 1, 1989 Air Force adopted Regulation (AFR) 23-18, “Organization and 
Mission – Field Air Force Office of Special Investigation 
(AFOSI)” 

• AFOSI is the only US Air Force organization authorized 
to investigate matters that fall within its overall mission.” 

• Crimes that AFOSI investigates include arson, bribery, 
homicide, counterfeiting and sex offenses 

November 29, 1989 Air Force adopted Regulation (AFR) 124-4, “Initiating AFOSI 
Investigations and Safeguarding, Handling, and Releasing 
Information from AFOSI Investigative Reports” 

• Commanders promptly advise AFOSI of any matter that 
falls within AFOSI investigative responsibility  

• Commanders refer matters and offenses that fall within 
AFOSI investigative responsibility 

• All referrals must be accompanied by all known 
information on the matter to be investigated.” 

November 29, 1990 Air Force revises Air Force Regulation 124-4, “Initiating 
AFOSI Investigations and Safeguarding, Handling, and 
Releasing Information from AFOSI Investigative Reports” 

• Commanders promptly advise AFOSI of any matter that 
falls within AFOSI investigative responsibility 

• Commanders refer matters and offenses that fall within 
AFOSI investigative responsibility 

• All referrals must be accompanied by all known 
information on the matter to be investigated.” 

June 23, 1992 USAFA issues Air Force Cadet Wing Regulation 
(AFCWR) 537-7, “Sexual Assault Notification Procedures” 

• “It is imperative that Security Police and OSI be notified 
immediately of any sexual assault.” 

September 7, 1993 Air Force issues Policy Directive (AFPD) 71-1, “Special 
Investigations, Criminal Investigations and Counterintelligence” 

• If a crime is committed by Air Force personnel or on Air 
Force installations, or if it is otherwise of interest to the Air 
Force, the Air Force will thoroughly investigate and refer it to 
appropriate authorities for action.   

• Laws and directives impose disciplinary action on Air 
Force members and civilian employees who do not comply with 
these policies. 

• Only the Secretary of the Air Force through the Air 
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Force Inspector General may direct AFOSI to delay, suspend, or 
terminate an investigation 

• AFOSI conducts criminal investigations, including 
violations of the UCMJ or other US laws and statutes 

• Air Force commanders refer to AFOSI all criminal 
matters and offenses for which AFOSI is responsible 

March 3, 1995 Air Force revises AFPD 71-1, “Special Investigations, Criminal 
Investigations and Counterintelligence” 

• clarifies the AFOSI role as the sole Air Force agency 
authorized to conduct counterintelligence activities and 
operations; Specifies resources accessible to AFOSI special 
agents; clarifies coordination required prior to reassignment of 
persons under investigation; and includes new metrics and 
charts. 

November 1, 1995 Air Force issues Mission Directive (AFMD) 39, “Air Force 
Office of Special Investigations” 

• “The Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI) 
is a field operating agency under the direction and guidance of 
the Air Force Inspector General (SAF/IG).  It performs as a 
federal law enforcement agency with responsibility for 
conducting criminal investigations . . .” 

• The AFOSI Commander “Reports to SAF/IG” and 
“Exercises command authority over all assigned personnel, 
facilities, property and funds, and is delegated the independent 
authority to initiate criminal investigations according to Public 
Law 99-145” 

• Investigates crimes against people and personal and US 
Government property. 

May 9, 1997 Air Force Surgeon General waives reporting requirements in 
AFI 44-102, “Community Health Management” 

• USAFA medical personnel were no longer required to 
report “. . . incidents involving . . . aggravated assault, rape, 
[and] other sex offenses . . . to . . .  AFOSI . . .  or other 
authorities as appropriate,” if the incident involved a USAFA 
cadet 

• The waiver was temporary and required review after one 
year  (The review did not occur and the waiver remained in 
effect until May 27, 2003, when the Agenda for Change was 
adopted) 

July 16, 1997 USAFA implements USAFA Instruction (USAFAI) 51-201 
• “. . .  If the victim is willing to make a formal 

complaint (i.e., report the assault to law enforcement 
authorities), the person the cadet victim reported to should 
immediately notify AFOSI.  If requested, that person should 
accompany the cadet victim to make the report and will remain 
with the cadet victim at least until the arrival of the victim 
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advocate.  Additionally, if the crime is recent, the 10 SPS 
[Security Forces] need to be called immediately to secure any 
potential crime scene. . . .”  (Emphasis added) 

• “. . . [Cadet Counseling Center] . . . is required to 
inform [the Commandant] . . . of reported sexual assault 
immediately because the Commandant is the Commander 
responsible for both cadet victims and cadet perpetrators.  This 
General Officer must ensure the safety of each cadet and the 
good order and discipline of the entire Cadet Wing.  
Consequently, the Commandant advises the Superintendent 
on the merits and limitations of authorizing an investigation.  
At times, this may mean an investigation is begun without the 
consent of the sexual assault victim. . . .”  (Emphasis added) 

• “. . . Clinic, Emergency Room and Mental Health Clinic 
are waived from reporting cases of suspected rape or sexual 
assault against cadet victims directly to the 0ffice of Special 
Investigations (OSI) as specified in AFI 44-102, Chapter 1, 
Section U, Paragraph 1.52.l.  Instead, medical personnel will 
report all cases of suspected rape or sexual assault against 
cadet victims concurrently to [Cadet Counseling Center] . . . 
and to the Commandant of Cadets.  The first report should be 
made to [Cadet Counseling Center] . . . and will include all 
pertinent details including the name of the victim to enable 
[Cadet Counseling Center] . . . to assign a victim advocate.  The 
second report will be made to the Commandant of Cadets 
and will include ONLY the following information:  1) A cadet 
has reported being raped or sexually assaulted, 2) [Cadet 
Counseling Center] . . . has been notified and will be calling the 
Commandant with further details, and 3) the medical status of 
patient is stable, serious, or critical.  Medical personnel will 
NOT give the Commandant of Cadets the names of the victim 
and perpetrator and WILL NOT contact OSI, SFOI, or the 
Victim’s AOC unless the victim has given explicit consent to 
those disclosures.”  (Emphasis added) 

• “AOCs will expeditiously report all sexual assaults to 
their chain of command (Group AOC, 34 Training Group 
Commander and . . . [Commandant] and to . . . [Cadet 
Counseling Center].  The AOC will ensure the victim is 
informed about all such notifications.  Names and identifying 
information will be reported only with the victim’s 
permission.  If the victim is willing to report to investigative 
authorities, AOCs should report the assault to AFOSI and/or 
. . . [Security Forces].  If the AOC is the first person to receive a 
victim’s complaint, the AOC will follow the notification 
guidelines in paragraph 2.8.  Regardless of whether any 
formal complaint is made to law enforcement authorities, 
AOCs (if notified about the assault) will ensure victims are 
made aware of all available medical and other support services, 
provided full opportunity to take advantage of those services, 
and assigned a victim advocate.  Additionally, if the crime is 
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recent, the . . . [Security Forces] needs to be called immediately 
to secure any potential crime scene evidence.”  (Emphasis 
added) 

• “To encourage cadets to report sexual assaults and to ensure they 
receive available medical and counseling services, cadet victims will 
generally not be disciplined for self-identified violations of cadet 
regulations (such as pass violations, unauthorized alcohol consumption or 
unauthorized dating, which may have occurred in connection with an 
assault.  AOCs may still counsel cadets about such violations:  however, 
the decision whether or not to sanction other witnesses for related 
minor offenses will be made on a case-by-case basis.”  (Emphasis 
added) 

August 1, 1997 Air Force issues Instruction (AFI) 71-101V1, “Criminal 
Investigations” 

• Rule 25, If case category is Sex Offenses—Rape, carnal 
knowledge, sodomy, indecent exposure, sexual misconduct, 
voyeurism, and child molestation, then contact AFOSI about: 
Rape, sodomy, carnal knowledge, child molestation, or cases 
involving serious bodily harm. 

• Contact AF Security Forces about localized 
investigations (excluding child molestation and rape), including 
carnal knowledge, indecent exposure, sexual misconduct, and 
voyeurism on a case-by-case basis. 

July 1, 1999 Air Force revises Policy Directive (AFPD) 71-1, “Criminal 
Investigations and Counterintelligence” 

• When Air Force personnel commit criminal offenses, 
illegal activity occurs on an Air Force installation, or Air Force 
security is breached or compromised, the Air Force must 
thoroughly investigate criminal allegations and intelligence 
threats and refer them to appropriate authorities for action 

• Only the Secretary of the Air Force through the Air 
Force Inspector General may direct AFOSI to delay, suspend, or 
terminate an investigation 

December 1, 1999 Air Force revises Instruction (AFI) 71-101V1, “Criminal 
Investigations” 

• No revisions pertained to sexual assault investigations or 
AFOSI investigative purview. 

April 18, 2000 USAFA revises Instruction (USAFAI) 51-201, “Cadet 
Victim/Witness Assistance and Notification Procedures 

• Updates office titles and phone numbers throughout 
• Adds Memorial Hospital [Colorado Springs, CO] as 

medical service provider for rape protocols 
June 21, 2002 IG DoD revises DoDI 5505.3, “Initiation of Criminal 

Investigations by Military Criminal Investigative 
Organizations” 
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• Commanders ensure that actual or suspected criminal 
allegations involving DoD affiliated persons, property, or 
programs under their control, are referred to the appropriate 
MCIO or law enforcement organization. 

April 16, 2003 Congress enacted P.L. 108-11 requiring a "Panel to Review 
Sexual Misconduct Allegations at United States Air Force 
Academy"  (The Fowler Panel) 

• Secretary of Defense appoints a seven-member panel 
from among private United States citizens with expertise in 
behavioral and psychological sciences and standards and 
practices relating to proper treatment of sexual assault victims 
(including their medical and legal rights and needs), as well as 
the United States Service academies, to investigate reports that 
at least 56 cadets had been sexually assaulted at USAFA 

• The panel to begin work by May 8, 2003, and report 
results to Congress within 90 days 

November 7, 2003 The House of Representatives enacted H.R. 1588, Section 526, 
“Defense Task Force on Sexual Harassment and Violence at the 
Military Service Academies” 

• The House Armed Services Committee requires the 
Secretary of Defense to establish a DoD task force to more 
effectively address sexual harassment and violence at the US 
Military Academy and the US Naval Academy.  The task force 
will be required to report their findings to the Secretary, and 
should include recommendations to improve efforts such as 
victim’s safety programs, offender accountability, sexual 
harassment prevention, and standard guidelines for training 
personnel at the academies.  The committee also requires the 
Secretary to assess the effectiveness of the corrective action 
taken at the Air Force Academy resulting from various 
investigations of sexual assault and harassment. 

• The Secretary of Defense through the Secretaries of the 
military departments, shall direct each Superintendent to 
conduct an assessment during each academy program year 
beginning in 2004 and continuing through 2008, to determine 
the effectiveness of the academy’s policies, training, and 
procedures on sexual harassment and violence to prevent 
criminal sexual harassment and violence involving academy 
personnel. 

• The 2004 assessment was conducted by the Inspector 
General of the Department of Defense. 
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Appendix C.  Scope and Methodology 

We performed this evaluation from April 14, 2003, through October 1, 2004.  Our 
overall objectives were to (1) oversight the Air Force Working Group’s 
determinations reported on June 17, 2003, “The Report of the Working Group 
Concerning the Deterrence of and Response to Incidents of Sexual Assault at the 
U.S. Air Force Academy,” and (2) assess Air Force leadership accountability for 
sexual assault problems at USAFA spanning the past decade since 1993.  In 
accomplishing these objectives, we evaluated the adequacy and effectiveness of 
the policies/ requirements that govern sexual assault incidents at USAFA, 
including: 

• whether USAFA policies/requirements for sexual assaults complied with 
Federal statute,  and DoD and Air Force policies, and; 

• whether USAFA policies/requirements for sexual assaults adversely 
affected incident reporting, investigation, victim assistance, or crime 
adjudication/remediation; and 

• whether AFOSI thoroughly investigated sexual assault incidents involving 
USAFA cadets. 

We collected and analyzed all applicable Federal statutes, and DoD, Air Force, 
AFOSI, and USAFA policies/requirements that have governed sexual assault 
reporting, investigation and adjudication over the past 10 years.  We also assessed 
each criminal investigative case involving a USAFA cadet that AFOSI opened 
over the last 10 years.  We reviewed each case for investigative thoroughness, 
timeliness and outcome, and to identify any barrier to reporting, investigating, or 
adjudicating the case.  Where appropriate or beneficial, we interviewed the 
responsible investigator(s), office manager(s), and headquarters staff to ensure 
clarity and complete understanding. 

In assessing requirements, we compared statutory and policy requirements with 
actual practices to identify non-compliance issues.  We also compared the 
different statutes and policies to identify differences in statutory, DoD, Air Force 
and USAFA requirements that might lead to confusion or inconsistent application 
of requirements.  In assessing actual practices, we collected any formal guidance 
related to the practice and interviewed proponents and users as appropriate or 
beneficial to ensure clarity and complete understanding.  In any instance where 
USAFA policy or operating practice governing sexual assault reporting appeared 
inadequate, we identified and interviewed the proponents and others as necessary, 
and reviewed historical documentation to determine the justification for the sexual 
assault systems and processes in effect at USAFA.  Based on the overall results, 
we then assessed the individual Air Force Working Group determinations for 
factual accuracy and completeness, and whether we agreed with the working 
group’s conclusions and recommendations. 

Our evaluation included reviewing: 

• support/assistance programs available to USAFA victims, including; 
− the Victim/Witness Assistance Program; and 
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− cadet counseling services; 

• confidentiality afforded to cadet victims at USAFA; 

• medical support/protocols used for sexual assault investigations involving 
USAFA cadets; 

• unique or academy-specific procedure that USAFA uses for judicial 
proceedings or non-judicial punishments in sexual assault cases; 

• the extent to which USAFA uses “victim amnesty,” or similar programs in 
addressing victim violations related to or involved in sexual assault 
incidents; 

• USAFA grievances systems or redress methods that relate to or have a 
bearing on sexual assaults at USAFA; 

• training on sexual assault, sexual harassment, equal opportunity, or other 
related areas required for USAFA cadets; 

• security available for USAFA cadets when on academy grounds and in 
dormitories; and 

• USAFA systems, processes, or methods used in remediating sexual assault 
incidents. 

In assessing leadership accountability for sexual assault problems at USAFA, we 
identified leaders, managers and others that made decisions, or were authorized to 
make decisions, on matters related to sexual assault problems at USAFA over the 
last 10 years.  We then conducted formal, on-the-record interviews and, whenever 
possible, collected documentation to corroborate the oral testimony.  Overall, we 
conducted more than __ interviews during the evaluation, including 144 formal 
on-the-record interviews to assess accountability.  The interviews included current 
and former Air Force officials, as well as current and former USAFA cadets, as 
follows: 

• Three Secretaries of the Air Force; 

• Four Chiefs of Staff of the Air Force; 
− Two Deputy Chiefs of Staff of the Air Force; 

• Five General Counsels of the Air Force; 
− Two Deputy General Counsels of the Air Force; 

• Two Surgeons General of the Air Force; 

• Four Inspectors General of the Air Force; 

• Three Commanders of Air Force Office of Special Investigations; 
− Five AFOSI Detachment Commanders at USAFA; 

• Two Judge Advocate of the Air Force; 
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− One Deputy Judge Advocate of the Air Force; 
− Three AFOSI Judge Advocates; 
− Four USAFA Judge Advocates; 

• Three Superintendents of U.S. Air Force Academy; 

• Five Commandants of the Cadet Wing of U.S. Air Force Academy; 
− Three Vice Commandants of Cadet Wing of U.S. Air Force Academy; 

• One Dean of Faculty of U.S. Air Force Academy; 

• Five current and former staff members, Sexual Assault Services Group, 
U.S. Air Force Academy; and 

• Current or former USAFA cadets. 
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Appendix D.  Prior Coverage 

General Accounting Office Reports 

GAO-03-1001, “Military Education:  Student and Faculty Perceptions of Student Life at 
the Military Academies,” is a report responding to surveys conducted at the military 
academies dealing with perceptions of student life.  The survey did not query students 
and faculty on specific incidents of alleged sexual assault at the academies.  In terms of 
sexual harassment, about half of the students at each academy responded that their 
academy’s emphasis on the prevention of sexual harassment was about right.  However, 
female students were more likely than male students to report that the prevention of 
sexual harassment is generally or greatly underemphasized.  Twenty-five percent of 
female students at the Military Academy, 21 percent at the Naval Academy, and 37 
percent at the Air Force Academy responded that the prevention of sexual harassment is 
generally or greatly underemphasized.  The results of the 1994 survey of students on 
sexual harassment issues showed that the majority of women students experienced some 
form of gender-based harassment that interfered with their performance or created an 
intimidating, hostile, or offensive environment.  

GAO-NSIAD-99-27, “Gender Issues:  Information to Assess Service members’ 
Perceptions of Gender Inequities Is Incomplete,” is based on various surveys and studies 
of perceptions of military personnel, articles in service-orientated publications, and 
discussions with experts in the military personnel area.  The GAO identified two major 
areas where studies indicate that servicemen and service women perceive inequities:  1) 
career opportunities (including assignment policies and other factors that may have an 
impact on career advancement) and 2) physical fitness and body fat standards.  Although 
this report did not focus on military academies, it did highlight a relevant perception of 
active duty military males.  Men fear that women will claim sexual harassment if they are 
pushed too hard when it comes to job performance. 

GAO/NSIAD-95-49, “DoD Service Academies:  Comparison of Honor and Conduct 
Adjudicatory Processes,” in this report GAO reviewed the adjudicatory systems used at 
the academies to make decisions on student conduct and performance.  This report (1) 
compares the honor and conduct systems at each academy and describes how the various 
systems provide common due process protections and (2) describes the attitudes and 
perceptions of students toward these systems.   

Although the honor systems at the academies have many similarities, there are some 
prominent differences among them.  The honor codes at the Military and Air Force 
academies include no-toleration clauses that make it an honor offense to know about an 
honor offense and not report it, while at the Naval Academy failure to act on a suspected 
honor violation is a conduct offense.  Differences also exist in the standard of proof that 
is used in honor hearings, “beyond a reasonable doubt” used at the Air Force Academy 
versus “a preponderance of the evidence” used at the other academies.  A large majority 
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of the students questioned the reasonableness of many of the minor rules and regulations 
in the conduct codes.  Also, many students perceive academy handling of conduct 
offenses, the application of rules and regulations, and the imposition of disciplinary 
actions as inconsistent. 

GAO/NSIAD-95-58, “DoD Service Academies:  Update on Extent of Sexual 
Harassment,” - Similar to our previous findings, the majority of academy women 
reported experiencing at least one form of sexual harassment on a recurring basis in 
academic year 1993-94, while the highest percentage of men indicating exposure to some 
form of recurring sexual harassment was about 11 percent.  The proportion of women at 
the Naval and Air Force academies who reportedly experienced some form of sexual 
harassment a couple of times a month or more often represented a statistically significant 
increase from the 1990-91 levels.  Again, the most common forms of sexual harassment 
were verbal comments and visual displays.  The comparison of the 1990-91 and 1994 
results appears in appendix I.  In our 1994 follow-up survey, we added a question on 
sexual harassment tailored after the wording of the DOD definition of sexual harassment 
issued in 1988.  This was suggested at the Senate Armed Services Committee’s hearing 
on our January 1994 report.  This new question focused on the incidence of more overt, 
physical forms of sexual harassment in addition to verbal forms.  Responses to this new 
question indicated that between 36 percent and 42 percent of the women at each academy 
have been subjected at least once or twice over the year to (1) physical, gender-related 
behavior that interfered with their performance or created a hostile environment or (2) 
unwelcome, deliberate physical contact of a sexual nature.  Also, from 11 percent to 22 
percent of the academy women reported encountering sexual advances that were tied to 
some aspect of their academy careers.  Responses to the questions added to the 1994 
survey are shown in appendix II.  Academy men tended to perceive an improvement in 
the atmosphere for reporting sexual harassment, with significant declines in the 
percentages seeing negative consequences as likely to accrue to those who report sexual 
harassment.  The responses of academy women, however, showed no such change in 
perceived consequences. 

GAO/NSIAD-94-95, “Military Academy: Gender and Racial Disparities,” reports how 
well the Military Academy treats women and minorities.  The GAO had reported 
separately on disparities at the Naval Academy and the Air Force Academy.  This report 
addresses 1) differences in performance and experience indicators between man and 
women and between whites and minorities for the classes of 1988 through 1992, 2) 
perceptions of the fairness of the treatment that female and minority cadets receive, and 
3) actions the Academy has taken to enhance the success of women and minorities at the 
Academy.   

Male and female cadets differed in some of their experiences at the U.S. Military 
Academy.  For example, women consistently received offers of admission at higher rates 
than men, but also consistently experienced higher attrition than men.  Women's 
academic grades were lower than men's, particularly during freshman and sophomore 
years, despite generally higher academic predictor scores.  In contrast, women's physical 
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education grades were somewhat higher despite lower predictor scores in this area.  
Although reviewed more frequently for Honor Code violations and for failure to meet 
academic standards, women were recommended for separation less often.  A GAO survey 
of cadets, staff, and faculty revealed perceptions that women were generally treated the 
same as men.  Some male cadets, however, viewed women as receiving better treatment 
in some areas.   

GAO/T-NSIAD-94-111, “DoD Service Academies:  Further Efforts Needed to Eradicate 
Sexual Harassment,” - Statement by xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 6
The academies have not met the goals of DoD's Human Goals Charter or its policy of 
providing an environment that is free from sexual harassment.  Although relatively few 
cases of sexual harassment were formally reported, responses to our survey indicated that 
nearly all academy women reported experiencing at least one form of sexual harassment 
during academic year 1991.  The most common forms of harassment were verbal 
comments.  Our survey also showed a relationship between students experiencing a high 
degree of sexual harassment and those feeling stress.  The academies generally have met 
and gone beyond the minimum requirements DOD has established for sexual harassment 
eradication programs.  For example, the academies have published policy statements on 
the issue and have conducted prompt and thorough investigations of reported incidents.  
Among the additional actions taken by the academies are more extensive tracking and 
monitoring of incidents and providing more options for reporting and dealing with 
harassment.  However, the inspectors general have not conducted reviews at the 
academies that included sexual harassment prevention and education as an item of special 
interest.  Moreover, none of the academies has developed usable trend data to assess the 
effectiveness of its sexual harassment eradication program.  The Military and Air Force 
academies have not conducted routine, systematic program evaluations.  A disciplined 
evaluation approach is critical to determining whether current efforts to eradicate 
harassment are working or new efforts should be tried.  In reviewing the efforts of other 
organizations, we also identified several approaches to sexual harassment prevention that 
may prove effective at the academies. 

GAO/NSIAD-94-6, “DoD Service Academies:  More Actions Needed to Eliminate 
Sexual Harassment,”- A GAO survey found widespread sexual harassment at the nation's 
military academies, with between 93 and 97 percent of female students reporting some 
form of sexual harassment in 1991.  The most common forms of harassment were 
derogatory personal comments and suggestions that standards had been lowered for 
women.  GAO found a strong link between harassment and stress.  The academies 
generally have complied with the minimum requirements the Defense Department has set 
for programs to eliminate sexual harassment.  Inspectors General have yet, however, to 
expressly review sexual harassment prevention and education at the academies.  
Moreover, none of the academies has developed usable data to assess whether their 
sexual harassment eradication programs are working.  In reviewing the efforts of other 
organizations, GAO noted several approaches to preventing sexual harassment that may 
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prove effective at the academies.  GAO summarized this report in testimony before 
Congress; see: DOD Service Academies: Further Efforts Needed to Eradicate Sexual 
Harassment, by xxxx xx. xxxxxxx, xxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxx, before the Subcommittee on Force Requirements and Personnel, Senate 
Committee on Armed Services. 

GAO/NSIAD-93-244, “Air Force Academy:  Gender and Racial Disparities” - 
Performance indicators for male and female cadets showed mixed results—each group 
fared better in some comparisons and worse in others.  For example, women have not 
fared as well as men in their admissions qualification rates and their physical fitness test 
scores.  Women also had higher attrition rates than men did, and proportionately fewer 
women were in the top 15 percent of their graduating classes.  Men, however, received 
proportionately fewer admissions offers than women and had lower academic admissions 
scores.   

A GAO survey of cadets revealed perceptions that women generally received treatment 
equal to that of men.  However, a higher percentage of men than women perceived that 
women were treated better, and a slightly higher percentage of women than men 
perceived that they were treated worse.  Over the past few years, the Academy has taken 
a number of steps that should help women succeed at the Academy.  However, it does not 
have a consolidated database to analyze changes in student performance indicators.  
Neither has it established criteria for determining when performance differences are 
significant.  Finally, the Academy has not documented specific actions it has taken or 
plans to take to implement prior equal opportunity recommendations 

GAO/T-NSIAD-92-41, “DoD Service Academies:  Status Report on Reviews of Student 
Treatment,” is testimony before the Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel, 
Committee on Armed Services, U.S. Senate by xx xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx xxxxxx, National Security and International Affairs Division.  xx stated that 
in the area of harassment, they found that sexual harassment occurs more frequently than 
is reported to officials.  In response to survey questions about the types and extent of 
harassment experienced, significant numbers of female respondents at all academies 
reported personally experiencing various types of verbal and visual (graphic) harassment 
fairly often, once or twice a month or more. 

GAO/NSIAD-92-57, “DoD Service Academies:  Academy Preparatory Schools Need a 
Clearer Mission and Better Oversight,”- The schools’ missions are not clearly defined.  
Their mission statements refer to preparing “selected” individuals for academy 
admission.  The schools appear to be pursuing differing goals regarding specific 
subgroups such as enlisted personnel, females, minorities, and recruited athletes-the 
primary groups the schools now serve.  For example, about 50 percent of the students 
enrolled at the Air Force prep school were recruited athletes; this is about double the 
percentage of recruited athletes at the Army and Navy schools. b6

The Department of Defense (DOD) has limited information on the quality of the schools’ 
programs.  Program reviews of the prep schools conducted by service academy faculty do 
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not assess the schools against a uniform set of quality and performance standards.  DOD 
lacks the tools and information it needs to assess whether the schools are cost-effective.  
GAO'S review indicated that the Navy, Army, and Air Force preparatory programs cost 
about $39,800, $50,900, and $60,900, respectively, for each student entering an academy. 

Air Force Reports 

Report of the Panel to Review Sexual Misconduct Allegations at the U.S. Air Force 
Academy - Fowler Commission: “In addition to maintaining an Air Force entity external 
to the Academy to provide effective oversight, it is important to ensure that the tenures of 
key Academy personnel are sustained for an appropriate period of time to provide an 
effective balance between the need for stability and the need for reinvigorated leadership.  
The Panel is concerned that the short tenures of the prior Superintendents and the 
Commandants of Cadets to three years in order to provide for greater continuity and 
stability in Academy leadership”  

“The Panel recommends that the Air Force extend the tour length of the Superintendent 
to four years and the tour length of the Commandant of Cadets to three years in order to 
provide for greater continuity and stability in Academy leadership.”    

Headquarters, United States Air Force, “The Report of the Working Group 
Concerning the Deterrence of and Response to Incidents of Sexual Assault at the 
U.S. Air Force Academy.”  Secretary Roche directed the General Counsel of the Air 
Force to lead a high-level working group to review cadet complaints, and the policies, 
programs and practices of the Academy to deter and respond to incidents of sexual 
assault, with a view toward making recommendations as appropriate.  Secretary Roche 
also tasked the Working Group to review cases of sexual assault that had been reported 
from January 1993 to December 2002.   

The Working Group found no systemic acceptance of sexual assault at the Academy, 
institutional avoidance of responsibility, or systemic maltreatment of cadets who report 
sexual assault.  Instead, the Working Group found considerable attention to programs 
intended to encourage reporting, avoid incidents of sexual assault and support victims.  
However, the Working Group also found the focus on sexual assault issued had varied 
over time and lessened in recent years, and a number of culture and process matters are 
problematic.  Collectively, they produced a less than optimal environment to deter and 
respond to sexual assault or bring assailants to justice.  They demonstrate work that needs 
to be done to ensure that victim support and institutional value are consistently addressed. 

Air Force Academy Honor Climate Assessment Task Force, “On the Honor Code 
and System,” August 2001, – Based on evidence developed during the assessment, the 
Task Force identified two overarching findings.  First, while the lecture format of honor 
instruction at the Air Force Academy adequately covers the rudimentary aspects of the 
Honor Code and Honor System, it fails to intellectually engage cadets in grasping the 
centrality and criticality of honor in discharging – or failing to discharge – the daunting 
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responsibilities and authorities attendant to a commission in the United States Armed 
Forces.  It is not enough, not nearly enough, to lecture only on the principle and virtue of 
honor to young adults; this vital building block of character must be understood and 
internalized as central to the credibility and effectiveness of the profession of arms. 

Other DoD Reports 

Defense Manpower Data Center Report No. 96-014 – In March 1994, the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense asked the Secretary of the Air Force and the Under Secretary of 
Defense (Personnel and Readiness) to develop a sexual harassment policy action plan.  
This plan was provided in April 1994, and included among its elements (1) the 
establishment of a Defense Equal Opportunity Council Task Force on Discrimination and 
Sexual Harassment to review the Military Services’ discrimination complaints systems 
and recommend improvements, and (2) the conduct of a Department-wide sexual 
harassment survey.  

Based on the data collected in this study, there is evidence that sexual harassment is 
declining significantly in the active-duty Military Services.  Between 1988 and 1995, the 
percentage of women reporting incidents of sexual harassment declined nine percentage 
points.  On the other hand, sexual harassment remains a major challenge that all the 
Services must continue to combat. 

Report No. 96-075 Management and Administration of the United States Air Force 
Academy, February 23, 1996 

This audit was requested by the Senate Subcommittee on Personnel, Committee on 
Armed Services.  The objectives were to determine whether the operations of the United 
States Air Force Academy (Academy) were within the intent and scope of United States 
Code, title 10, and DoD guidance; to evaluate the economy and efficiency of the 
operations of the Academy; and to follow up on position management recommendations 
in a previous IG, DoD, audit report. 

The Academy was generally operating within the intent and scope of United States Code, 
title 10, and DoD guidance.  The Academy also had begun implementing the 
recommendations made in the prior IG, DoD, report. However, the audit did identify 
conditions warranting management action. 

The Athletic Association unnecessarily disbursed about $30,000 for lodging and meals 
for the football team; inappropriately received appropriated funding support; accrued 
significant overtime; accepted travel benefits from private companies; and did not 
distinguish between contract personnel and Government employees.  

The Academy also incorrectly designated about 150 civil engineering positions as 
military-unique and authorized 33 positions that were not essential for the 
accomplishment of its mission or for the maintenance of the quality of life of the Cadet 
Wing.  In addition, the Academy designated three positions as military-unique, although 
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the duties and responsibilities of those positions could be accomplished more cost-
effectively by using civilians. 
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Appendix E.  Case Reviews  

During March 20 through July 16, 2003, we reviewed 56 AFOSI sexual assault 
investigative case files, which is the total sexual assault cases that AFOSI 
identified as involving a U.S. Air Force Academy (USAFA) cadet opened over 
the last 10 years.1  The cases involved incidents that occurred between August 1, 
1991, and November 17, 2002, and reported to AFOSI during January 7, 1993 
through February 21, 2003.  To ensure appropriate emphasis on current policy and 
conditions, as opposed to historical conditions that might not truly reflect current 
policy and requirements, we also segregated the cases and reviewed those opened 
over the last 3 years (18 cases).  In addition, to relate actual cases to the results of 
a survey that we conducted during May 2003, to assess current climate/culture at 
the academy, we segregated the cases and looked at those opened after May 1999 
(20 cases).  The post May 1999 period would coincide as best as possible with the 
cadet class years involved in the survey.   

Investigative Case Statistics 

Three (5 percent) of the 56 AFOSI sexual assault investigations were closed after 
investigation because the victim withdrew the complaint (1 case) or recanted the 
allegations (2 cases).2  The table below shows overall characteristics for the 
remaining 53 cases. 

Table 1 
AFOSI Sexual Assault Investigations 

 

Last 
10 Years 

Last 
3 Years 

Since 
May 1999 

 

No. % No. % No. % 
Assault Alleged/Investigated 53 100 16 100 18 100 
 Rape 23 44 7 44 9 50 
 Sodomy3 5 9 1 6 1 6 
 Indecent Assault/Act 25 47 8 50 8 44 
Alleged Assault Involved 26 49 8 50 9 50 
                                                 
1  Five of these investigations are still not complete.  Investigative work continues in two cases, and 

courts martial are pending in the remaining three cases.  We also reviewed one investigation involving 
consensual sex that came to our attention during the evaluation.  This case was investigated during the 
10-year period and involved a female who was a cadet when a sexual relationship began between her 
and a Military Member assigned to USAFA.  The relationship began in the early-1980s, continued for a 
number of years, and resulted in the Military Member being discharged from the Service.  This case did 
not involve a sexual assault and, therefore, did not fit within the parameters for our evaluation.  It is not 
included in our case analysis. 

2  These cases all involved first year (freshman) cadet victims. 
3  Most of the sodomy cases involved anal rape of a female. 
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Alcohol 
 Victim Only 2 4 0 0 0 0 
 Suspect Only 10 19 5 31 5 28 
 Both Victim and Suspect 14 26 3 19 4 22 
Alleged Assault Occurred 53 100 16 100 18 100 
 On-Base at USAFA 34 64 10 63 11 61 
 In Dorm Room at 
 USAFA 

 22  42  8  50  9  50

 Off-Base Away from 
 USAFA 

19 36 6 37 7 39 

Victims of the Alleged Assaults4 61 100 18 100 21 100 
 Non-Cadet 19 31 9 50 10 48 
 Cadet Freshman, 
Candidate, or  Basic Trainee 

15 25 6 33 8 38 

 Cadet Sophomore 14 23 2 11 2 9 
 Cadet Junior 9 15 1 6 1 5 
 Cadet Senior 4 6 0 0 0 0 
Suspects of the Alleged Assaults 58 100 16 100 18 100 
 Unknown Suspect 6 10 2 13 2 11 
 Non-Cadet 5 9 1 6 1 6 
 Cadet Freshman, 
Candidate, or  Basic Trainee 

9 16 1 6 2 11 

 Cadet Sophomore 9 16 1 6 1 6 
 Cadet Junior 9 16 3 19 3 16 
 Cadet Senior 20 33 8 50 9 50 
No. Cadet Victim and Cadet 
Suspect Cases 

27 51 6 38 7 39 

No. Freshman Victim and 
Upper-Class Suspect Cases 

6 11 5 31 5 28 

 
Based on the information in Table 1: 

• Most (53 percent) AFOSI sexual assault investigations at USAFA involve 
rape or sodomy allegations, as opposed to lesser crimes such as indecent 
acts. 

• Most alleged assaults (64 percent) occur on-base at the academy and a 
large proportion (42 percent) occur in academy dormitories. 

• A large proportion (49 percent) of the incidents involve alcohol use and 
these incidents usually involve both the victim and suspect using alcohol. 

                                                 
4  Includes two male victims.  Victims were 96 percent female and 4 percent male. 
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• The largest victim category is cadets (71 percent), and first year female 
cadets (including candidates and basic trainees) are (1) much more likely 
to be sexually assaulted, or (2) much more likely to report a sexual assault 
after it occurs, or (3) both more likely to be assaulted and to report the 
assault. 

• Cadet seniors (36 percent of the suspects) are by far more likely to commit 
a sexual assault than other cadets, with the odds about equal for the 
remaining three class years. 

• Most (51 percent) of the sexual assault investigations involve victims and 
suspects who are both cadets. 

• 11 percent of the sexual assault investigations involve freshmen cadet 
victims and upper-class cadet suspects. 

AFOSI was the primary criminal investigative organization in most, but not all 
the investigations, and the incidents were usually not reported to law enforcement 
immediately.  Once the incidents were reported, they were generally investigated 
on a timely basis.  Table 2 below presents this information, and current 
investigation status, for the AFOSI investigations.  

 

Table 2 
AFOSI Sexual Assault Investigations 

Incident Notification and Investigation 

 Last 
10 Years 

Last 
3 Years 

Since 
May 1999 

 No. % No. % No. % 
Who Investigated the Incident       
 AFOSI 47 89 12 75 14 78 
 Joint AFOSI/Other Law 
 Enforcement 

5 9 3 19 3 17 

 Other Law 
 Enforcement/AFOSI 
 Monitor 

1 2 1 6 1 5 

Average No. People/Organizations 
Notified Before Reporting to 
AFOSI 

4  4  4  

Average No. Days Elapsed 
Between Incident and Reporting to 
AFOSI 

127  232  209  

Average No. Days to Investigate 64  79  76  
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Case  
Current Investigation Status       
 Investigative Work 
 Continuing 

2 4 0 19 0  

 Suspect Unknown and Not 
 Identified Through 
 Investigation  (Case 
 Closed) 

5 9 2 12 2  

 Investigation Cleared 
 Suspect 

1 2 1 6 1  

 Case Referred to 
 Prosecutor/Academy for 
 Action 

46 87 13 63 15  

 No. of Suspects Referred 
 for Action5

48  13  15  

As can be seen in Table 2: 

• AFOSI was directly involved in most of the investigations, but in one case 
only monitored the civilian police department investigation. 

• On average, more than 4 months (127 days) elapsed before the incident 
was reported to AFOSI, which likely contributed to the investigations not 
identifying suspects in 9 percent of the cases and producing insufficient 
evidence to prosecute/act in another 19 percent of the cases—over the last 
3 years, the delay was more than 7 months (232 days).6 

• Investigation cleared the suspect in one case and resulted in referring 
48 suspects for prosecution or other action. 

Table 3 below presents information on the resulting prosecutions and other 
actions. 

                                                 
5  Two cases each had two suspects.  
6  After this much time, a sexual assault examination on a victim or suspect likely would not produce any 

useful evidence.  Similarly, any physical evidence possible from a crime scene examination would most 
likely be lost, and even witness memories likely would have diminished substantially. 
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Table 3 
AFOSI Sexual Assault Investigations 

Prosecutions and Other Actions 

 Last 
10 Years 

Last 
3 Years 

Since 
May 1999

Prosecution/Academy Action7       
 Court Martial/Trial 
 Conducted 

7 15 3 23 3 20 

  Acquitted at Trial  2  29 0 0 0 0
  Sentenced to  
  Confinement or 
  Probation 

 5  71 3 100 3 100

 Court Martial/Trial 
 Pending 

3 6 3 23 3 20 

 Article 15 Punishment 4 8 0 0   
 Accused Resigned or was 
 Disenrolled from USAFA 
 and/or Discharged from the 
 Military 

15 31 4 31 5 33 

 Required to Repay  
 Education Cost 

 2  20 2 50 2 50

 Honor Code Sanctions 
 Imposed 

10 21 0 0 1 7 

 Insufficient Evidence to 
 Prosecute/ Act 

9 19 3 23 3 20 

As indicated in Table 3: 

• A large proportion of the investigations result in courts martial 
(21 percent) and/or disenrollment from USAFA (31 percent)—over the 
last 3 years, these proportions increased slightly overall to 23 percent and 
31 percent, respectively. 

• The large portion of the remaining cases result in Article 15 punishment 
(8 percent), or honor code sanctions (21 percent)—over the last 3 years, 
these proportions declined to 0 percent and 0 percent, respectively. 

                                                 
7  An individual case may have more than one action, e.g., a court martial or trial that results in 

confinement time may also result in discharge from Military Service and disenrollment from the 
academy.  We have categorized actions based on the most serious action in the case, beginning with 
court martial/trail, e.g., the 7 suspects shown with court martial are not among the 15 suspects shown as 
resigned or disenrolled from the academy.  NOTE:  Actions are based on information in the 
investigative files.  As recognized in the Air Force IG report, Academy records are inadequate to 
determine all actions in the cases. 
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• 19 percent, however, do not result in punitive action because the evidence 
is insufficient—over the last 3 years, this proportion increased slightly to 
23 percent.  

Investigative Case Reviews 

In completing the protocol and assessing the individual cases, we noted several 
instances where a victim or witness statement indicated a sexual assault (other 
than the one under investigation) had occurred.  Our case assessments, therefore, 
included reviewing statements and other case information to identify all such 
crime indications and determine whether additional investigations should have 
been initiated.  If so, we determined whether the additional investigations were 
initiated.  We also assessed each case for indicators of (1) alcohol or drug 
involvement, (2) barriers to incident reporting, investigative work, or prosecution, 
and (3) investigative timeliness and thoroughness.8  In assessing investigative 
timeliness and thoroughness, we focused specifically on investigations opened 
during the last 3 years (cases opened during calendar years 2000-2003, or 18 of 
the 56 total investigations), since these cases would best reflect investigative 
performance under current policies and procedures.  Because we identified 
problems with investigative timeliness and/or thoroughness in several cases, we 
assessed these cases to determine whether the timeliness or thoroughness 
problems were sufficiently serious to have impacted case outcome and, if so, 
whether the investigation should be reopened.  In each case, we also conducted a 
follow-up interview(s) with the case agent to afford the case agent an opportunity 
to provide clarifying information or explain the investigative deficiency. 

Additional Investigations Should Have Been Opened.  Statements and 
information in two cases indicated that sexual assaults other than the ones under 
investigation had occurred and should have led to additional investigative case 
openings.9  Information on these cases follows: 

b2 
• Investigation No. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:  During interview, the victim (a 

non-cadet who resided in the Colorado Springs area) indicated that xxx 
had sexual relations with other cadets the previous year, when xxx would 
have been only 15 years old.  AFOSI did not pursue the possible statutory 
rape crime.  (NOTE:  In following up on this matter with AFOSI on 
May 27, 2003, an AFOSI/HQ representative xxxxxxxx advised that xx did 

b6 

                                                 
b2 

b6 

8  Information on alcohol involvement in the cases is shown in the previous section (Table 1) 
9  Our initial review identified a possible third case (Investigation No. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx where an 

additional investigation(s) should have been opened.  In this case, the victim (a cadet in her junior year 
at USAFA) stated during interview that xxx had also been raped during xxx freshman year and told her 
AOC, but the AOC did nothing with the information.  In following up on this matter with AFOSI on 
May 27, 2003, however, the AFOSI representative provided a copy of agent notes that we had 
overlooked in the file indicating the case agents did follow-up and a second interview indicated the 
previous rape occurred during high school before the victim attended USAFA.  This additional 
information resolved the issue in our initial case review. 
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not believe the victim clearly indicated the sexual activity or the cadets 
involved.  However, the investigative file did not indicate that the case 
agent asked the victim questions to resolve or clarify these issues.  As a 
result of our findings, the matter was referred to the AFOSI legal office 
and this office has recommended that AFOSI locate and re-interview the 
victim to ascertain if any rape occurred during the timeframe involved.) 

b2 • Investigation No. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:  During interviews, two witnesses 
indicated that the subject had also sexually assaulted them.  AFOSI did not 
pursue these allegations.  (NOTE:  In following up on this matter with 
AFOSI on May 27, 2003, we learned that as a result of our findings, the 
two allegations were sent to the AFOSI legal office for comment and/or 
recommendation.) 

Barriers to Reporting, Investigating and Prosecuting Sexual Assaults at 
USAFA.  Our case reviews identified various barriers to addressing sexual 
assaults at USAFA, as follows: 

• We identified barriers to reporting sexual assaults at USAFA in 
25 (45 percent) of the 56 cases.  The primary barrier to reporting a sexual 
assault was the USAFA policy adopted in July 1997, under which USAFA 
personnel were prohibited from reporting a sexual assault to law 
enforcement without permission from the victim or USAFA 
Superintendent.10  Other reporting barriers that we identified involved 
victims who were hesitant to report or delayed reporting a sexual assault 
because they (1) feared getting into trouble for underage drinking, 
(2) feared their assailants and believed the assailants would commit 
additional acts/abuses against them if they reported the sexual assaults, or 
(3) were embarrassed for allowing themselves to be in places or situations 
permitting the sexual assaults to have occurred.   

• We identified barriers to investigative work in 6 (11 percent) of the 
56 cases.  These barriers were all beyond AFOSI control and included 
(1) USAFA staff giving “rights advisements” and advising suspects to 
retain legal counsel before AFOSI was notified, which limited investigator 
ability to gain cooperative relations with suspects and, thereby, attain 
possible confessions, and (2) USAFA staff advising victims that they did 
not have to talk to AFOSI, thereby delaying reports to AFOSI and 
potentially causing losses of physical and other evidence essential to 
identifying suspects and solving the crimes.  As shown in the previous 
section (Tables 2 and 3), AFOSI did not identify suspects in 9 percent of 
the cases.  In an additional 19 percent (28 percent total), the evidence was 
insufficient to result in prosecution or action against the suspects.  We 
cannot hold conclusively that these consequences resulted directly from 

                                                 
10  This policy was set aside in May 2003, under the Agenda for Change 
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delayed reporting, but the delayed reporting certainly would have been a 
major contributing factor.  

Investigative Timeliness and Thoroughness.  Investigative work in 
5 (28 percent) of the 18 cases opened in the last 3 years was untimely or not 
completed thoroughly.  These investigative deficiencies generally did not impact 
the case outcomes.  In one (20 percent) of these cases, however, case outcome 
may have been impacted adversely.  In our view, nothing would be gained from 
re-opening investigations in any of these cases.11  Information on these cases 
follows: 

b2 • Case Number xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (Victim:  xxxxxxxxx; Subject:  xxxxxx)  
The timeliness or thoroughness problems identified were. 

(1)  The victim alleged that other cadets rode in the auto, xxxxxxxxxx, 
with xxx and subject.  The other cadets were not pursued as 
witnesses.  During follow-up interview with the case agent xxx xxxx, 
the case agent advised that the additional witnesses were not pursued 
because the victim could not identify any co-rider for interview.  
(NOTE:  Based on the investigative case file, AFOSI briefly 
interviewed the subject before rights advisement and xx admitted 
driving victim to xxx dorm and kissing xxx, but denied any sexual 
activity.  Subject then requested counsel, which ended the interview.) 

(2)  The xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx was not located for crime scene processing or 
owner interview.  According to the case agent, in an attempt to locate 
the vehicle, subject’s sponsor was contacted because it is common 
practice for cadets to use their sponsor’s vehicles; however, no 
sponsor vehicle came close to matching xxxxxxxxxxxx.  The case 
agent advised, however, that the sponsor was not interviewed 
regarding the issues.  (xx did not give a specific reason for not 
interviewing the sponsor.)  The case agent further advised that xx did 
not ask the sponsor if the sponsor had ever seen subject driving a 
vehicle matching the xxxxx description.  We asked the case agent if 
xx contacted Security Forces to help locate the vehicle.  xx responded 
that Security Forces cannot track vehicles by type or color, and must 
have the registration number from the DoD sticker to identify a 
vehicle on base.  Finally, when queried as to whether xx tried to 
locate subject friends, or USAFA staff who knew subject, to identify 
possible witnesses or the vehicle owner, the case agent stated that xx 
vaguely remembered these type investigative steps, but nothing was 

b6 

                                                 
11  We do not believe that timeliness or thoroughness deficiencies impacted the outcomes in four cases.  In 

the remaining case, the deficiencies involved physical evidence identification and crime scene 
processing.  The time elapsed since the deficiencies occurred would preclude obtaining meaningful, 
tangible evidence that would support current prosecution efforts.  
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developed and the investigative steps were not documented as they 
should have been. 

(3)  Sign-in sheets at Vanderberg Hall were not checked to help identify 
witnesses, establish date and time, or otherwise support victim’s 
statement.  The case agent advised that C1Cs and C2Cs are not 
required to sign out of their dorm areas and while C3Cs and C4Cs are, 
past experience has shown most do not or list vague or really broad 
locations, i.e., Denver.  (NOTE:  While touring the academy dorms 
on June 25, 2003, the duty AOC advised us that cadet one degrees and 
two degrees are required to sign out when they leave the academy 
reservation.) 

Had these thoroughness problems not occurred, the case outcome could have been 
significantly different. 

• Case No. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (Victim:  xxxxxxxx, Subject:  xxxxxx)  
During interviews, two witnesses (xxxxxx and xxxxxx) told AFOSI that 
the subject had also sexually assaulted them.  In following up with the 
case agent xxxxxxxxxx, the case agent did not remember witness xxxxxx 
or why nothing was done regarding xxx allegations.  The case agent did 
remember witness xxxxxx, advising that xxxxxx attended the xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx.  The case agent believed that xxxxxxxxxxxx allegation was a 
“passing comment.”  However, he did not recall following up with 
xxxxxxxxxx to clarify.  Additionally, the case agent did not recall any 
coordination with the Denver Police Department regarding xxxxxxxxxxxx 
allegation. 

b2 

b6 

• Case No. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (Victim:  xxxxxxxxxxxxx, Subject:  
Unknown)  The timeliness or thoroughness problems were: 

(1)  Bed linens and clothing (PJs) were not seized as evidence.  The case 
agent xxxxxxxxxxxxx advised that the case involved kissing and 
fondling only.  As a result, xx did not believe that hair evidence, 
which might have been found on the items, would have proven 
anything.  Additionally, based on previous cases, xx advised that 
cadet rooms were noted for having lots of hair present.  In response to 
questions, however, the case agent agreed that the sheet and blanket, 
which had been issued to the victim recently when xxx started basic 
training, should not have had much hair.  Additionally, the case agent 
did not query the victim about whether xxx changed the sheets.  The 
case agent agreed that this was an important step, since a subject had 
not been identified.  The case agent believed that xx discussed this 
issue with the Detachment Commander (DETCO) during the 
investigation, but no such discussion was documented in the case file. 

b2 

b6 
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 (2)  Canvass interviews were not completed to identify a possible 
subject.  According to the case agent, canvass interviews were not 
done because the victim’s roommate refuted the victim’s entire 
statement concerning the alleged crime.  However, due to oversight, 
the case agent did not obtain a signed, sworn statement from the 
roommate, even though the statement was the reason the case agent 
did not pursue other investigative leads. 

b6 

b2 • Case No. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (Victim:  xxxxxxxxxx, Subject:  
xxxxxxxxx)  The timeliness or thoroughness problems were. 

 (1)  Subject's ring was not seized and checked for blood evidence.  
The case agent advised that another agent, the duty agent when the 
incident occurred, collected evidence from the subject.  The case 
agent was not involved in seizing subject evidence.  The case agent 
and duty agent both handled evidence collected from the victim.  
Security Forces Squadron (SFS) handled the sexual assault kit, which 
was turned over to AFOSI when AFOSI entered the case.  The duty 
agent could not recall why the ring was not collected as evidence, but 
believed the subject did not have the ring when he collected subject 
evidence.   

 (2)  Crime scene was not processed--no photo, sketch, or evidence 
collection.  According to the case agent, AFOSI was not involved 
until approximately one week after the incident and witnesses 
reported that the victim had cleaned up the blood at the crime scene.  
As a result, the case agent did not believe that processing the crime 
scene would have added value to the case.  The case agent also 
believed that the DETCO and Regional Forensic Coordinator (RFC) 
discussed this issue and decided not to process the scene.  The duty 
agent recalled a discussion with the case agent involving going to the 
crime scene and taking carpet, but could not recall who decided not to 
do so.  He also could not explain why the evidentiary items referenced 
in RFC crime scene processing guidance were not collected.  
Additionally, he could not recall if the DETCO was involved in the 
meeting or made the decision not to process the crime scene.  Finally, 
he believed that the case agent coordinated this issue with the Aurora 
Police Department, but did not know about a specific discussion. 

b2 • Case No. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (Victim:  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; Subject:  
xxxxxxx)  The timeliness and/or thoroughness problems were: 

(1)  E-mails between victim and subject indicate that the sexual activity 
might have been consensual, and also tend to contradict the victim’s 
statement that xxx did not yell during the alleged assault because xxx 
feared cadet discipline.  The victim, however, was not re-interviewed 

b6 
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regarding the e-mails to assess credibility in xxx allegations.  The re-
interview could have resulted in the victim recanting xxx story in 
whole or part.  According to the case agent xxxxxxxxxxxxx, a re-
interview was considered, but xx and the DETCO decided against one 
because of a “gray area” concerning confrontational sexual assault 
victim interviews.  In this regard, the case agent advised that this type 
re-interview would have been done at his subsequent duty 
assignment, but the USAFA environment is different because cadet 
victims come to the academy with strong congressional or senatorial 
backing.  When questioned further regarding a clarification versus 
confrontational interview, the case agent said a “fine line” separated 
the two and he was afraid to cross that fine line in the academy 
environment. 

(2)  A Forensic Science Consultant (FSC) was not contacted, even though 
required in AFOSI guidance.  The case agent advised that xx was 
unsure why FSC coordination was not documented in the case file.  
xx opined that FSC coordination for the case might have been 
documented in case xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, which involved the same 
subject.  However, that case file also did not reflect FSC coordination. 

(3)  AFOSI did not follow-up with the Staff Judge Advocate (SJA) after 
receiving a SJA letter saying no action was pending in the case.  The 
case agent could not explain the omission. 

(4)  After receiving e-mail traffic between the victim and subject on 
May 2, 2002, the case agent waited more than 2 weeks, until May 17, 
2002, to read the e-mails.  According to the case agent, the victim was 
looking for the e-mails May 2-5, 2002, provided them to xxx during 
this timeframe, xx rceived the final ones on May 5, 2002, and xx 
should have shown May 5, not May 2, as the receipt date in the case 
file.  He could not explain why xx did not review them until May 17, 
12 days after a May 5 receipt date. 

(5)  A month expired before the case agent asked the ADC for permission 
to talk to subject.  The case agent was unable to explain the delay. 

b6 

b2 

b6 

b2 
• Case No. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (Victim:  xxxxxxx; Subject:  

xxxxx)  Timeliness or thoroughness problems were: 

(1)  Crime scene was not visited or diagrammed.  The case agent could not 
recall specifically why a crime scene visit was not conducted.  
However, since the subject and victim agreed the sex act took place 
and the only question was consent, the case agent did not believe that 
visiting the crime scene would have added value to the investigation.  
According to the case agent, the decision not to visit the crime scene 

b6 
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involved the type of issue that would have been cleared/discussed 
with the DETCO, even though such a discussion was not documented 
in the case file. 

(2)  Investigation did not include an attempt to locate a semen stain on the 
floor.  According to the case agent, the subject and victim agreed that 
the events occurred, and visiting the crime scene and attempting to 
collect a semen stain would not have added value to the investigation.  
Additionally, the case agent asserted that (a) locating the stain would 
not have proven anything, since there would not have been a way to 
determine when the stain was deposited, and (b) the DETCO would 
have approved the decision not to visit and/or process the crime 
scene.  The DETCO agreed, advising that it was xxx decision not to 
process the crime scene and collect the stained carpet as evidence.  
According to the DETCO, cadet rooms are all basically the same and 
there would not have been a way to determine when a stain was 
deposited on the floor.  As a result, the DETCO believed that it would 
have been pointless to collect stain evidence.  

(3)  The door lock on the victim’s room was not checked to validate the 
victim’s allegation.  The case agent did not recall the door lock being 
a factor in the investigation, stating xxx had been told that cadets 
generally do not lock their doors. 

b6 

Although we understand the rationale for not completing some investigative steps 
in this case, thorough crime scene processing in an alleged violent crime case is 
fundamental and generally should not be omitted.  Processing the crime scene in 
this case might not have produced conclusive evidence as the case agent and 
DETCO surmise, but would have given them an additional basis for addressing 
the consent issue in victim and subject interviews.  Doing so might have answered 
the consent issue and helped ensure the most appropriate case outcome.   

Air Force General Counsel Report (SAF/GC) 

According to the SAF/GC report (page 156, section entitled, “Review of Sexual 
Assault Cases”) 

“Pursuant to the Secretary’s guidance to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
Academy’s sexual assault deterrence and response processes, we undertook an 
analysis of the investigated cases containing allegations of sexual assault at the 
Academy.  The purpose of this analysis was to evaluate whether, in light of the 
available evidence, the criminal dispositions taken by the Academy leadership 
appeared to be reasonable.  The review was performed by staff team members 
having military justice expertise.” 

The reviewers concluded (p. 164): 
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“. . . of the forty-three cases considered, we disagreed with the reasonableness of 
the criminal disposition of one case.  We questioned, but could not form an 
opinion on, four others.  Although there were cases where we would have 
favored use of formal criminal processes to resolve close factual issues, 
disciplinary action generally appeared to be within reasonable boundaries of 
discretion.  We did not attempt to assess the reasonableness of characterization 
of discharge.” 

Our evaluation did not include efforts to validate this portion of the SAF/GC 
report. 

Conclusions 

Based on reviewing the investigative case files and conducting follow-up 
interviews with the case agents and other AFOSI personnel, 5 (28 percent) of the 
18 investigations opened during the last three years (CY 2000 through CY 2003) 
omitted investigative steps necessary to thoroughness.  In one case (6 percent), the 
investigative omissions might have affected the case outcome. 
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Appendix F.  Evolution of Confidential Sexual 
Assault Reporting 

LtGen Hosmer Era (USAFA Superintendent, Jun. 1991- Jun. 1994) 

In 1993, after meeting with female USAFA cadets and hearing that many knew 
another cadet who had been sexually assaulted, LtGen Hosmer began a 
counseling program to deal with the “medical and emotional problem” 
experienced after a sexual assault.1  However, he did not view them as sexual 
assaults, advising instead that “. . . I heard a number of the specific cases. . . . I 
would characterize . . . all of them . . . as heavy pressure from a peer, often the girl 
was a virgin, not prepared for the event, . . . realized later what she’d done, and 
was traumatized . . .”2  As a result, he directed a USAFA xxxxxx xx xxxxxx xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, to form a small group of nurses and 
get the word out that cadets could talk to these people in confidence.3  According 
to LtGen Hosmer, his intention was for the nurses to encourage cadets to report 
matters for investigation when they were told something that should be 
investigated as a crime.4  In practice, however, he explained that the matter would 
not be reported if the cadet did not want to report to police.5  In addition, he 
conceded that the nurses were not qualified to distinguish between criminal and 
non-criminal sexual behavior.  In fact, he said, it “. . . was not her business.”6  
LtGen Hosmer began this program as an informal process without prior Air Force 
knowledge or approval.  The Commandant of Cadets during the period June 1993 
to November 1994 was not aware of the program.7

b6 

LtGen Hosmer also viewed the problem as a counseling record security matter—
the counseling center location permitted observing anyone entering or leaving the 
counseling center; command officials could access counseling records maintained 
in the center; and during prosecution, counseling record releases could be ordered.  
He, therefore, believed that cadets did not trust the Cadet Counseling Center to 
protect their records from disclosure.  He did not take any direct action to alter or 
improve cadet perceptions regarding counseling records, such as relocating the 
counseling center or directing USAFA commanders not to access the records.8  
Instead, he excluded the Cadet Counseling Center from the confidential reporting 
process and established the informal counseling system with nurses instead of 
using the professional counselors and mental health staff employed by the Cadet 

                                                 
1  December 3, 2003, Hosmer Interview Transcript, p. 11. 
2  Ibid, p. 7 
3  Ibid, p. 12 
4  Ibid, p. 14 
5  Ibid, p. 13 
6  Ibid, p. 17 
7  February 25, 2004, Gen Patrick K. Gamble Interview Transcript, p. 16; Immediately prior to becoming the USAFA 

Superintendent, LtGen Hosmer was the SAF/IG and AFOSI reported to him directly.  Accordingly, there is no basis for 
LtGen Hosmer not to know or fully understand AFOSI investigative responsibility or independent authority to conduct 
investigations.  
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Counseling Center.9  He believed the cadets needed someone to talk to about their 
sexual experiences in a manner that would remain confidential.  His process 
focused on the victim.10  When asked if he had considered repeat offenders, 
LtGen Hosmer advised that someone (possibly AFOSI) had told him about this 
possibility, so he thought this would be “. . . another chance to catch them.”11  
LtGen Hosmer apparently did not consider the fact that this would mean another 
crime would occur before a criminal could be pursued and, if the next crime were 
subject to the same reporting process, the criminal likely would avoid prosecution 
again.  In addition, he did not establish any system, procedure, or process to 
measure program effectiveness or accomplishments.  He received “aperiodic 
characterizations of the traffic” concerning confidential reports that the nurses 
received,” but only the nurses knew identities and incident details.12  
LtGen Hosmer retired from the Air Force in June 1994. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxx, xxxxx xx xx xxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxx 
xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx.  xxxxxxxxxxx, xxxxx xxxxx 
xxxxxx xx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx.13  xx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx.  xxx xxx xxxxxx 
xxxxx xx xxx x xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxx xx xxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxxx xx xxx 
xx xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xx xxxxx.  xxxx xx xx xx xxxxxxx 
xxxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxx  xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxx xxx xx x xxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx “xxxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxx xxx xxxxx 
xxxxxxx xx xxxxx xx xxx xxx xxx xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx14  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx.  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx  b6 

                                                 
9  Ibid, p. 41 
10  Ibid, p. 12 
11  Ibid, p. 59 
12  April 8, 2003, Hosmer Interview transcript, p. 60 
13  Fowler Report, p. 15 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

                                                 
74  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
75  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b6 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

LtGen Oelstrom Era (USAFA Superintendent, Aug. 1997-Jun. 2000) 

Upon becoming USAFA Superintendent in August 1997, LtGen Oelstrom wanted 
to know if women had been accepted into all aspects of USAFA life.  After a 6-
month study and determining that they had, he turned his focus to improving the 
cadet character development program.77

In mid-November 1997, the Honorable F. Whitten Peters was confirmed as the 
Under Secretary of the Air Force.  Upon being sworn into office, Under Secretary 
Peters also became the acting Secretary, which continued until August 1999, 
when he was confirmed as Secretary of the Air Force and served in that capacity 
until January 2000.78

In September 1998, LtGen Nicholas B. Kehoe replaced LtGen Swope as SAF/IG.   

In December 1998, the Chief, USAFA Sexual Assault Services Committee, 
briefed LtGen Oelstrom and other USAFA leaders.  The briefing, which was 
entitled “We Have a Problem,” was based on 1996-1997 social climate survey 
results indicating that 24 percent of female cadet had been sexually assaulted 
since arriving at USAFA.  The briefing did not result in LtGen Oelstrom taking 
any direct action. 

In June 1999, BrigGen Mark A. Welsh III replaced BrigGen Lorenz as 
Commandant of Cadets. 

BrigGen Welsh realized early that there were problems with how USAFA 
processed sexual assaults.  Early in his tenure, he spoke with xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,  
Chief, Victim Advocate Program, and received an overview on the sexual assault 
reporting process.  After the meeting, BrigGen Welsh decided that no one was 
closing the loop with the chain of command.  He was bothered that the 
Commandant heard about a sexual assault through a phone call.  According to 
BrigGen Welsh, he “. . . had the feeling that if anybody ever wanted to cut off that 
report, it would happen.  I’m not sure that there was any way to guarantee that 
everyone who had concern, that the Commandant knew about it.  And as the 
Wing Commander I felt I had to.”79  The Vice Commandant xxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxx commented similarly:  

“. . . One thing we found out, when General Welsh and I got over 
there, is that for actual incidents themselves that there was no real 
formal way of up channeling things and kind of keeping track of 

                                                 
77  Air Force Working Group Report, p. 15 
78  March 4, 2004, Peters Interview Transcript, p. 4 
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things.  And part of that probably started with the desired, you know, 
keep confidentiality when the cadets want it and that sort of 
thing. . . .”80

As a result, BrigGen Welsh and xxxxxxxxxxxxx decided to develop a notification 
form.81  BrigGen Welsh recalled that he began this change around Spring 2000.82  
He also recalled asking then xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx from 
May 31, 2000 to July 29, 2001, to begin drafting a notification form.  
BrigGen Welsh reviewed a draft.  AFOSI looked at the draft as well, because: 

“. . . I wanted to make sure that xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, 
AFOSI Detachment Commander] was comfortable and whoever the 
colonel was who was the Deputy Chief of the AFOSI at the time who 
came out to the Academy and talked to us about this, that they had a 
chance to see it and comment.  As a result, there was a coordination 
process that took a while to get it finalized.”83

BrigGen Welsh advised that he intended to use the form as a tool for final 
decisions.  Once BrigGen Welsh received a form, he intended to meet with 
whomever was involved in the process to obtain more information and then 
determine how to proceed.  He explained that “. .  at the Academy you don’t want 
lots of pieces of paper floating around with lots of information anywhere, and so I 
don’t think you needed everything to be on that piece of paper.  That wasn’t the 
intent.”84

According to the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, there were two forms, a 
documentation form, and the notification form that xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and 
 BrigGen Welsh requested.  The documentation form was used to provide 
information for the CASIE database.  The notification form was used to notify the 
Commandant or Vice Commandant, Victim Advocate Program Chief, and the 
Sexual Assault Services Branch Chief.  The notification form included basic 
details on the event and victim treatment, but not biographical information.  This 
form was initiated to better document the victim notification and assistance 
process.85

In late 1999, two incidents resulted in AFOSI investigations that prompted 
renewed AFOSI action to address the confidential reporting policy. However, 
according to BrigGen Taylor “The practical application of that policy was an 
issue of daily concern by OSI at the Air Force Academy.”86  One investigation 
was initiated on October 31, 1999, after two female cadets talked, decided that the 
same male cadet had sexually assaulted them both during a 1-2 week period, and 
one then came forward to AFOSI.  At approximately the same time, on 

b6 

                                                 
80  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Interview Transcript (Air Force Working Group), p. 12 
81  Ibid, 13 
82  May 2, 2003, Welsh Interview Transcript (Air Force Working Group), p. 15 
83  Ibid, 12 
84  Ibid, 12-13 
85  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Interview Summary, pp. 3-5 
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November 29, 1999, AFOSI opened an investigation after a former cadet 
complained about an on-and-off sexual relationship that she had with a USAFA 
chaplain beginning some 10 years earlier when she was a USAFA cadet.  As a 
result of these incidents, in November 1999, the AFOSI Commander 
(BrigGen Taylor) wrote a memorandum to an AFOSI staff officer in SAF/IG 
outlining recent events at USAFA and objecting to a system that “sets a 
dangerous precedent for circumventing Air Force Policy.”87  The memorandum 
pointed out that USAFAI 51-201 did not comply “. . . with higher Air Force 
publications.”  The memorandum also pointed out that the temporary waiver to 
AFI 44-102 had expired, USAFA medical personnel were no longer relieved from 
reporting sexual assaults, and AFPD 71-1 required commanders to “[r]efer to 
AFOSI all criminal matters and offenses for which AFOSI is responsible.”  The 
memorandum also addressed the USAFA “premise behind the provision” 
authorizing the USAFA Commandant to decide whether a sexual assault would be 
investigated, stating that this premise “sets a dangerous precedent of 
circumventing Air Force policy.  However, after preparing the memorandum and 
possibly forwarding it to the AFOSI staff officer in SAF/IG, the AFOSI 
Commander decided to use a different approach.  He had already raised the matter 
with the current and previous SAF/IG, and apparently was concerned that the 
memorandum would not produce a desired result.88  In any event, he decided to 
approach the issue differently.  BrigGen Taylor contacted the Air Force General 
Counsel (Jeh C. Johnson), a personal acquaintance, and asked Johnson to initiate 
an SAF/GC review “. . . so it doesn’t look like AFOSI is complaining.”89  
According BrigGen Taylor, Johnson was:  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx90

Johnson characterized Taylor’s attitude at the time as: 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx91   

BrigGen Taylor apparently gave Johnson the memorandum that he had drafted, 
because Johnson advised: 

b5 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

                                                 
87  Undated Taylor Memorandum to SAF/IGX, Subject:  “Reporting Procedures for Sexual Assaults at USAFA” 
88  Based on interview, BrigGen Taylor was “almost certain” that he briefed LtGen Kehoe on “. . . the issue when Kehoe was in-

briefed . . . “ as the new SAF/IG in October 1998. 
b6 89  Based on characterization in a subsequent e-mail from SAF/IGX xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

90  December 2, 2003, Taylor Interview Transcript, p. 21 
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b5 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx92

Johnson also recalled that his xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx headed the working group xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
formed to review the matter.  He also recalled that xxxxxxxx involvement was  
based on their mutual agreement or because “. . . xxx was the one who dealt with 
Academy issues, xxx and people in his office. . . .”93   

b6 

On January 10, 2000, xxxxxx e-mailed the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 Office of the Air Force Judge Advocate General (Wilder), who headed the 
working group that redrafted the USAFA draft policy, to begin working group 
meetings.  In the e-mail, xxxxxx advised: 

b5 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

On February 9, 2000, the SAF/GC (Johnson) sent SAF/IG (LtGen Kehoe) a 
memorandum advising that his office had received questions following a criminal 
case and, in responding to the questions, had become concerned about AFI 51-201 
and other guidance.  According to the memorandum: 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx94

b5 

SAF/IG (LtGen Kehoe) apparently agreed to contact the USAFA Superintendent 
(LtGen Oelstrom), because the first working group meeting was held on 
March 29, 2000.  In addition to xxxx, the following individuals attended the 
meeting: 

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, USAFA;  

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx to the Air Force Surgeon 
General, Office of Air Force Surgeon General (may have provided input 
rather than actually attending the meeting); 

b6 

                                                 
92  February 11, 2004, Johnson Interview Transcript, p. 18 
93  February 11, 2004, Johnson Interview Transcript, p. 23; The Fowler Panel criticized xxxxxxxxx, who was lead attorney for the 

Air Force Working Group team, for not disclosing his substantial previous involvement.  This issue is addressed in Part V-
Responsibility. 
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• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx AFOSI;  

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,  
SAF/IG; and  

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, SAF/IG. 

Over the ensuing 14 months until May 2001, the following additional individuals 
worked with or were associated with the group, which was identified in various 
correspondence as the “AFA Sexual Assault Procedure Study Group:”95

• LtGen Kehoe, SAF/IG; 

• LtGen Raymond Huot, SAF/IG; 

• MajGen William Moorman, Air Force Judge Advocate General; 

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, AF/JAG; 

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, Staff Attorney, Office of Air Force General Counsel; 

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, SAF/IGX; 

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, Staff Officer, SAF/IGX; 

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, Staff Officer, SAF/IGX; 

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, XOGV, AFOSI; 

• xxxxxxxxxxxxxx, XOG, AFOSI 

LtGen Dallager Era (USAFA Superintendent, Jun. 2000-Apr. 2003) 

In June 2000, LtGen John Dallager replaced LtGen Oelstrom as USAFA 
Superintendent. 

In preparation for a July 18, 2000, xxxxxx Working Group meeting, on July 11,  
2000, xxxxx e-mailed the AFOSI xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and asked  
him to propose changes to the USAFA policy (USAFAI 51-201), using specific  
proposed changes “. . . so we will have commonality of language and perhaps can  
merge to an actual compromise change, not just a concept.”  The e-mail indicated  
that xxxxx had requested the same input from the USAFA Staff Judge Advocate  
xxxxxxxxx.  In response, the USAFA Staff Judge Advocate prepared a July 13,  
2000, memorandum and the AFOSI Staff Judge Advocate prepared a July 14, 
2000, memorandum. b6 
The AFOSI memorandum provided “. . . it remains the position of AFOSI that 
AFOSI must be notified of all such sexual assaults for possible investigation by 
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AFOSI as is required by current Air Force policy in AFPD 71-7 [sic] and AFI 51-
201.  For discussion purposes, however, we offer the following draft 
modifications to USAFAI 51-201 as possible solutions to the issues raised by the 
Academy’s current policy.”  (Bolding added for emphasis)  In essential part, 
AFOSI then proposed “. . . using the same basic framework of sexual assault 
reporting as is found in the Academy instruction  . . .” to “. . . allow for all the 
initial victim support services to engage and continue. . . .”  The AFOSI proposal 
continued: 

“In those cases, however, where command and supervisory 
personnel . . . [including medical and Cadet Counseling and 
Leadership Development Center personnel] learn of a sexual assault 
on a cadet from the victim or any other source then these authorities 
will be required to make a timely report to AFOSI.  An AFOSI 
special agent will then be permitted to meet with the victim for an 
in-person interview and to explain the investigative process, answer 
questions, and take a report of the assault.  At the conclusion of this 
interview if the victim does not desire for an investigation to ensue, 
then, absent a request from the Academy Superintendent, 
AFOSI, upon receipt of a written and signed declination from 
the victim, will not open an investigation but will merely 
document the incident in the AFOSI data base.”  (Emphasis 
added)96

AFOSI then recommended specific additions and deletions to USAFAI 51-201 
based on the proposal. 

The USAFA memorandum97, on the other hand, did not offer changes and, 
instead, praised the unique sexual assault program, claiming that “. . . USAFA 
has reviewed its policy against available statistical data, and concluded that it 
has been a success, meeting all original objectives. . . .”  Other salient points 
from the memorandum are: 

• “Prior to policy implementation, USAFA received virtually no reports of 
sexual assault with the exception of a spike in reports in [Academic Year] 
AY92/93 following a serious rape incident and Superintendent 
intervention.” 

• “Following policy implementation, cases are being reported that would 
never have come to light (approximately 12 per year) and our victims are 
getting the support they need.” 

• “One of the important safety valves designed into the system . . . was that 
the Commandant of Cadets would be briefed on all cases and could 
override the victim’s confidentiality in aggravated situations.”  
(Emphasis added) 

b6                                                  
96  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, AFOSI Staff Judge Advocate Memorandum, Subject: AFOSI Draft changes to USAFAI 51-201 
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• “USAF AI 51- 201, paragraph 2.8.1.2.1 goes one step further and requires 
the Commandant to advise the Superintendent on ‘the merits and 
limitations of authorizing an investigation.’” 

• “Our experience has been that the serious cases get reported, investigated 
and prosecuted (when the evidence warrants).  The less serious (and 
prosecutable) acquaintance assault cases are handled in a manner 
that maximizes victim recovery and retention at USAFA.”  (Emphasis 
added) 

• “While it might be said that we are allowing future officers to go 
unpunished, just the opposite is true:  we are bringing cases to light that 
would never have been reported and increasing the likelihood that 
perpetrators will be identified.”  (Emphasis added) 

• “If some cases are not investigated, AFOSI statistics of sexual offenders 
based on source of commission do not bear out the proposition that 
USAFA is graduating a higher percentage of officers in this category.” 

• “Finally, our cadets understand and accept the fact that the rules which 
govern their conduct at USAFA are unlike the rules which apply in 
the “real” Air Force.  Perhaps in this case the rules which apply in the 
USAF are the ones which need to be examined and changed.”  
(Emphasis added) 

• “Recent results from our Cadet Social Climate Survey (AY 99 through 
Dec 99), reflect that 74.8 percent of all female cadets would fear reprisal if 
they reported sexual harassment by another cadet.  That number has been 
very consistent over the preceding two climate surveys.  It should be noted 
that for the same survey period, 40.5 percent of all female cadets reported 
experiencing sexual harassment from other cadets.  The numbers for the 
preceding three years are 29, 32 and 48 percent, respectively.  We have no 
statistics regarding the number of cadets who would fear reprisal for 
reporting a sexual assault, although it can be surmised that the numbers 
would be equivalent.”  (Emphasis added)98 

• “Since Academic Year 95/96, DFBLC has received a total of 72 sexual 
assault reports.  Of these, 44 involved cadet perpetrators (3 cases involved 
non-cadet victims), 11 involved non-cadet perpetrators, and the remaining 
cases did not identify the status of the perpetrator. . . .  72 hours . . . is 
normally considered the outside limit for a reliable rape protocol (in those 
cases involving rape) and . . . one can assume that a crime scene will 
normally have been compromised within that time frame.  Of the 
72 cases, . . . only 8 were reported within the 72 hour window.  This is 
consistent with the fact that most of our cases involve acquaintance 
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assault situations and are not reported until some time after the event.”  
(Emphasis added) 

• “. . . [I]f we consider AY98/99, we know that 23 female respondents 
reported being sexually assaulted since coming to USAFA, but that 
DFBLC only received 12 complaints during that same time frame.  This 
means that 11 complaints were not reported or were reported elsewhere.  
In AY99/00 survey data indicates that 26 female respondents reported 
being sexually assaulted, but only 16 complaints were received by 
DFBLC.  Again, the delta indicates underreporting or reporting 
elsewhere.  I am unaware that AFOSI has processed any cases that were 
not previously reported to DFBLC, and so my assumption is that we still 
experience some underreporting of sexual assault cases here at USAFA.” 

The USAFA position was based on the fundamental concept that “prosecutable” 
acquaintance assault cases are “less serious” and should be handled in a manner to 
maximize “victim recovery and retention at USAFA,” even though this would 
mean USAFA might also retain and graduate sex offenders.  The USAFA Staff 
Judge Advocate went so far as to suggest that Air Force rules should be changed 
in line with the USAFA program.   

The USAFA data supporting these propositions were based largely on USAFA 
Climate Surveys, which used a definition for sexual assault that was different 
from the one used in the Air Force generally.  This difference effectively negated 
any comparison based on Air Force wide data—”apples to oranges.”  In addition, 
the claim that AFOSI statistics “. . . do not bear out the proposition that USAFA is 
graduating a higher percentage of [sex offender] officers. . . .” was based on 
comparing sexual assault rates for USAFA graduates with those for officers 
graduated from ROTC, Officer Training School (OTS), and Direct/Other 
programs.  The comparisons, however, did not attempt to account for 
demographics.  In reality, the caliber of individuals admitted into and graduated 
from USAFA should result in lower crime rates for USAFA graduates.  However, 
the data showed that the sexual assault rates per thousand were 7.484 for USAFA 
graduates, 6.199 for ROTC graduates, 10.381 for OTS graduates, and 9.664 for 
Direct/Other sources.  The fact that the USAFA rates were not lower than all the 
other categories should have been a cause for concern, but was not.  The fact that 
the USAFA rate was 20.7 percent higher than the ROTC rate certainly should 
have been a concern, but was not.  

On interview, the USAFA memorandum author xxxxxxxxxx advised that xx did  
not trust the data completely because xx knew they were based on a sexual assault  
definition different from the UCMJ definition, but used the data anyway.  xx also  
conceded that xx did not have a basis in policy or fact for the position that “. . .  
one can assume that a crime scene will normally have been compromised within  
that time frame [72 hours]. . . .”  In fact, xx acknowledged having been both a  
criminal prosecutor and defense counsel, and knew that crime scene processing is  
necessary even after 72 hours.  In explaining xxx statements to the xxxxx  

b6 
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Working Group, he advised . . . I didn’t say destroy, but . . . maybe, a less reliable 
process after the . . . passage of a couple of days. . . .”  In explaining that certain 
of the xxxxx Working Group members were uncomfortable with the statistics 
used in his presentation, he acknowledged that “. . . OSI was primarily uncertain 
about those numbers. . . .”99

b6 
Following the working group meeting, on July 21, 2000, the USAFA xxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx e-mailed the Judge Advocate General (MajGen William A.  
Moorman) sharing his views on the meeting.  The e-mail advised that: 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

It is unclear as to why this e-mail was sent to the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxx.  It appears to have been a “back-channel” correspondence to keep the  
Judge Advocate General’s office apprised.  The e-mail did not include other  
addressees and others were not copied for information.  The xxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx however, forwarded the e-mail to other Judge Advocate  
General officials (including xxxxxx) on July 25, 2000. 

b6 

On July 28, 2000, xxxxx e-mailed the Air Force General Counsel (Johnson) 
advising: 

 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

The e-mail also forwarded an e-mail to the working group members sent earlier 
the same day proposing a modified sexual assault reporting process.100  The  
proposal, which an xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx newly employed in  
xxxxxxx office prepared with guidance from xxxxxx and xxx immediate  
supervisor, was “. . . intended to balance many of the interests expressed by the  
AFA and AFOSI regarding cadet sexual assault cases at the Academy.”101  The 

b6 

                                                 
99  October 29, 2003, xxxx Interview Transcript, pp. 16-17 & 26-29 
100  The e-mail is addressed to xxxxxxxxxxxxx, who forwarded it to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force—original says SAF  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and, in turn, to the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, SAF/IG (LtGen Kehoe), and  Deputy  
SAF/IG (MajGen Robert J. Winner).   b6 
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proposal, titled “Procedures to be instituted when a sexual assault occurs,” 
outlined roles for the superintendent, the commandant, the Cadet Counseling 
Center, the victim advocate and AFOSI, and provided that AFOSI would not be 
allowed to: 

b6 

b5  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 102 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

In forwarding the proposal for comment, xxxxx advised: 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

In July 2000, LtGen Edgar R. Anderson, Jr., who retired from the Air Force as the 
Air Force Surgeon General on November 15, 1996,103 complained (the Anderson 
Complaint) to Senator Mary Landrieu (D, Louisiana) that BrigGen John Hopper, 
while acting as Commandant of Cadets from 1994 to 1996, intentionally covered 
up sexual assault problems at USAFA.  LtGen Anderson gave Senator Landrieu a 
copy of the four-page point paper that xxxxxxx prepared in Spring 1996, 
describing the USAFA culture and sexual assault problems.  He raised the issue to 
Congress at that time because BrigGen Hopper had been nominated to become 
Vice Commander, Air Education and Training Command, and for appointment to 
lieutenant general rank, which required congressional approval.   

b6 

On July 27, 2000, Senator Landrieu wrote to the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, forwarding the point paper and stating: 

“General Anderson alleged that several incidents of sexual abuse and 
misconduct occurred at the Air Force Academy during the tenure of 
Major General John Hopper.  Furthermore, several of these incidents 
were not investigated, and may have been deliberately covered-up.  
General Anderson’s report, provided to the Air Force Chief of Staff, 
appears to substantiate these allegations.  General Anderson has 
stated his willingness to go on record with these allegations.  I 
believe that you will find General Anderson to be credible.”104

The Senate Armed Services Committee referred the Anderson Complaint to the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management Policy).  That office referred 
the matter to the Air Force.  Between August 3 and 28, 2000, the SAF/IG Senior 
Official Inquiries Directorate (SAF/IGS) conducted a complaint analysis into the 
allegations against BrigGen Hopper.  SAF/IGS concluded that the evidence did 
not warrant investigating BrigGen Hopper for wrongdoing.  SAF/IG 
(LtGen Raymond J. Huot) approved closing the complaint on August 30, 2000, as 
one of his first actions as SAF/IG.  (LtGen Huot replaced LtGen Kehoe as 
SAF/IG in August 2000.)  Other than relating the results to the Senate Armed 

                                                 
102  It appears that this proposal is the same as the one referred to as the “Compromise Proposal” in the Air Force Working Group 

Report, p. 20.  It also appears that the proposal was distributed to at least certain individuals prior to the formal distribution, 
because a copy was sent to SAF/IG (LtGen Kehoe) on July 27, 2000.  July 27, 2000, Harvey e-mail to SAF/IG 

103  LtGen Anderson, together with Col Hall and the then Deputy Surgeon General (LtGen Roadman) first raised the issues to the Air 
Force Chief of Staff (Gen Fogleman) on June 3, 1996. 
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Services Committee, the complaint did not result in further action.105  The 
Anderson Complaint processing is discussed in detail in the report at Part V 
(Accountability) in the section addressing LtGen Huot’s accountability for 
USAFA sexual assault problems. 

On August 8, 2000, the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, Office of xxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx e-mailed the Air Force Judge Advocate General  
(MajGen Moorman), Subject:  “FYI – Disturbing turn of events.”  The e-mail  
advised: 

b6 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

b6 On August 9, 2000, the AFOSI xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx sent xxxxxxxx a  
memorandum rejecting xxxxxxxxxx compromise proposal, advising: 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
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105  An August 23, 2003, Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph (The Gazette) news article again raised the Anderson allegations, 
indicating that a whistleblower had taken a four-page report to Senator Landrieu and others in July 2000, and “[t]op Air Force 
officials and members of Congress knew of the Air Force Academy’s sex-assault problems years ago but didn’t take action. . . .” 



 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. 

b5 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

On August 16, 2000, the attorney who prepared the proposal xxxxxxxxxxxx e- 
mailed xxxxxx advising that xxx and the Principal Deputy General Counsel  
(Florence Madden) had met with SAF/IG (LtGen Kehoe).106  According to the e- 
mail: 

b6 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.   
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxx107 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

b6 
On August 23, 2000, xxxxx responded to the e-mail, asking: 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

                                                 
106  The Principal Deputy was apparently acting for the General Counsel who was on leave 

b6 
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107  The “two-letter level” apparently refers to individuals who report to the Air Force Secretary directly, such as the SAF/IG, 
SAF/GC, USAFA Superintendent, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, and Air Force Surgeon General, i.e., the same officials  
who have been participating in the matter for several years. 



 

xxxxx continued monitoring the situation and attempting to broker a compromise 
between AFOSI and USAFA until approximately May 2001, but the AFOSI  
memorandum rejecting the compromise proposal, coupled with the Principal  
Deputy General Counsel’s advice that xxx probably would support AFOSI’s  
statutory authority, effectively ended the xxxxx Working Group effort.  In  
explaining xxx position and why the matter was never elevated to the Secretary of  
the Air Force, xxxxx advised: 

b6 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

b5 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx108  

In August 2000, the AFOSI Commander (BrigGen Taylor) met with the new 
SAF/IG (LtGen Huot) about AFOSI concerns with AFOSI sexual assault 
reporting.  According to testimony, the new SAF/IG “. . . was noncommittal and 
[his] . . . guidance and direction was to let the process work through and see what 
happened. . . .”109   

b6 On September 13, 2000, xxxxxx e-mailed the General Counsel (Johnson) 
advising: 

b5 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

                                                 
108  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Interview Transcript, pp. 57, 60, 73 & 75 

b6 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

b6 On October 17, 2000, xxxxx e-mailed his staff attorney xxxxxxxxxx and a  
SAF/IG staff officer xxxxxxxxxxxxxx advising that: 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

b5 

On October 20, 2000, the USAFA xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx e-mailed the  
Superintendent and copied the Commandant, providing information to prepare the 
Superintendent for the upcoming meeting with the AFOSI Commander.  The e-
mail strongly endorsed the USAFA confidential reporting system, claiming that 
“. . . [t]hese are cases that would never have come to light without cadet 
confidence in the confidentiality of their report . . .  and suggesting “. . . [p]erhaps 
the AF should adopt a version of this system for our operational bases. . . .”  
Specifically, the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx advised the Superintendent  
(LtGen Dallager) that: 

b6 

“. . . Since I will be TDY . . . next week I wanted to forward 
xxxxxxxx e-mail to you along with my comments so that you could 
prepare for your meeting with BG Taylor on the 30th of October.  I 
will also provide a file . . . that you can read for background.  Before 
I discuss the specifics of SAF/GC’s e-mail, it may be helpful to 
review BG Taylor’s concerns.  First, he believes that our system 
teaches cadets a process that is contrary to the existing system in 
the Air Force.  I would answer him by saying that (1) this is not the 
only USAFA process that is different from the AF--we have created 
unique systems for honor, discipline, assignments, etc. that work 
well for us in our social environment.  The fact that we treat cadets 
differently is justified by our elaborate selection process, the 
enormous expenditure of time and resources in educating cadets, the 
unique circumstances of Academy life, and the political nature of 
Academy appointments, to name a few considerations.  (2) our 
system works!  The stats bear out the fact that we have had far more 
reports under our support driven system than under the old 
prosecution driven system.  These are cases that would never have 
come to light without cadet confidence in the confidentiality of their 
report.  (3) Perhaps the AF should adopt a version of this system for 
our operational bases.  By fostering reports, we foster deterrence 
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since a perpetrator is less likely to commit a crime of violence it he 
knows the victim is more likely to report it.  Second, BG Taylor 
feels that allowing the cadet to make up his/her mind to 
prosecute unfairly puts the decision making burden on the cadet 
at a time when the cadet does not need any additional stress.  I 
would answer this concern by saying (1) this is what the cadets want 
(2) If they are under additional stress, what better place for them to 
be than DFBLC getting professional help rather than the informal 
underground cadet process that existed previously.  (3) DFBLC does 
not put pressure on anyone to report.  They explain options and 
counsel, but it’s up to the cadet.  All the literature talks about the 
revictimization and loss of control rape victims feel when they are 
subjected to a criminal process.  That is probably a greater source of 
stress.  Third, he does not think our system captures sufficient 
data to identify repeat offenders, especially when they are 
graduated and out in the Air Force.  I would answer this by saying 
that (1) the vast majority of our cases are ‘date rape’ one on one 
scenarios where alcohol is involved and judgments are impaired.  
They are not the classic serial rapist scenarios.  (2) Those cases that 
may be serious are identified and investigated (mention case of Basic 
Cadet who complained that her stepfather was her ‘boyfriend’).  
Also, USAFA is not graduating officers who are more likely than 
other commissioning sources to commit sexual offenses.  [AF]OSI’s 
own data shows sex offender rates per thousand by 
commissioning source as follows:  ROTC, 6.199; USAFA, 7.484; 
OTS, 10.381; Direct/Other, 9.664.  (3), the best way to catch 
offenders is to increase reports.  The best way to do that is to offer 
confidentiality.  Fourth, BG Taylor does not think our cadets are 
getting a balanced presentation from DFBLC on their options 
especially regarding prosecution.  I would answer this by saying  
(1) that this is required by our regulations, i.e., a balanced 
presentation  (2) we have asked OSI to talk to cadets in the past (on 
condition that anonymity be preserved)  (3) that this perception is 
based on a lack of criminal reporting from DFBLC which is limited 
due to the ‘date rape’ scenarios that are common in these cases, i.e., 
they are not prosecutable cases to begin with and the cadets know 
it and don’t want to go thru an unproductive process. 

With regard to the specific proposals, let me take them in order: 

1.  OSI informed of report and decides if it is a case they would 
want to handle.  If they get the same info as the Comm (i.e., no 
names) I guess there would be no problem.  Since most of the cases 
are date rapes, they would probably not be interested in many.  This 
would also give them a chance to collect evidence if it was a case 
they were interested in. 

2.  OSI meets with cadet victim to provide benefits of an 
investigation (conducted at DFBLC with counselor present).  
This would only occur if OSI wanted to take the case.  Of course, the 
big issue here is anonymity.  OSI would want a name so they could 
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index the case. 

3.  OSI informed of report and decides if it is a case they would 
want to handle.  If they get the same info as the Comm (i.e., no 
names) I guess there would be no problem.  Since most of the cases 
are date rapes, they would probably not be interested in many.  This 
would also give them a chance to collect evidence if it was a case 
they were interested in. 

4.  OSI meets with cadet victim to provide benefits of an 
investigation (conducted at DFBLC with counselor present).  
This would only occur if OSI wanted to take the case.  Of course, the 
big issue here is anonymity.  OSI would want a name so they could 
index the case (discussed below).  We would not want to disclose the 
name because it will deter reports.  Comm does not get names now 
because it will deter reports and OSI would be same.  We might be 
able to allow meeting if cadet could remain anonymous, but would 
have to be careful that meeting did not turn into an interview. 

5.  OSI handles crime scene.  Again, OK as long as anonymity is 
preserved.  SF [Security Forces] does this now anyway.  In reality, 
most reports are received long after the crime scene has been 
compromised. 

6.  If cadet does not want investigation, Comm is briefed, 
receives OSI input and decides whether to override 
confidentiality.  Supt is briefed on decision not to override and 
ratifies.  This is probably a good idea--provides visibility and top 
cover. 

7.  OSI can appeal decision not to investigate in exceptional 
cases.  This is a big exception and would need to be carefully 
worded.  What is exceptional?  Who decides appeal?  What are the 
timelines?  This is a command vs. OSI independence issue and 
would require a lot of trust if implemented. 

8.  If final decision is not to investigate, OSI opens a “0” file.  
This is for OSI internal use only and does not feed into DCII 
(federal) system.  Again, problem is anonymity for victim and fact 
that if perpetrator is known, his name gets indexed and he doesn’t 
even have a chance to defend himself. . . .”  (Emphasis added) 

On or about October 30, 2000, BrigGen Taylor traveled to USAFA and met with 
the USAFA Superintendent (LtGen Dallager) to find an amenable solution.110  
Following the meeting, on November 19, 2000, BrigGen Taylor sent an e-mail to 
xxxxx stating:  b6 

“. . . We have had two referrals since my meeting with the Sup.  I am 
not ready to declare victory as we still are not made aware of ALL 
complaints, but I found the Sup receptive to our concerns and 
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looking for a methodology to get us involved while assuring the 
anonymity of the victim is protected.  He said that he would get back 
with me.  If I do not hear from him by the end of the month...I will 
give a call.  I think we made good progress but only time will 
tell. . . .”111

In January 2001, Air Force Secretary Peters resigned leaving the Air Force 
Secretary position vacant until Secretary Roche arrived in June 2001.  Lawrence 
W. Delaney was acting Secretary during the interim time. 

On January 20, 2001, the SAF/GC (Johnson) left Government Service.  On 
interview, he claimed that he did not know the USAFA confidential sexual assault 
reporting policy conflicted with statutory and policy requirements, advising: 

“. . . If you had told me in 1999 that this reg[ulation] is expressly at 
odds with public law or a DoD reg[ulation] that would have set 
alarm bells off for me as the general counsel of the Air Force.  And I 
think I would have concluded that this is something that needs to be 
addressed. . . .  My recollection is that I was presented with the issue 
as a matter of competing policy and felt that it was something that 
had to be resolved. . . .  I remember xxx or Frank . . . telling me that 
. . . movement was happening, that progress was being made.  That it 
was a difficult issue, it was an emotional issue and that progress was 
being made in the right direction. . . .”112

b6 

In May 2001, the AFOSI Commander (BrigGen Taylor) met with the USAFA 
Commandant of Cadets (BrigGen Welsh), to discuss AFOSI concerns about the 
confidential sexual assault reporting policy.  The meeting resulted in USAFA 
agreeing to inform AFOSI of all sexual assaults without compromising victim 
identities when victims did not want a law enforcement investigation.  In 
testimony, BrigGen Taylor stated that, under the agreement, AFOSI “. . . would 
have authority or opportunity to go talk directly to the Superintendent on those 
cases where we felt very strongly, which would have been all of them. . . .”  The 
AFOSI Commander’s (BrigGen Taylor) May 4, 2001, e-mail following that 
meeting stated: 

“. . . I have given serious thought to that discussion and believe that 
you and the Sup have significantly improved the process to the point 
where it might be a model for our Air Force in approaching this 
issue.  I have asked our folks to get with my successor, Eric 
Patterson, and perhaps to schedule a visit with you for an in-depth 
briefing on the current program and its benefits.  I would also 
recommend that a representative from AF/JA and GC also get the 
update.  Many of the concerns that I have had with the program 
since its inception have appeared to be overcome.  I’d like to see 
if we can get buy in for similar efforts across the Air Force.  This 
may also have applicability for our suicide prevention program in the 
vein of a limited privileged communication effort to get our people 
the help they need without mental health or criminal stigma...just a 

                                                 
111  Air Force Working Group Report, p. 20 and Exhibit 94; November 19, 2000 Taylor e-mail to xxxxxx. 
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thought. . . .113

The AFOSI Commander (BrigGen Taylor), however, retired from the Air Force 
in May 2001, and the agreement was never implemented.  Even though he alerted 
his successor (BrigGen Leonard E. Patterson) to the situation, the successor 
AFOSI Commander did not follow-up or ensure the agreement was 
implemented.114

On June 1, 2001, Congress confirmed James G. Roche, PhD, as Secretary of the 
Air Force. 

On August 3, 2001, BrigGen Silvanes Taco Gilbert III replaced MajGen Welsh as 
USAFA Commandant of Cadets.115  In assigning BrigGen Gilbert, the Air Force 
Chief of Staff (Gen Michael E. Ryan) directed him to restore good order and 
discipline at USAFA.  According to BrigGen Gilbert: 

“. . . I was . . . summoned to the Chief of Staff’s office, and he laid 
out his agenda for the Academy. . . .  [W]e had major drug issues.  
We had drug rings . . . operating in the dorms.  We had disciplinary 
issues.  We had already had another special investigation of the 
honor code, because there were problems with the honor code.  The 
honor code -- lost its honor.  The military academy had lost its focus. 

. . . [H]e called me in, General Ryan, and he said, I want you to go in 
and reestablish honor. . . [in] the honor code, reestablish military 
discipline. . . .  [T]here was not even an established uniform of the 
day.  Everybody just wore whatever they wanted to wear.  And he 
said, I want you to reestablish the military focus at the 
Academy. . . .  [a]nd . . . ‘this is not going to be popular.  You are 
going to get resentment from the staff, you’re going to get 
resentment from the cadets, you are going to get resentment from 
the media and be criticized.  But this is what I want you to do, 
and stay the course. . . .’”116  (Emphasis added) 

In August 2001, the two-page notification form (Appendix G, pp. 1-2) that  
BrigGen Welsh required was changed to a one-page form (Appendix G, p. 3)  
when xxxxxxxxxxxxxx assumed duties as the new xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.   
xxxxxxxxxx thought the two-page form violated USAFAI 51-201, because it  
disclosed too much information.117  xxx advised that she changed the form after  
BrigGen Welsh left, with the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx approval.118  xxx  
did not change the form due to a victim complaint, as the SAF/GC and Fowler  
Panel reported.  xxxxxxxxxx also advised that, during xxx tenure (July 2001- 
July 2002), xxx received 27 confidential sexual assault reports, completed and  
distributed a notification form on each, and received the forms back in about a  b6 

                                                 
113  May 4, 2001, Taylor e-mail to Welch, Subject:  “My Visit” 
114  Fowler Report, pp. 28-30 
115  Air Force Working Group Report, p. 20 
116  March 18, 2004, Gilbert Interview Transcript, p. 42 
117  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Interview Transcript, pp. 5-6 
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118  Ibid, p. 7.  The Vice Commandant, however, did not recall the action (September 3, 2004, Rivers e-mail, Subject:  “Additional 
Questions”) 



 

week.119  xxx indicated that all proper notifications were made and were 
annotated on the forms.  xxx added that BrigGen Welsh supported the program, 
but BrigGen Gilbert did not and wanted too much victim information.120

On September 6, 2001, Gen John Jumper became the Air Force Chief of Staff, 
replacing Gen Ryan, who retired in October 2001. 

On September 11, 2001, international terrorists attacked the United States 
destroying the World Trade Center twin towers in New York City and severely 
damaging the Pentagon in Arlington, Virginia. 

In Fall 2001, BrigGen Gilbert started a training program review, which involved 
several exchange cadets from the other Service academies to compare training 
programs.  According to BrigGen Gilbert, USAFA had digressed into a fourth 
class system.  One thrust of the review was to build a true four-class training 
program and determine what cadets were expected to accomplish during each 
training program year.  To make the USAFA program more like the Air Force, 
BrigGen Gilbert instituted training folders, as found in any operational unit.121

In Fall 2001, or Spring 2002, BrigGen Gilbert also addressed the AOC quality 
and training.  Ratings had continued to decline to the point where only 4 of 
24 rated-AOC billets were filled with rated officers.  The issue was raised at a 
CORONA and BrigGen Gilbert subsequently worked out a process with the 
Commander, Air Force Personnel Center (AFPC) under which AFPC would take 
over the AOC selection process, but BrigGen Gilbert would have veto power.  
That process was used at USAFA in 2003, for the first time.122

In May 2002, Col Laurie S. Slavec assumed duties as the Commander, 
34th Training Group, reporting directly to BrigGen Gilbert. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
Development, briefed BrigGen Gilbert, advising that character and honor program 
studies recommended dropping gender and race programs at USAFA because 
they were no longer needed.  However, BrigGen Gilbert believed the needs might 
be cyclical and decided to retain the programs.123

b6 
                                                 
119  Ibid, p. 49 
120  Ibid, p. 13 
121  March 21, 2003, Gilbert Interview Transcript (Air Force Working Group), p. 27 
122  Ibid, pp. 28-30 
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123  March 18, 2004, Gilbert Interview Transcript, p. 46; xxxxxxxx Interview Transcript (Air Force Working Group), p. 28.   
xxxxxxx stated, “did you hear about the honor climate assessment that General Carns and General Hosmer kind of put together?   
They rated [sic] a report, I got it right here.  It talks about they make one of the recommendations is eliminating the Human 
Relations Division.  And it says, ‘We believe that this challenge is well behind the Academy,’ meaning human relations, ‘and no 
longer justifies its being assigned as a cadet wing function.’  I was really upset that that was in that report, that General Carns 
who had General Hosmer on there and some others that they would -- they were aware of the same numbers that the 
Commandants and the Superintendents were aware of.  And I know the Department of Defense, Air Force spends probably half a 
million dollars.  SAIC got the contract to do this and for them to say something like that.  So General Dallager and 
General Gilbert, they would look at this and they have got some of the smartest people in the land telling them that we believe 
this challenge of human relations is well behind the Academy and no longer justifies even being assigned as a Cadet Wing 
function.  I mean, that’s a problem, I think, but any way, that’s a different issue.” 



 

In spring 2002, BrigGen Gilbert shut-down the “Dodo”124 and blocked the “E-
Dodo” at the computer system firewall.  BrigGen Gilbert stated, “. . . I found it 
had turned from cadet humor into a degrading, offensive, many times obscene 
publication that was exceptionally, heavily censored.  There was a feeling because 
it was censored, that makes it okay to publish.”  BrigGen Gilbert explained: 

“. . . The climate that we have here that I think is so detrimental . . . I 
don’t think it’s meant to be malicious . . . but they don’t understand 
the impact of some of the things they do.  The off color joke that 
nobody corrects.  The picture or notice or whatever that they put on 
the bulletin board that they don’t realize may be potentially offensive 
to someone.  I ran into this in the spring of 2002 with the publication 
of the ‘Dodo.’”125

BrigGen Gilbert subsequently worked with the “Dodo” staff to try and develop an 
acceptable product.126

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx, a copy of a letter was received at Air Force Headquarters from  
the attorney of xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx by  
xxxxxx and who complained that the Academy had not handled the case well.   
This was the first indication Secretary Roche had of a significant issue regarding 
sexual assault at the Academy.  The General Counsel conducted a review of the 
matter and as a result a number of corrective measures were initiated at the 
Academy and actions taken Air Force-wide to address concerns associated with 
the case.  Also, in June of 2002, Secretary Roche learned of an Academy English 
Department dinner that had occurred in April of 2002 involving a skit containing 
wholly inappropriate sexual content.  He was disturbed both by the incident itself, 
and the lack of an appropriate response by the leadership of that Department.  
General Jumper and Secretary Roche immediately became involved to correct the 
situation.127

b6 

On June 28, 2002, “A Concerned Citizen” wrote the Secretary of the Air Force 
(Secretary Roche), the Air Force Chief of Staff (Gen Jumper), and several other 
addressees.128  The June 28, 2002, anonymous letter (Concerned Citizen 
Complaint) stated, in part: 

“FEMALE CADETS ARE BEING RAPED AND SEXUALLY 
HARASSED BY MALE CADETS AND ACADEMY OFFICIALS 
REFUSE TO PROSECUTE THE MALE RAPISTS.  Female cadets 
are afraid to report sexual harassment because they end up getting 
reprimanded and punished by their Air Officer Commanding (AOC).  
Yes, that is correct; AOCs punish the females for reporting being 

                                                 
124  In his March 21, 2003 statement to the Air Force Working Group, BrigGen Gilbert described the “Dodo” as sort of an 

underground student newspaper that contains cadet humor.  It has been at USAFA since USAFA has existed, or at least back to 
the early sixties.  The “E-Dodo” is an electronic version that is not officially connected to the Academy in any way.  Some former 
graduates or people who had been disenrolled from the Academy were taking the “Dodo” name and making an electronic version 
and using it to communicate a lot of the same type of material which BrigGen Gilbert found counter to good order and discipline 
(discussed previously). 

125  March 21, 2003, Gilbert Interview Transcript (Air Force Working Group), p. 37 
126  Ibid, p. 38 
127  Congressional Questions for the Record, Senate Armed Services Committee 
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128  We identified the author, who told us that the letter was mailed to Secretary Roche, Gen Jumper, and each “cc:” addressee.  We 
could not account for why Secretary Roche did not receive the letter. 



 

raped.  What is even more incredible is the current Commandant of 
Cadets has actually told female Cadets that have been raped that it is 
their fault.  Let me restate that: THE COMMANDANT OF 
CADETS TELLS FEMALE CADETS THAT BEING RAPED IS 
THEIR FAULT!  I hope you (sic) shocked by this because I find it 
unbelievable.  (Upper case font used for emphasis by complainant.) 

Here are a couple of examples.  Last summer a female cadet was 
within a few weeks of reporting to USAFA.  She was raped by an 
upper classmen during her initial summer training and the junior 
officers who were present were aware of this incident were not 
allowed to speak of it during meetings with commanders.  The young 
lady left the Academy shortly after the incident and returned home.  
The male cadet still attends the USAF Academy.  During this past 
year a female cadet was brutally raped in a dormitory bathroom.  
Several witnesses observed the cadet being forcibly dragged into the 
bathroom, heard her screams and did nothing to help.  The 
Commandant dropped all charges against the male cadet.  Also, over 
this past year, there have been over 22 rapes and none of the rapists 
have been prosecuted. 

Some of the counselors who treat abused cadets are concerned that 
this might make it in the news and give the USAF Academy a bad 
name.  Imagine that, counselors are more concerned about USAFA’s 
reputation than the victims’ healing.  Female cadets have been told 
that one of the reasons that commanders do not prosecute rapists is to 
protect the Academy’s reputation. 

Please do not believe me, especially since I am not signing this letter 
(Incidentally, I am not signing this letter because I will be severely 
punished by Academy Officials if they discovered who I am).  Please 
request the Justice Department, specifically, the FBI investigate the 
charges.  Do not allow the Air Force to conduct its own internal 
investigation because if you do, you will become an accomplice to 
rape!  Let the FBI discover what the truth is and if I am correct, then 
you have a responsibility to take swift action against any commander 
implicated in this scandal, both current and past commanders. 

I love my Air Force.  I want the raping of female cadets to stop but 
more importantly I want USAFA commanders to prosecute male 
rapists and if they do not have the intestinal fortitude to take legal 
action against rapists, then they need to be relieved of duty.” 

The Air Force Chief of Staff’s office received the letter on July 2, 2002.  Using an 
“AF/CC tasker,” a staff official referred the complaint to SAF/IG with 
instructions to include this letter in an “ongoing review.”129  The SAF/IG Senior 
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129  On February 3, 2004, we interviewed the staff officer in Legislative Liaison, Budget Appropriations, that handled the anonymous 
letter.  The staff officer advised that information relating to USAFA (some related to sexual assault) came into the office and 
were routinely routed to SAF/IG, which is why he used the term “ongoing review” in the tasker. 



 

Official Inquiries Directorate (SAF/IGS) conducted a “complaint analysis”130 into 
allegations against BrigGen Gilbert, the Commandant of Cadets.  The Concerned 
Citizen Complaint processing is discussed in detail in the report at Part V 
(Responsibility) in the section addressing LtGen Huot’s contribution to USAFA 
sexual assault problems. 

The USAFA Superintendent, LtGen Dallager, also received the anonymous letter 
in late June or early July and discussed it with his Inspector General and Judge 
Advocate to decide how to respond to possible media queries.  Approximately 
1 week later, various USAFA officials again met and discussed how they would 
respond to media queries and other such things.  It appears that USAFA actions 
related to the anonymous letter stopped once the SAF/IGS inquiry began.131

From September 26, 2002 to November 12, 2002, BrigGen Gilbert attended 
CAPSTONE (a 6-week course for new General Officers).132  Shortly after 
returning from CAPSTONE, BrigGen Gilbert left again on a temporary duty 
assignment.  By the time he returned to USAFA, the cadets were away for 
Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks.133

BrigGen Gilbert described Fall 2002, and Spring 2003, as “sort of the sexual 
assault piece.”  According to BrigGen Gilbert, in Fall 2002, it became obvious 
that the sexual assault reporting system was broken: 

“. . . [B]ecause of the information that I wasn’t getting and it was 
exceptionally frustrating to me.  We had built a system of feedback 
predicated on the assumption that the Commandant cannot be trusted 
and, these are my words, cannot be trusted and didn’t care about 
their people.  I say that because we built a system so we can go to the 
cadets and say, ‘we will protect your anonymity if you come in to the 
CASIE system and the Commandant and the chain of command will 
not know anything about your report.’  That was the way we 
advertised it to our cadets and that is the way we ran our 
program. . . .”134

In Fall 2002, BrigGen Gilbert proposed reorganizing the sexual assault program 
several times.  He proposed that “the program be placed under one commander, 
either the Commandant or the Air Base Wing commander, who would thus be 
best positioned to recognize when situations needed attention and could marshal 
necessary resources immediately.”135  He asked LtGen Dallager for greater 
authority over the program and proposed structural changes, including that the 
“CASIE program” be put under a commander.  He proposed moving the 

                                                 
130  AFI 90-301, “Inspector General Complaints,” Paragraph 2.13., January30, 2001, provides:  “Conducting a Complaint Analysis.  

A complaint analysis is a preliminary review of allegations and evidence to determine the potential validity and relevance of the 
allegations to the Air Force and to determine what action, if any, is necessary within IG, command, or other channels.  A formal 
analysis is not required when no allegations or evidence of wrongdoing exist and the issue can be handled through IG assistance.  
A complaint analysis will always result in one of the following:  investigation, dismissal, referral or transfer of the complaint.” 

131  July 23, 2002, SAF/IGS Interview Transcript, Col James Moody, pp. 2-4 
132  Air Force Working Group Report, p. 142 
133  Air Force Working Group Report, p. 142 
134  March 21, 2003, Gilbert Interview Transcript (Air Force Working Group), pp. 36-37 
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organization under the Commandant, because he felt he was not getting the 
information needed to address sexual assault issues.136  BrigGen Gilbert stated: 

“. . . it was evident to me in the flow of information I was getting that 
the flow of information between counselors and AOCs, between the 
Counseling Center, DFBLC, CASIE, the Training Group, et cetera.  I 
mean, it was broken at just about every juncture.  And that was one 
of the principle reasons why I went to the Superintendent and asked 
for the system to be changed, because I felt it needed to be 
streamlined to make sure somehow the information was flowing to 
the people that needed it to make the changes. . . .”137

In Fall 2002, BrigGen Gilbert also became concerned about bad statistics; that the  
social climate survey program was not working.138  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, informed BrigGen Gilbert that the Spring 2002  
survey was invalid, and data for the past 4 years had been invalid.  xxxxxxx also  
informed BrigGen Gilbert “you could ascertain from the data in the spring of  
2002 social climate survey, that gender relations needed some improvement.”139  
BrigGen Gilbert stated: 

b6 

“. . . So we immediately took some aggressive steps to do that.  We 
moved the respect and responsibility workshop, which is human 
relations, respect for genders and race, moved that -- in our training 
program.  We increased the amount and the quality of our gender 
education programs in basic training.  I upgraded the quality of 
individuals we put into our human relations program.  I looked 
across the board at different areas where we could impact this.  I 
directed renewed emphasis going to the dorms to make sure that 
bulletin boards and improper things were pulled down. 

And it’s not like you’d walk through the halls and you’d see the 
pornographic pin-ups or anything else, but, you know, there’s still 
stuff that we don’t tolerate in the Air Force, but were being tolerated 
at the Academy.  And I said, No, we’re not going to; take it down.  I 
gave that direction to the squadrons, and I would do it myself 
walking through the dorms. 

So, trying to recalibrate where we were, taking action through the 
Cadet Interaction Committee, where all of our human relations 
individuals would come and meet with me and try to get that word 
out.  Cadet-X (phonetic) letters, which would describe a situation, 
we’d get all the cadets to discuss.  We reinvigorated that.  So we 
tried to, among other things . . . take a pretty broad and aggressive 
step to address gender relations as an issue at the Academy as soon 
as we found out that it was an issue. . . .”140

                                                 
136  March 18, 2004, Gilbert Interview Transcript, pp. 31-32 
137  March 21, 2003, Gilbert Interview Transcript (Air Force Working Group), p. 86 
138  March 18, 2004, Gilbert Interview Transcript, p. 70 
139  Ibid, p. 46 
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BrigGen Gilbert initiated efforts to “fix it” by requiring survey questions relevant 
to the day (because the same issues facing the Academy now are not the same 
issues they faced 20 years ago), and by identifying a methodology to administer 
the survey that would produce useful data.  BrigGen Gilbert took the matter to the 
Character Development Commission requesting assistance.  He began attending 
meetings personally after nothing was happening.  However, nothing happened by 
March 2003, when he was reassigned.141   

In Fall 2002, BrigGen Gilbert discovered that cadets lacked confidence in the 
sexual assault reporting process and could subvert the reporting system to cover 
their own misdeeds.  BrigGen Gilbert subsequently issued a Cadet Information 
File, which clarified that cadet disciplinary action was secondary to UCMJ 
discipline, and that cadet disciplinary action would be held in abeyance until all 
investigations were complete.142  Additionally, BrigGen Gilbert asked his military 
attorneys to monitor AFOSI interviews in response to a concern that AFOSI was 
insensitive.143  BrigGen Gilbert stated, 

“. . . Similarly, earlier realizing that there was some 
misunderstanding about how the disciplinary system worked, I 
required all the cadets to read the disciplinary regulation and I tested 
them on that, because I felt like knowledge is power, and I wanted 
them to understand it.  Because we did everything we could to make 
it not only an effective training tool, but a fair tool; and the more 
people knew about it, the more confidence they would have in that 
system. . . .”144

On December 13, 2002, an e-mail from xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxx was received at USAFA, Subject: USAFA Assault – Please Read.   
The e-mail was written in the first person by someone purporting to be a rape  
victim and detailing problems related to prosecuting her assault, as well as myriad  
problems associated with sexual assaults at USAFA.  On December 17, 2002,  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx, forwarded the e- 
mail to xxxxxxxxxxxx, Office of the USAFA Judge Advocate, who in turn  
referred it to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.145

According to BrigGen Gilbert, the e-mail expressed a “lack of confidence in our 
system,” and “there was a problem with the information in that e-mail. . . [t]he 
processes were described inaccurately; the advice that was given to the women in 

b6                                                  
141  Ibid, pp. 48-49 
142  Ibid, pp. 22 & 36; AFCWI 51-201, “Discipline and Probation System,” contained CIF 03-11, March 25, 2003, that addresses 

“cases involving allegations of assault, sexual assault, sexual harassment, or rape, no disciplinary action will be taken against 
cadets involved in the situation until the investigations are complete.  These allegations will be thoroughly investigated by the 
appropriate agencies.” 

143  Ibid, p. 36 
144  Ibid, pp. 22-23 
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145  Air Force Working Group Report, Footnote 4 states, “E-mail from Renee Trindle to Dr. James G. Roche, Secretary of the Air 
Force, Exhibit 1.  ‘Renee Trindle’ is a pseudonym.  In addition to Dr. Roche, the e-mail was sent to General John Jumper, Chief 
of Staff of the Air Force, Sen. Wayne Allard, Sen. Ben Campbell, other US Congressmen, and two media representatives.  The e-
mail was also sent out earlier to numerous others under the pseudonym ‘John Smith.’  E-Mail from xxxxxxxx, December 13, 
2002, Exhibit 2.  The author also provided advice to female cadets at the Air Force Academy on how to deal with the issues of 
sexual assault.” 



 

the e-mail was inaccurate.”  BrigGen Gilbert said he immediately engaged with  
the superintendent and with xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx,  
Department of Behavioral Sciences and Leadership, who began drafting the 
correct procedures.146

BrigGen Gilbert was on convalescent leave in January 2003, due to complications 
following what he thought would be minor surgery.147  While convalescing at 
home, BrigGen Gilbert learned during a meeting that LtGen Dallager had been 
unaware Gen Ryan had tasked BrigGen Gilbert with restoring good order and 
discipline at USAFA.  LtGen Dallager did not know prior to the meeting and 
described “this” [USAFA senior leadership] as a “dysfunctional family.”148  
BrigGen Gilbert stated: 

“. . . I felt that we, again, trying to act on the charter that I had been 
given by General Ryan and where I felt the Chief of Staff had told 
me he wanted me to take the Cadet Wing.  There was a consistent 
resistance from the other mission elements, as we call them here, to 
the point where the word that was coming back between Execs, you 
know how Execs tend to talk from time to time, but from the 
Superintendent’s Exec to my Exec, was the ‘Supe’ was going to read 
me the riot act because I wasn’t getting along well with the other 
mission elements.  In fact, when I was still convalescing at home, I 
still couldn’t leave the house because I was in a machine that was 
moving my leg back and forth all day long, the Superintendent and 
all the mission elements basically came to my house to tell me that I 
wasn’t playing well in the sand box with everybody else.  The 
measure of merits seemed to be, ‘Let’s just get along.’  I felt that we 
had some major issues here that we can’t just get along anymore, that 
we need to address.  That was not appreciated, so they came to the 
house and met for a couple of hours and took turns telling me how 
screwed up I was and that I wasn’t coordinating, communicating, 
and I was off the mark as far as getting along with everybody. . . .”149

b6 

On January 2, 2003, Secretary Roche received an e-mail from “Renee Trindle  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx]” which appeared to be the same as the “John Smith” e- 
mail.  This e-mail caused Secretary Roche to direct SAF/GC to establish a 
high-level working group150 and assess complaints about USAFA processes 
related to sexual assault allegations, including the following actions: 

• Review cadet complaints concerning the Academy’s program of 
deterrence and response to sexual assaults since 1993. 

                                                 
146  March 18, 2004, Gilbert Interview Transcript, p. 33 
147  Air Force Working Group Report, p. 142 
148  March 18, 2004, Gilbert Interview Transcript, p. 43 
149  March 21, 2003, Gilbert Interview Transcript (Air Force Working Group), p. 87 
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• Ensure that cadets, former cadets, and other members of the Academy 
community who may have constructive comments are provided an 
opportunity to provide them. 

• Establish a factual foundation related to the last 10 years to assist in 
evaluating the effectiveness and appropriateness of the Academy’s 
processes to deter or respond to sexual assault. 

• Evaluate how well the Academy’s process to assist victims and punish 
offenders has worked in the last 10 years and make recommendations for 
appropriate change.151 

The Secretary also tasked the Air Force Working Group with reviewing sexual 
assault cases that had been reported January 1993 to December 2002.  In 
conducting this review, the working group was to keep in mind both “the goal of 
the Academy to develop leaders of character for tomorrow’s Air Force, and 
ordinary Air Force processes.”152

In February 2003, BrigGen Gilbert saw his first sexual assault notification forms, 
which consisted of three boxes:  was a cadet involved; was the security forces 
notified; and did the victim consent to an investigation.  He returned the form to 
the Sexual Assault Services Branch after having written on it, “I need more 
information than this if I am going to do anything with regard to this issue.”  “153

On March 26, 2003, the Secretary of the Air Force and the Air Force Chief of 
Staff published the Agenda for Change. 

On April 10 2003, LtGen Dallager transferred command of the 34th Training 
Wing from BrigGen Gilbert to BrigGen John Weida.  BrigGen Weida was also 
named Acting Superintendent pending the arrival of LtGen John W. Rosa, Jr. to  
replace LtGen Dallager.  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx replaced xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx as Vice  
Commandant.  Col Slavec was reassigned shortly thereafter. b6 

On April 16, 2003, the Inspector General of the Department of Defense 
announced the “Evaluation of Policies and Practices at the Military Service 
Academies Regarding Response to Sexual Assaults.”   

On April 16, 2003, Congress enacted P.L. 108-11, establishing the “Panel to 
Review Sexual Misconduct Allegations at United States Air Force Academy.”  
The Public Law required the Secretary of Defense to appoint a seven-member 
panel from among private United States citizens who had expertise in behavioral 
and psychological sciences and standards and practices relating to proper 
treatment of sexual assault victims (including their medical and legal rights and 
needs), as well as the United States military academies, to investigate reports that 

                                                 
151  Air Force Working Group Report, Exhibit 3 
152  Ibid 
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at least 56 cadets had been sexually assaulted at USAFA.  The panel was to begin 
work by May 8, 2003, and report results to Congress within 90 days.154

On June 17, 2003, the Air Force published the Air Force Working Group Report, 
The Report of the Working Group Regarding the Deterrence of and Response to 
Incidents of Sexual Assault at the US Air Force Academy.  The report did not 
mention either the Anderson Complaint or the Concerned Citizen Complaint. 

On September 22, 2003, the Fowler Panel Report, Panel to Review Sexual 
Misconduct Allegations at the U.S. Air Force Academy, was published.  The 
Fowler Panel recommended (among other things) that the Inspector General of 
the Department of Defense thoroughly review the accountability of Academy and 
Air Force Headquarters leadership for the sexual assault problems at the Academy 
over the last decade.  The Panel specified that the review should include 
assessing: 

• the actions taken by leaders at Headquarters, Air Force as well as those at 
the Academy, including General Gilbert, General Wagie and Colonel 
Slavec. 

• the adequacy of personnel actions taken,  

• the accuracy of individual performance evaluations,  

• the validity of decorations awarded and the appropriateness of follow-on 
assignments.155 

The Fowler Panel stated concern that Col Slavec received a medal recognizing her 
performance while assigned to USAFA and indicated that such recognition 
seemed premature.  The Fowler Panel also expressed concern that the Air Force 
Working Group did not address “ineffective oversight by Air Force leadership,” 
which the report characterizes as “one of the most significant contributors to the 
current controversy.”  According to the Fowler Report:  

“. . . Members of the Working Group knew about the prior 
involvement of Air Force leadership since they or their offices were 
engaged in the issues over the past ten years.  Yet the General 
Counsel apparently made a determination not to include any of this 
information in the Working Group Report.  Instead, the General 
Counsel left the matter for another study and another day. . . .”156

Additionally, the Fowler Panel recommended that we report our review results to 
the House and Senate Armed Services Committees and to the Secretary of 
Defense.157

                                                 
154  P.L. 108-11-April 16, 2003, 117 STAT. 609, TITLE V--PANEL TO REVIEW SEXUAL MISCONDUCT ALLEGATIONS AT 

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY 
155  Fowler Report, p. 42 
156  Ibid, p. 41 
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On September 24, 2003, Ms. Fowler testified before the SASC regarding the 
Panel report.  As a result of the testimony, SASC members requested that our 
review include “an assessment of the accountability of current, as well as previous 
Air Force leadership.”  Since the Fowler Panel questioned omissions in the Air 
Force Working Group Report and indicated “the Air Force General Counsel 
attempted to shield Air Force Headquarters from public criticism by focusing 
exclusively on events at the Academy,” SASC also requested that we investigate 
the allegation, as well as reasons for omissions in the Air Force Working Group 
Report.158

On September 30, 2003, the Senate Armed Services Committee conducted a 
hearing to receive testimony from Secretary Roche, Gen Jumper, and SAF/GC 
(Walker).   

On November 21, 2003, SAF/IG forwarded via fax a copy of the June 28, 2002 
anonymous letter from “Concerned Citizen” addressed to Secretary Roche along 
with a copy of the July 2, 2002 AF/CC tasker to SAF/IG and a copy of the 
SAF/IG complaint analysis approved by SAF/IG LtGen Huot.   
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Appendix H.  Report Distribution 

Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness 
General Counsel, Department of Defense 
Deputy General Counsel (Inspector General)* 

Department of the Air Force 

Secretary of the Air Force* 
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial Management and Comptroller) 
Inspector General, Department of the Air Force* 
Commander, Air Force Office of Special Investigations 

Congressional Committees and Subcommittees, Chairman and 
Ranking Minority Member 

Senate Committee on Appropriations 
Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
Senate Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
House Committee on Appropriations 
House Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
House Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Government Reform 
House Subcommittee on Government Efficiency, Financial Management, and 

Intergovernmental Relations, Committee on Government Reform 
House Subcommittee on National Security, Veterans Affairs, and International Relations, 

Committee on Government Reform 
*Recipient of draft report 
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Infomlation then available about ~ rates in cohort groups reinforced my own
view, based on ftank discussions with the women cadets,Ulat such an order would be
wishful thinking. II would drive reporting of sex~t 1buse further undtl;rgtOund, thus
assuring even more victims would go without care and increasing the chance of $exua!
abusers offending again and becoming commissioned.

In addition, such action would prevent commanders from kliowing whether programs
being developed to reduce sexual aOuse wcreeffective. Data on a significant fi"action of
aOuse events would be needed 10 track trends. The number of ab~ events reported at
that time was too small to SU!f,est trends witll anycontidencc. IfI explaincd to women
cadets that When they reported an $S$3Ult they couli! not expect privacy, reports would
shrink even further.

Finally,such action would cause a Joss in credibility, confidence and trust in command -
because it would be an order inappropriate in the circutnstancesand seen by cadets and
other personnel as an attempt by command to deflect responSibility elsewhere rather than
soJve the plOblem.

The Command Judmnent

Instead of anactionconfol'lI1ing strictly and soJely to the policies and regulations you cite
in your attachment. I decided 10 supplement the IooJs availahle by providing a
cOnfidential 'hot line'. available 24 hours ad4y, which led to medical and emotiQnal
SUpport and assured those who came to it of privacy if they Wished. Thi$ amIngement
was designOO to make gain$on the ~ critical points. FitSt, it would assure a larger
proportion ofvii;:tims received emOtional ~port and, when appropriate, medical care.

Second, 1 believed that in the h;mds of an experienced practitioner victimS could be
persuaded to give medical evidence (rape kit procedure) and eventually to rC1X1rt
official!y,leading to an inveStigation. Both proved to be true. Even if some victim$
might never report officially. every Oi\ewho did was a gain.

Third, all abuse event$ coming into a CQnfidential hot line wOuld serve as data for
following trends, whether the victint decided to report officially or not. So the effect of
preventative programs could therefore bo followed.

Summary: The actions taken in March 1993 ~plemented a healthy disciplinary and
criminal process by encouragin& victims to J:Oino forward. Until then, Yictints wore
deterrOO ftom reporting bec;mse of~is~~!iCyand regulation. More repOrts by
vicli!D$ in<:reasCd the chance of obtaining infol1Datij)n leading to criminal or discjplinaty
aclij)n, assured medical andemotiorial treatment ofvictims, and providOO significant
feedbaCk on the etrectiveness of pre:veritioo programs.

This arrangement bad the potential tobe the goose that laid golden eggs, whereas
unreasonably strict and lileral application of policy and regulation would have
slaughtered it.
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I hope that this summary oftbe situatiO!l. choices and actions taken in 1993 provides a
fullcr and more ba\&)ce<l pictQrC than testimony from my ~ed lIIcn1ory ten or
mote yeaxs after the event, given in response tt) DOD-IG interview questions that led the
direction of convcrsacion and narrowed it 10 themauer of allowing victims to report with
confidence ofprivaCy. That action only supp:lOOiented a much broader, more complete
campai8J1 that dealt with other imperative issuw in addition to criminal misconduct. The
part of this campaign dealing with criminal misCOnduct was well established and working
properly.

Without this fuller and more balanced picture, the quotes that youatm'btrte to me are
misleading and portray my decision in a prejudicial &$hion.

OO~IG StJecifi~ Assertions and COl11ment

From the f~regoing, you will understand that J reject your conclusion that 1 "interfered
\\ithcriminal investigations". To be moN spel;ific, I wiJladdress your letter in detail.
What follows in italics is frOm the attachment 10 your letter, explaining your tentative
conclusion.

In 1993. after meetingwilhfemale USAFA cadets and hearing that more
thim halffijew ofanother cadet who had been ~1lyassaulted. Lt Gen
Hosmer began a caunseling prcgramti> deal with the "medical and
emOtional ptf)blem ..e;rpericllted after a sexual assault. He directed a
USAF A !!urse, an active duty Lieutenant Colonel. to form a small gr<1up of
medical professionals (nur$e$) a!!d get th~ word out that cadets could talk
to these people in confidence.

'lour asSertion that over half of the female cadets k11ewofanolher cadet who had been
sexuaJly a$Sa\1Ittd is, I believe, misleading. The correct number is Il:Ss than half. In
context, the relevance ofthisstalement was the extent of knowledge or assault 8n1ong
wotnen cadets, not thc number of amulls. The number of actual assaults cited in that
discussion was far smaller, on the Order or a tenth the number who kilewa victim.'

Publicizing the availabilitY of cOnfidential reporting was not left to the nurses. I
announced the initiation of the confidential, 24-hourhotline in a meeting or all Academy
perSonnel on or about 1 March. Icxp1ainOO the chal1ge in reporting obligations. An this
w~ reported in the Academynew$paper.4

Lt Gen Ho$nler advIsed us that hls intentlan !1'0$ for the nur$e$ to
eIICQUroge cadef$la r(rp()rfmatferlfor inW$tigationwhen they were told

.l~ J-:-rn..t ftQ!!! theWQmGII~Qrli1aliy -..cnmina!incideJlts, ...Rsu1t Or~ thc women
cldClS W1shcd to have at ~t elrM)1ioM1 $1!ppoIt Qf trea'tiXl\1. They wou1d IIOf ask for \t,h!1wcver, forf-
Ij.,ir prl...(;)' wcnlld not bopro!~ Thuo, criminal-ultWQ on1y ()I\O pa;t of the pr.,I,l=n wehad to

soiv~,

.FilCOlIFlycr(Tab I).
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

Somethl'ng that should be inves/iga/ed 0$ a crime. In practice, however, he
etp/Qined that the matter would not be reported if the cadet did IWt want
to report tQPolice.

While it is pO$$ible that a cadet (Quid rely upon theC(lnfidentialreponmgprogram and
still withhold an official ~rt of a sexual assault, lam not personally aware that any did.
Furthennore. the Report of the Working Group and the report from the F()~lIler Panel do
not provide anyevidence to supportlhe assertion that cadets who bad been sexually

The access to confidential or FivaterepOrting ilnproved upon the situation faced by
commanders and ptOSCCtrtors then and today: if the victim declines to testify publicly,
they have no case. The confidentiality mangenlertt improves the chances. in my view, of
persuading the victilnlwitne$$ to testify. The tesult$ a~ to confinn this to be true.

Lt Gen Hosmer did not view the problem 4$ a sexual 4$sault problem. but
4$ a coun.seling record security matter, because command ojfici(11s could
(1ccess cadet coullseiing records, He believed the cadetJ needed someIJne
to talk to about their sexual experience ill al1l(Jllner that would remain
c()1IfldentiaL Specifically, accqrtling f(} Lt Gen Hosmer:

".,.1 heard a numbercfthe sPecificcase.t."lwouldcharacterize...all(Jf
them ...4$ heal:ll pre&$ure fram a peer, often the girl was (1 vitgill, n<>t
preparedfor lhe event, ...realizedwhatshe'd dcne. alldwas
truumatized... "

Her OWl! mind waf nO1 that she wa$ a victim of abuse as much as she wa$
a victim of stupidity, and herconcerll was that, i/1t1le drcumsttmce$ we
had then,shed1d11't.fee/ she had a/1~vhere she could turn to get
appropri4fe COU11$4Ji/Ig, help, and whllt haw )'Ou, becaU$e qfthe phobia
that exiSted O/J the part of the CQdetr about lack ofprivacy in their
counselillg records. That wa$ the core issUe...

SO w1lenJ did the confidentiality policy, it -not i/J my own mi/Id,
4nywtty, closely Jl11ked to seXtUll a1JlISe.

Your expJWtion sugg~ts I was not 001lCenIed about $ex\W assault, but waS focuSed on
security of colinselingtecQtds. This isa misconstruction built intO the DOD-IG interview
on 3 I:)ec 03, b-l1sethe questions were £ocUSed on the confidential reporting system,
not on scxua1 abuse incidents or command actions to pursue p~. "The problem"
as defined in the interview was whatever led me to establish thcconfidcntial reporting

s
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

system.' As is clearftom the inlcrvie:w, that ':problem" was the women cadets' fear of
loss of privacy and thc official ignornnce of ground truth that resulted.

The nan-ow focus oftbe discussion omitted discussion of actions in the much broader,
morecomplele campaign that dealt with other imperslive issues in addition to criminal
misconduct. The part of this earnpaignwhich dealt with criminal misconduct was wcIl
cstablisbed and working properly.

My conccm abQutfmding sexual abusers is cfearfrom, for example, the Academy

newspaper report ofmyall-h3nd$commander's call on or about 1 ~ 19936, and
fi'Om the fi8nscript of the press conference I gave on 3 March, 1993!

LI Gel! Hcsmer'l te;rtimcny il!duded the following additional sa/ient
points regarding his action:

.Cadets who came forward to ask for help might nOt have done Sf) without
confidentia/ity. AFOSllike/y would not have received the inftJrmation ~.ay
and; through his process. at least the traumatized cadet got help.

It is more c()rr«t to say that cadets wh() came forward because of confidentiality were
urgedtoreportofficiaIly (aU that I kn<>w ()[did S<», while with()ut confidentia1itynone of
them would have reported at ail.

.11Ienurses were not qualifIed to distinguish between cril1li!1tl/ and n41/-crlmina/
sexual behavior, it .'... ~n.t their bu$ineS8. .,

Since the nurses were to encoumge cadets who reported confidentially to then report

officially. without distinclion, this point appears to have no bearing on the outcome.

"DOD-'IG intcrview. p.3 "Wbcll did )'01! decide that the ...Academy needed a sexual~ r~

sy,temthal- vully diffctcnt from ~ nst of ~ U8AF?" p .30 ..What waJ yQur lhougbtPr0eet5 in
feeli!\g thaI )'01! needed 11>pul in pJaco a Cb!Ilid~tial repoI1ins system?" (Tab 5).

"Fak:oi! Flycr"Sexua1aSS1\1Jt IIII cnmetMt mi!JtbeproseC!l!cd. ...We must ac:tivdyprosecutecrimina1
ac:tivity. aiId wo willllot cOmIIIi$$lon those guilty.. .n (Tab I).
1 T~ of pte$S CO~: ..,. .R illlendto take alsre$sive aetioll whm I:rimes are tammirted to

l~gate. and whm WtCID, ~ ...([!I ~ to qnestioll) ..We have di$lnuled cadets rOt
sexUalincldenlS below the ciiminalleveL We have and wilt n (To anot1Iet qlle3ti<m) "fdo knoW-

that.. .there arc many fcMI] rapc:J and -1111S that SO U\1r~beoa- the S.YSlemmabs it SO di1fi\:ljlt.
...you an know...our crliniqaJjlIStice ~ simplydocJ Dot allow [an 1I1OII)'InO"* accUSef]. So ~uaIY
side of these affails is dIBt the person lavolvcd. ..alsome poInt bas ~ bccOIM fiilly visible as a, vklim

[witneSs)... we'rc trying to I1Jake .'least !bCojicIIjng roundS of- cuy eiiou;h .0 thatevenroaUy the
victim eanfceJ free ~ be pan ofit [a Prosecution]. AM1've Wed Ihem to do this, 1 bad ~Jalned m- if
no &ec lunch la Ibcse maltCt$. It'.. difficult problem and lolvJng II wi1l inVll1ve -sacrlficcs. ~ (Tab 2).

6
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

.Hecol1$idered repeat offenders/predators. but someone (He tTwughtpos8ibly
AFOS1) told him they /ike/y WQu/d offend again. His thinking was there WQu/d be
another chance to catc1llhem.

One pUt:PO$e of cOnfidential reporting was to encourage victims totaJk about the event
and eventually to report in a manner leadiil:gto prosecution$. thus reducing repeat
off~ to the IQwe$t possible level. Confidential repOrting was an improvement on
malldatory official ~g. which yielded fewer reports and a greater chance that
offendm would haVe an oppOrtunitY to repeat. In either case, any commander hopes that
the offender who is not identified wiJleventually be found and prosecuted.

His pr()cess focused ()n the victim. 17Ie perpetrator Wtl$n 't given a lot of attendcn.

This assertion is seriously inCQJTect. As a ~ of the interview, this statement
simply reflects the faCt the questions ceriteredon the victims and confidentiality. In fact
the PCIpetI'ator was given a great deal of attention. Again, see the press conference of
3 Match and the Acadelny newspaper reporting on the al1-hand$ commander's can.
Additionally, on 22 June 19931 issued 8. USAFA policy letter which stated

Alles:ations of seXual assault will be fully investigated and investis:ation
r<:$u[1$ win be reviewed by tbecommandm and the Staff JUdge Advocate.
The cirt:umstancesof each case will dictate the appropriate courso of
action, but criminal prosecution will be considered in every case.
(emphasis added)a

.He did nct haw a~al procesa t(J me4SUre program effectiveness. He received
periQdic ch#faCleriza4"(11lS (Jf the traJfic (:qIICenJingcollji'dential reports th4t the
mu-ses received. Only the nurses knew identities and incident details.

I disagree with the implication tbata Jackofafonna! measurlngprocess rendered the
confidential reporting program invalid or weak. It is important to reca!l that the
confidential reporting program was estab]jshed on or about 1 Man:h 1993. My tenure at
the Academy concluded on 1 July 1994 -only 17 months later.

During those 17 months, I met periodiCa!ly with -and other m=n\)ers of
the ACademy to leceive fcedbackon whether the p'u!1'~ w~ working effectively.
During that time, as 1 reca!l there were approximately six ca!lsmadetothe hotline. Some
involVed events that preceded the cadet's arrival at the Academy. gyall indications the
program was succeeding as envisioned. For inStance. I was awareo£tWo ~ whmin
cadets had chosen toreptlrt under the confidential pro$talUan1- was
successful in pmuading those two cadei$ to reI>ort their cases to.'U'U:)I. ) am not aware

.~ ASsauIIPolicy. (1"ab 3). See &!$0 my 19Apr 93 lellCr "' aU Academy Pe~1 ~garding
~tion of Sexual A$$Iult AUegati<lnJ rr1lb IS).

7
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

of any case where a cadet who had chOsen to report llndCr the confidential progIW'i
refused to report to AFOSJ an assault that involved military personnel

The fact that origina1ly olllythe nurses knew the identities and incident details was a
crucial aspect of the confidenlial reporting program. At the time that the program was
implemented, the female cadets were extremelyarld primarily concemed about issues
regarding confidentia1ity. There bad been widespread diSClISsions among the cad$
about a 1992 court.martial case whei'ein so-ca1Ied con/idential3rl'angements bad failed to
protect the identity of the victim. futbat case the idelrtity of the victim had been
diselosed when the investigative and prosecution teams had obtained the victim's records
from the cadet counseling center ovci'the objections ofthe victim. This was prec:iscly the
type of action that caused viclimS to refuse to report incldenu. and to seekmMical and
emOtional treatment at civilian facilities offtbe Academy ground$.

It is important to note that the confiderttial ~ng program was designed to address an
inunedi~ crisis by supplel!lenting existing practices. and it was envisioned that in time it
would be replaCed by a more fonna1iZed, structured program if the situation wmanted.
This is, in fact, what ix:curred when my successor worked with Headq~ Air force
andprolnulgated USAF AIDstr\Ic:tion 51-201, Cadet VictimlW"Jtness Assistance and
Notificatioll Procedures, (July 15, 1997);

.Re did notlake any directaciion to alter or improve the cadet perceptions
regarding counseling center and its recardl'. such as directing USAF A
commanders not to acce.rsthe records. He excluded his cou/l,Seling center from
the confidential reporting praCtice and established a counseling system wilh
nrlrSeJ i/l,SleDd of using theprcfe$$ional COllil$e1ors and mt'nlal heal1h staff
emplcjled by thecadel-couil$cling ccnler.

It was not possible to alter or improve the cadets' perceptions because their perceptions
were based on fact. In addition w the investigative and prosecution teams, various
membem of the Academy leadership were entitled 10 view a cadet's counseling ()tJjter
recoros, reports ofinvestigatlon, and other sensltiwdocuments. For DoD-IGto suggest
that I should have denied USAFA oommandcrs access to records rues in the face of the
most fundalnent4lleadelship qualities and triggers multiple investigative Issucs. $~
action WOuld have surely, and rightfully, becn cbaracterizcd as gross abuses of authority,
andoould cOrtectIy be construed $undue command influence and i~crimina1
investigatiOJIs.

The ~ of D\U"Ses in the (;onfidential reporting program was a oonsclous decision on my
part. It was clear that the otherwise exOOl1erit and highly regarded pro~ attbe Cadet
Counseling Center was not trusted byScXual assault victims, because cadets knew it
could not protect theirprlvacy. I selected -a senior Air Force num, to

spealilead the00.nfidCl1tial program.becaU$e~as~loel)': known and resp~ at the
Academy and WIdely trusted. espcclally by women cadets. .possessed extenslve
experience working with female <:adets.volunteered for the position and she had a

~
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

acnOU$, though outgoing and open personality. It was clear to me that she had the ability
to tap into the cadet grapevine andbeJp establish the program.

.He did not tJrink to establish a lltultidisciplinary response to the ~blem.
prllnarily because he did not tJrink he WQS dealingwitJr a criminal probleJIt. He
thought it IVllSa lltedical ondemoti<malproblem.

This repeals the earlier seriously incorrect statement. Again, context is clilical in
understanding my decision. The stem oftbis exchange with the DoD-IO interviewer i&
the question (page 30) "\v hat was your thou8btptt!Cess that you needed to put in place a
oonfidentialprocess?" In the discussi(JD that fonowed I chatacterizedmy Chaltenge -
wmch in this context ttlcant my ignorancl} of ground truth, bef~ the meeting with the
WOme1l cadetswmch led to offering cadetS oonfidet1tia1ity -as caused by emotional and
medical mattezs, not criminal;' The FalCon F!yet, the 3 March press confetence, and the
221une Policy Reganljng Sexual Misconduct ci~ above show my views of the climinal
aspect of these eventslo.

I was well aware of the climinalaspect of the ~rting issue. We had a working,
functioning criminaJ system that yielded results via theUCMJ and cadet (!i$Cip1inary
systems. HowevC!r, that system appl:$red to achieve results at the ~ense of the victim
and hC!r needs with the result that reports of sexual assault were suppressed. What I
discovered when I met with the female cadets is that they wercnot coming forward to
report crimes becaUSe they were afraidofbeing forced to testify, ahid ofbeing
os!racized, and aftaid of the impact upon their cadet and Air Foree careers.
Consequently, they were going offbase for 8S$jstance or attempting to manage without.
As their commandC!r, I hadtIt)()pS that were not being cared for by any military system or
organization. And I was presiding over an Academy that had an undercunentof criminal
activity abont Which r had little or no valid Inforlnation since, in eSSence, the system in
place -existing poliey and regulation -suppressed victim ~rting.

By adding a taycr of contidentiality onto the existing reporting system, we created an
overall muJIidiscip*linaryresponse. The Acadelny had a crim!nalsYStel1:1. 8nd a helping
a~y in the Cadet Counseling Center, but it was shy one area that was supplied by the
confidential reporting program.

.Other than with his new program, he dId not know how to reestablish co/1fidellce
in the Cadet Counseling Center. l1jter the center Was reqUired to releo$ea cadet '$
records during a cnminal prosecution or admiJlisttative disciplilte process.

The cadets' distrust ofthc Cadet Counscling Center's ability to protect their privacy was
based on{a(:t. Rc-cstablishing their confidmcc either required that cadets knowingly

.(rab s, pagc 30>.
,.

3 .0..

Tabs !.2.1Dd .mpective".
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

accept a falsehood -not possible -or that the Superlntendentillegally as$e£t authority he
did not have to forbid access to investigators, prosecutors, and subordinate commanders.

The Superintendent was, and is, the commander of a Direct Reporting Unit. As such, I
made an assessmellt ofallthe facts before me, consulted with my Staff Judge Advocate,
and discussed the matter wJIh subordinate commanders, as well aslhe AFOSI detachment
commal1der, and members of the Academy leadership. I then made a command decision
that the benefits of a confidential reporting program out\veighed any drawbacks, and I
implemented the program.

Lt Gen Hosmer conceded that he did not request Air Force permi$Sion
before implenlellting the new program at USAF A. and Ih(lt there was not a
paper trail of (lpp/'OY(lls. H(JWtver. he claimed that he spoke with then
Secretat')' of theAirF()~ Dr.Shelia W'rdnall, often and thought she wos
col1(ortab/e with what he was doblg.

As noted above, I did not seek HeadqUarters Air Force permission when le~onding to
what was clearly a crisis situation at the Acadenly. I didoot believe I was violating

policy or interfering with solutions to this presSing problem. I diddisouss the matter with
the acting Secretary of the Air Force, Mr. Michael Donley, tel~honicallyon dit!erent

OC(:asions andf~ to face in the Pentagon. On or about II May 1993 ! provided him
with an in-person update when he visited the Academy. These discussions included our

futdings and intended actions including the confidential reporting program. These

discussions left me with the clear impression that Secretary Donleyhad no objettions to
the proposed actions. In fact, in a-t letter to me Mr. Donley states that he met with

SAF/MI;DP, JA, !G,PA. LL, and the AFA Group to discuss the AFA assault
jnv~ and that later lpro'ided him with updates at which Gen McPeak was also
present. 11

!discnssed the program that we bad implemented with Doctor (not yet Secretary)

Widtla11in or about Apri11993. This was a courtesy to the Secretary-designate, to assure
thatsbe kneW enough abow the sub~ if the matter came up in cOnfinnation hearings or

other pertinent discussions. The confidential reporting proglUm was implemented at the
Academyon or about 1 Marob 1993. Dr. Widnall did not assume her duties as the Air

Fon;eSectelary until 6 August 1993. Thus. seeking her "permission" would not have
bcen appropriate. I explained (0 her the issue that confi1lnted the Academy and bow we
were working to rcsolvc it. After her oonflmation, I kept her reasonat>ly informed of

what was, by thelJ, an estab1ishedprogr~

111 the $ame manner, 1 kept the Board ofVisitors (BOY) infQrmed of developments and

actiol1Staken by the Academy. The attached talking paper was provided to theBOV and
diScussed dUring their meeting in October 1993. This represents an update of a flow of

inf(ln])ation that $tarted not later than May 1993}2

.; ""-0.
6).DoI1leyLetter. \ 1. Board ofVilitors. Extract, (Tab 7).
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

I did not directly discuss tIle matter witll Gen McPeakprior 10 the implementation.
H()wever, after the program was implemented. I discussed it with Mr. Donley, the Acting
Secretary of the Air Force and Gen McPeak in the Pentagon on 12 April.13 It would have
been an occasilmal topic of conversation, and I mentioned it at subsequent CORONAs at
which Gcnera1 MCPeak was present. The BOY tal1dng paper cited above contains
virtually tIle sameinfonnation that was discussed in the Fall 1993 CORONA.

Also. a great deal of media publicity attended the program rollout}4 Clearly, if
Gen McPeakor anyoffiCiaI at Headquarters Air FOtcewas dissatisfied with the program,
they had 1UI1ple opportunity to register theiro{}jection. No such objection was ever rai$ed
dUring my ~. As ptcviously noted. the inforl11a1 confidential reporting program was
subsequent.y foRl1alized and ratified by Headquanm Air Force with the promuJgation of
USAFA inStruction 51.201. Cadet J'ictimlW'uness Assistance and Notification
Pro(:e(]uru,on 15 July 15 1997 and when the instruction was again published on
18 ApriJ 2000.

hI addition, he pointed aUl that his wort including the COI!f'Identiality
aspects, was reported in the pren. For eXample, aMatch 1993 Denwr
Post article reported that Lt Gen HoSmer pr(J1iI/$ed cadets c(Jnfidehtiality
tind prosecutiOI1$, and stressed that cadets did n(JJ have to report through
the chain of command. 77Ie samB news article rlfPOrled that
Coogrl?sSW<Jm111/ Patricin & Scbroeder praised him(Jnd qil(Jte her sa)'ing
'1 thi1lktheyfifred aUl that...there isfinally going to {Ie(Jzerot(JleraJlce

f(Jrall(Jfthis."5

I have attached fur your consideration oontemporary press artk:les clearly demonstrating
that the confidential Trting progr1m1 was widely publiciZed at. the Academy ~ ,
throughout the nation. ~$ accoUnts often overlookcd the POInt that CQnfident!ality
was expected to improve disciplinary and criminal actions -.but Rep. Schroeder $aw it
clearly.

Additionally, LIGen Hosmer advisedus that he received 'praise from the
E Ring"(pentag<m senior leadership).

After thefluny ofmediareporting of the prostJl.lri, t ~eivcd spontaneous. favotable
cortllhenlS ftom senior DoD officials in thC Pc:ntaaon that indi(:ated that they had
knowledge of th~ problem, the approach to ~Ive it, and that thCy expectedtbat it would
be effective. Additionally. t~eived similar comments fn>m members ofCongress.

..Donley LI:/Icr(Tab 6).

..See MW$paper articles located in Tabs 8 and 9.
,i {AF Academy cbkr dec:lares war on scx..-llltprobleln, ToO 8. page 3).
.i {ToO 9).
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Such comments confinn that the actions we took at the A<:ademy were wen known
among key officials in Washington.

We !lIere nO1 able to reCQnciTe his pldllic~ents of
COnfidentiality with his creation of an Imd13clbsedC0UJ!3eling program
wherein nurses WOIddget the WQrd out ()n the 3treet Jhat cadets CQIlld talk
to t1lem ill confidence.

Any insinuation that the program was "undisclosed" or secretly implemented ignores the
facts. As noted abOve, this was one of the most highIypublicized program rollouts in
Academy history. FUI'Ihe1m()te. the nurseS were not expected to "get the wOrd out".
rather I unveiled the progtaJft to the mtireCadet Wing at anA1I.Hands-Meeting on or
aboUt 1 Match 19~ and that meeting was folloWed by a press conference, IIrlicles in the
Falcon Flycr aJ)d a Variety of other media. 17

Additionally. I would likc to ~t your attention toa number of documents that 1 have
attached to this response. The first is a 28 May 1993Ietter that I provided to all of the
Cadet Commanders that states that earlier I bad brlefOO all of the C4det COmmanders
about the alleged sexualassauIt. that I announcOO a "major effort to fix the proble!n$" and
that I m.ade pursuit of the offenders a major focus Ofint~ =iij!.refula Next. I would ueSt thatyou revIew the ex1ract of a memo that was sent to me b a

member of the Law Faculty in 1993. In her memo she states m er perspective

...the Hodine IIIa3 well staffed, well-publicized; and we had built.m
controls regarding the legal strength of any C(]Se3 that would be reportea:

includi1!g:

.t (r. 1,2, 8 and 9).
"lder to Cadet C,>Dllll8nders, 2& May 93 cr.b to).
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not simply a small group of nurses.

b. Lack of PublicaJion: We' publicized the Hotli"e throughout the cadet
wing, mcludilrg Fl1irchild Hall and the two dQnllitorles. lpersonlJlly saw
flyers stuck to the W(llls in Fairchild Hall; and 1 perscIlalIy placed fl)le7Sm
the squadron in WhichJ served as Associate AOC. CS-04. Ispoke about
the Hotline at lheStreet Smarts progrollIS 1 gave every semester. Finally,
allfeiilale attorneys i" the law dejlilrtmeltt infcrnled alloftheir students
that theywereaVl1l1ablefol' confldeJltiai conversatio1!8with codets if they
had any que.stions concerning sexual assault.
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~vailable ro answer any legal qlteslions regarding criminality of actions
reported. 1 was al$o a close j~onal friend of Alma Guzman, and we
$poke regularly about the types of calls rheywere receiving ...

2. Multidi$ciplina1ji re9p(}nsj~:

ti. $treetSII/arf$: Bl!Side$ thlt Hotline, -~

-and J 4evdoped a Street Smartr program; in which wespoke
~ young men 411d woJnen aboU/ rape, sexual assault, and keeping
safe in an unpredictable envil'Ollmenr. We organized and preslmted a very
ca1ulid, ilifotmalive program that covered campus safety. dating. and
rights and responsibilities af;~ung men and women. We gave itfour
ti1iIes to .severa! hundred cadets (1ver the h(!Xt ycar before I PCSed to the

Pentago/1...

b. (Mentoring Program} 111 additio/1, my colleague, -

allLll rea!izedthatalt/l()ugll Hiere were many more women oJJICers at the
Acadenty than there had been a decade earlier, we werestitJ sepamted
from the cadets byth~ rank and social $trIlCrure rhat exi$ted. We decided
ro provide mote contact betwj!eJlfemale Offi~$ and cadets. We publi$hed
a directory to distriblde to fenlOle cadet$, Including biographical
ilifarmation on over 9() fenlah! officer$ wha wanted to participate, that i$,
to be liV4ilable ro listen tOWDJIJell cadets and a/I$We1' any questlOR$ they
may have. did tile ftotwork to contact the women allLl put
together the Ij;I't,-

'ob

c. Besides the Sexual AssaultHctJine, the USAFA MeJJtor Program, and
the: StreetSInarts pre.l"eJJtaticn" DFBL(at your directio,,) spearheaded a
commIttee to iJJcrease respect 4lld digtlit)l amcng aU C4det8. I abo
<lrganiz;ed a Women's Leaderskip Sympos~ in April 1994 (at which we
menlioned the HotliJJe), briilgli!g in superior civl1i4n and military role
mcde1s from across the count~y.

-memo demonstrateli the extent to which the actions taken in 1993 were

aoroad. ~iplinaiy .ement to the standard tools available through policy and
regulation at the time.

bbConsi$tentwith my desire toensurc that th~ ~tire cadet and Air Force comIrillnitykiu)w
of~ ptoS\'aln rmadc cff011$ to begin the process to formalize the progtamtbrOughthe
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Ad Hoc Cortunittee on Respect Jmd Dignity. In June of 1993 the Committee presented
me With an initial repolrt (which I have heen unable to retrieve from the Academy
archives}. and on 15 AJllrill994 I was given 3 progress report that included an update on
the sexual asS3Ult/rape hotline, According to that report the hotJii1e was "sufficiently
publicized", and staffecfby trained volunteers who received "high-quaJity training" fi'om
"JAG, OS.. and sa". ]!'ubliclty eo included "educational posters ron<:eming sexual
assault/rape posted in every squadron With thehotJine number prominently 4isplayed. ..
-The repOrt further noted that there had Deen 3 basewide announcement for voluntecrs.2o
Air Force officers who were cadets fi'om that era also provided me with their
recollections of evcntsand a short extract bas been artacbed to this response}1

Additionally, the Commandant of Cadets at the time told us he did IWt
know about the confIdential reporting process and two Victims, who
repcrted-alossaults (one in 1993 and the other in 1994), told u.s they
did nat know about 11 confufentiQl proCe.fS.

First, I believe that you are misinformed about what the Commandant of Cade18 knew
about the confidQntia1 reporting program. lbave spoken withLt Gen (rct.) Richaxd
Bethurem, USAF, who was the Cotnl1lat1dant from June 1992 to lune 1993, and he
assures me tbathe was aware of the program. In fact, he was one of the key Academy
leaders upon which 1: relied for candid opinions.

Second, I am not aware of the circumstances SUn'Ounding the two cadets that you cite.
While I am ctl<:ouraged by the fact that the victims made official reports, your bare
statement does not provide me with sufficient information upon which I can comment.

I fear that thesea1legations may be based on statements taken out of context. To fbUy
address tbeseallegatiol1ls I again ~uestthat lbe provided with redacted copies of the
witnesses' testimony.

When Lt Gen Hiumer made decision$ that dtviatedfrom established DoD
and AF policies. he had a command respon$ibility to seek higher 1-1
approval

The Air Force Academy is a Direct Reporting Unit of the United States Air Force and the
Superintend~t is the C(ImrtI8nder of that military organization. All commanders have a
responsibility to maintain go9d order and~11ne within their ofganiza1;iQn and 10 take
actions thatpromotc and protect the health and wf:lfate ofits roemm and the integrity
and strength of the or8,$nizauon. For the reason$ discussed in the SUi:Ceeding section of
this respoll$e, jdisagrec~ with the w;Sertion that the decision to implement a confidential
~orting pro8'1lDl deviatCd 1i'om Don and AF policies. Simply put, I made command
dccisiOU$ based upon what was in the best interest of the cadet victims and the Cadet
Wing and those decisio~s squarely fell within the discretion afforded military
commanders and Withixl the parometers of the applicable DaD and AF policies. There

iO 'Rt$pect and Dignity at 1111: Air Forte Academy -F0110w.lJP ~ 15 Apr 94. (T m 12).
11 EXtract 01' ~dct Recollections (Tab 13).
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

was no requirement forme to seek higher level approV1\l. However. in the event that my
superiors disagreed with my decisions they had ample notice and opportunity to
countermand my decisions. No1 only did they not countermand my decisions, they fully

th 21s~rted em.

H/$actiQlf$ violated Air Force and Academy policy that required
commander,l' and medical personnel ~ repcrlsexual assaul", J(J AFO~
17Iey also violatedDoD policy because they inteiferedwith criminal
inve.rtigative agellcies use of i1t1Iestigativerechnique.r. including
interviewing witnesses and victims ' of crimes and cfJ1lecling evidence.

DaD polio/ also vests tIle decision ilIJIhority aboUt whether ~ inve.rJigate
a maltel' with the criml"nal investigl1tive organization.

Pint, moveraU connnen:t: the actions 1 t()ok w~ in the interest of the Academy, the Air
Foroe and the DuD. The actions were taken beca\1$e policy and regulation requiring
reports of sex\lal assauIts,~ alone, w~part of the problem -they actively
suppressed reporting. DaD policy Vests decision aIltbority for investiglrtions with
crirninaJinvesligative o(gmizations -but it a!$o holds commanders responsible for the
good order and discipline of their connnands. In this instance a tension exists betWeen
the twO requirements. Existing criminal inveStigative practices needed to be augmented
with other practices to resolve that tetISiOI1.

fu Support of this Dot)..IG aUegation,the following sources ofpolicy guidance were
cited:

.DoD Instrllclion (DoDl) S505.3, /nilialion QfInveatigations by Military Criminal
Investigatl~ ()rgantzatiOlt$, July 11, 1986

.AirForce~gulation (AFR) 23-19, Organization andMissioll-rleldAir Force
Office of Special Investigation (AFOS1), May I, 1989

.Air Forl:e Regulation (AFR) 124-4, Initiating AFOSI Investigations and
Safeguarding, Handling, imd Releasing Information from AFOSl Investigative
Reporls,November 29, 1990

.AirFQrce Policy Directive (AFPD) 71-1, Special Investigations Criminal
Investigations and CoW/Jerintelligence, September 7, 1993

.Air Force Regulation (AFR) 160-12, Medical Sernce- pr()fB$Sional PQ/lciel and
Procedurt:l', June 13,1985

.Air Force Cadcl WIng Regulation (AFCWR) 537-7, StXUa1A$$ault NOtification
ProcedIlFe$, June 23,1992.

22DODJey I.dIcr (T.t. 6).

1S
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'f

Parapph 4 QfDoDI 5505.3 establiShes thcPl>licy regarding initiation of criminal

investi~ions~ Thatpamgraph states:

4.1. The COInmImders Qfthe military criminal investigative organizations
and their subordinate commanders shall be authorized to initiate criminal
investigations. The militiiIy criminal investigative organiz;ltions shall not
be required to solicit nor shall they solicit from commanders outside the
militmy criminal inve$tigative o~ion$ requests or authorizations to
initiate inveStIgations. This does not ~ludediscuS$ions with
commariders concerning initiation of a criminal inv~tion, as set forth
at subsection 4.6. However, in each case the decision to initiate a criminal
investigation remains with the criminal investigative organization. Any
commander or the InSpector GerieraI.DoD (10, DoD), p~ant to DoD
Directive S 106.1 (reference (a», may request them11itary criminal
investigative org1lnizations ini~ criminal investigations in addition to
investigations jnitiated by the investigative organizations.

4.2. Only the Secretary ofa Military Department, or as specified in
SIib$ection 4.3., the 10, DoP,may direct a military criminal investigative
organization to delay, suspend, or ~tean investigation.

4.3. Only the 10, DoD,may direct a militiiIy <:riminal investigative
organization to delay, $USpe:IId ort«minate an investigation being
conducted at tbtrequest oftbt 10, DoD, p~ant to reference (a).

4.4. Commandexs outside the military criminal investigative organizations
shall not impede the use of investigative techniques pennissible under law
or regulation, which tho military criminal investigative organizations
consider necessary. \

~"c
'f.,

4.$. Wha'e militilly criminal investigative OrganizatiODS require resour()$.
personnel, or facilities not under their command or CO!ltrol to accomplish
their mission, cOOrdination is required through nonnal command and
resource pI'OCesses.

4.6. The military criminal investigative organizations shall advise
appropriate commanders or the initiation and slatU$ or investigations. in
accordance with the provisions ()fDoD Directiv~ 7050.5 (refereuce (d)}.
DoD Instruction 5505.2 (remmce(e), and applicable regulations oftbe
Military D~ concerned.

Upon review it is clear that Ibis policy is intended to imbu~ command- or military
crimina! investigative organizations, such aa AFOSI. with the ability to initiate
investi&ations whenever tbeydceln appropriate, and that once such jnvestigations are
initiated, then no other COmmander outside the investigative organi2ation may impede

16
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LtGen Bradley C. Hosmer Comments

that investigation. The confidential victim reporting program initiated on or about
1 Manih 1993 did nothing to contradict this p<Jlicy.

First, no Academy commander, including the Superintendent and Commandant, ever
requited AFOSI commanders to solicit requests or authOl:i2ations to initiate
investigations. Furthermore, in those instances where AFOSI commanders advised me of
their decision to initiate a case, I wholch~edly supported them.

Second, there was never an instance where I directed AFOSl to delay, suspend, or
terminatcan investigation. Rather, on 22 Jun 1993, I issued a policy lctterthat restated
my direction that allegations of sexual assault would be fully investigatedu.

Third, at no time did I ever direct AFOSl to delay, suspend, or terminate an investigation
conducted by thedit(X:tion of any Inspector General.

Fourth, at no tin1e did I ever impede the uSe of investigative ~ques pennissible under
law or regulation, which the mili~ criminal investigative organizations considered
necessary. In fact, when AFOSI desired to Conduct an unprecedented number of
interviews (in the hundreds) of male cadets in an attempt to solve an alleged tape in
February of 1993, 1 readily agreed despite the disruption that the interviews caused to the
cadets' daily education and training regimen.

Fifth, in every instance where AFOSI required resources, personnel. or facilities nOt
under tbcir command or oontrol to accomplish their mission I ensured that they received
them. ForcxampJe, in response 10 the aUcged rape in February of 1993, I more than
tripled the size of the Academy's AFOSI detachment in an effort to solve the crime.

Finally, I was fulJ:y apprised of the range of AFOSI investigations, to include sexual
a$$aldtcases. I attendedtbe typical inv~tigative and military justice updates couducted
occasionally by AFOSl and the legal qffice.

The next series of regulations and instrUctions refetelicedin your letter highlight the
intCl1lependencies and responsibilities between AFOSI and commanders. For instance,
para~ 3.b.1 (a) of AFR 23-18 establishes AFOSlauthority and policy regarding
criminal investigatioos. That paragraph S!a1es:

3. Elements and Objectives. AFOSI is the oolyagency in the US Air
Foree authorized to cany out certainte$pobstOi1itics fOr the Secretary of
the Air Force Inspector OeneraI(SAF/IG). Specifically, these are:

a. Organizational. organizes, activates, or deactivates unit$ wder AFOSl
control and assigD$ a temtory for each unit to investigate.

b. Investigative OperatiOO$.

ti ('rab 3).

17
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(I) Conda~ inxestigations within the US Air Force. Investigations
include aneged major Ctimes against people, p~na1 property. the
federal govemment or its property according to rcgulations and 1aws
and as authorized by agreements (AFRoS 124-11 and 124-12); Thes8
crimes itlclude:

(a) Arson, bnoery,1Jj)mjcide, coun~g, Se.'t o~s.
~nation, ~per use or diver$ion of federal govenuuent
propertyor employees, forgery. robbery. housebreaking ~ abuse,
and other crimes that vioJatethe Unifbnn CodeofMilitaty Justice or
other federal laws and directives.

Paragraph 3 of AFR 124-4 emilnarates command~ .respon$ibilities tQ jDchldc thc
~onsibiJity tn..{p]roinptly ad'ti$C AFOSI of any ~ tbat faUs witbin AFOS1
invl'$liglltive~"bility(sccAFR 23-l8)... Patagraph S(a) ofthe same AFR ~
IfIat

Command= l1:fer maIlers and offcnses that &n within APOSI
1nvestigative respoDSlw1ity t() the AFOSI1mi1s designated In AFR 124-6.

.,AU refetTaIs must b~ uCOnIpaDi.ed by 811 1aIown inibrmation on the rnaiter

.IO~in~~ed.

From those quoted pata~pb$ DoD-IG has fashioned a policy delennination that a
command~ is without discretion when co1rli"<mted with a s~ as$au1t and must make
an immedj,1~ referral to AFOSI. I contend that mis P()Jjcy dclcnninalion is in error and
miSteads the entirety ofilie cited regu1ati(JnS.

Paragraph2(a)(l) of AFR 124-4 811ows fQrcommanders "rC$ponslDle furthe$ccurlty.
discipDne, and law ~ of a command or installationH to ~rer a m~ to AFOSI
for ~ investigative dc:temlinalion. That referral is no1 autQmatic, nor is it immediate. As
noted aOOv&, paragraph 3 of AFR 124-4 requires a "FomPt" refe(TalIo AFOSl Tho
reason that"proaiptH is not synonymous with .'immediate" in this con{=:t is 10 give effect
10 panIgraph S(b) or AFR 124-4 which provides that

Commanders do not need to ..InattetS which, while faIliDg within tho
invcsti$ative scope of AFOSI, are sucb that proper action can be ~
widlout additional AFOSI inquiry or an investigation is not othcrwise
deen1ed Wan'anted ($ee AFR 124-1). In these cases, tell AFOSI about the
matter.

The authon otboth tho Report oft/le Working Group and file Fow/er Panel recognized
filat the Academy'$ definition ofsexual assault covered some acl$that would ~
normally bc considered critne.9 ofsex.ual assault in thc Air F= or in the civilim
crlminaJ justlCc $~ CQ11$equenlly, 8. COInmander when conftonted with A ~
assault was expected to ~ discretion in ~g the facts of the assault and, of
n~ty, reporting to AFOSI would not have been immedia~.

la
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As noted above, and in my testimony on 3 December 2003. 1 made a reasoned command
decision to implement a confidential J'~rting system for anyone wanting private access
to medical or enlOtional SUpport, including victims of sexual assault. This allowed
victims who would o1herwise not ~rltheir assault to receive medical and emotional
assistance, and then anoWed~--- and.assistants the opportunity to
per$~e the victim to make a IOm1\11 feP\lntO AFOSL Onc~ again. I am not aware of
llnyinstance where a serious sexual assault, $UCh as mpe, uncovered via the confidential
reporting program, wu not referred to AFOSL If. over adecadc later, DoD-IG has foln1d
such a case, I would welcome receiving the details.

Yon have referred to my attention the :I>rovisions of AFPD n -1, Special Investigations
Crimilla1 JnvestigaliQnsand COU1Iterillftelligenae, Septen1bel' 7, 1993 to reinforce th~
responsibilities of AFOSI and COOIDI3I1ders. Fimt, I no~ thai th~ AFPD was not in effect
when the coufidentia! reporting systCIrI was e$ta,blish~ on or about 1 ~ 1993.
Second, my thoughtS regarding the AFPD provisi0!1s were captliredin my response to the
similar provisions ofDoDI 5505.3.

Your letter cites AFR 160-12 for thepi'Oposition that medical personnel are xvquired to
report certain s«iousincidents to AFOSl Paragraph 53 states:

Inoidents involving suspected child aOuse. homicides,$Qicide$, attemptcd
suicide, robbery, agglavated u;ault,rape, other sex offenses, Intentional
prescription drug overdose, andl narcOtic overdose episodeS are within the
investigative pllrview of AFOSl. When medic:al personnel acquire
infOImation during their offwial duties relating 10 these matters or other
seriOw offenses, they should promptly refer it to the servicing AFOSI
unit... (emphasis added)

~~crab]4).
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One ofk~y Wnet$ ofthc confidential reporting $ystem was that victims would be able to
contact persolUlel qualified to assist victims in obtaining a wide variety of medical,
emotional8nd psychological support. ][twould have been totallyinronsistent to establish
asexual assault hotline wherein the r~ipient of the call was reqllired~ t refe;r the mattc.r
to the AFOSL Consequently, I elected to place -.~n SJstan!S outsIde
the anibit of the milltarytteatlrtent faciJjty. By recasung WCIrofficia duties as more
anal?goll$ to nc~m liaisons~ ui~ts° E ~6()..I~ paragraph 53, were not
applIcable. In this maImer, tan Is were able to dcfcrthe
victim'$ deci$ion to report to ~fIIl range of $I1PPOrt opportunities had
becn presented to the vidiln. Once the victim's immediateMeds were addressed and the
victim was apprised of other avenllcs o:r support, then the victim was encouraged to make
an official report to AFOSL
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Sent By: 8 & Z Hosaler; 5052860084 ; NoV.8.0415:30; Page 111

.care llnd welfarc of victims.
-idenlilication and pur&1li1 of perpetrators,
-command awareness of the scope ofthe sexual assaulL problcm. and
-dev~IQpment of sexu~1 :8$$aull provcntion programs.

My bOttom-line conclusion is that implcmc:nlalion of thi$ multifaceled treatment and
prevention progrllm was an CS$C!Itial $upploment to Air Force policy and regulation and
com:ctcd deficiencies in the Academy's seItuaJ assault prevention. Ircatmenland
response.

As noled above, Ihave been unable 10 oblainDoD-IG b'IInscriptS that 1 belieyewould be
beneficial to my position. COnsequcrttly, I again requ<:st full disclosure of transcripts and
any oth~t' documcnts related Lo this matter. Finally, while lapprecinte the opportunity to
re5POrId to your tentatiYe conclusion, I would request that 1 be gnmtcd an additional
OPpornlnityto respond if your conclusions varyii'ori1 those in your lcttcr of
28 Seplember. before youpubli$h your fInal roport,

Sincerely.

~!1~Bradl~y C. Hosmer
Lt. Gen. USA(t Ret

Exhibit List wlT~s AttaChed
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placedOli the ComInundant tIIC responsibility of deciding wbicb cases must be
illvesligalcdby lawenfor~t regardlm ottllC victim'$ wishes.

In effcct. I worked to ensure a seasOllCd Air ~ commander makes the can in
balancing the severity of the allegations, tIIC inteteStS of reluctant and possibly
trautnatizcd alleged victims and the Deeds of SOCiety. Anyone who. sdealt with sexual
assault cases kIIows these interests ~ nOt always congl1lel1t. This is a far cry from
~tin8 inVC$tigalion and certainly not a program dcSi&rit/.d to inteIferc with
AFOSI's independent inve$tigatoty charter. In fact, (:Qmm.ndct1 regu18rJy make
deci$iMs on what shOU1dbe ref~ to l~SI, Security FOI\:esinvesligalOIS. civilian
law enroreement or commandct'-directed fuve$tigat01$ rcgardirig aIIeg8tions ofall tYI'Cs.
The objcclivc at tIIC USAFA was to get c:adetS to nlakelimcly ~ of sexual assault
and not bury them.

Increased reporting of ~ual WJw1ts at tIIC Academy indicates tIIC program
worked. NOt to tIIC extension of gteateI' ~ fO;the vic~~ing of ~ual assault
at tIIC Academy was noncxi$tel\t. During tIICFowlcrPanc1'. invQliption of sexual
assault jssllCs at tIIC USAFA, formetColIgresswoman. TiUie Fowler, expressed hCr vi~w
that if the Air FQI'OCdid away with confidentiaUtyreponing, the slatistics on sexUal
assaultS might look good in the future but that would likely bc because wedrovc the
problem underground again. An excerpt from the pancr s September 2003 final repon
renccts its. View:

"ne Panel flnd.r the problems Q$r6Ciated with lM /t!rmer Acadenl)/
POliCY()/ cI»IfidetI1ial rep()nmg I!'e're IWt ~ caused by 4lIowing
f()r prillileg~ communicDtio1IS, b,llwert' tM result of a ~ntiality )
policy which, OV4r lime. was poorly implemellted and lacked rt'Sponsibk
governance and oversight. The Panel filrtMr finds that the Agenda tOt
Change reaction which elimilUlted confidential reporti1lgswing.. the
peild1llUIJJ too far in lJIt'oppositedir«tion and creates a signijicanr risk
that victims will11()t C()-fiirward at all and lhU$l08e the b4IIefit.r
lijforud by profe.t$i41Ull CQI/n$eling. "

'III consistci1tly lakenthe same position. ~as the Surgeon
GeIteral'. subfec:t matter ex))elt on the mental hcalthaspcctS Of se~ual assault during the
period of my involvcment. Additloilally, I am notawarc of evcna single complaintlhat
solt1Cone or solJlC process intcrfetfld with ,AFOSr sprerogativc to invesliptea partiCular
case. Instcad. I am confident cases of sexual assauJtat the USAF A Wer'C investigated
without itnpedi111tnt dlmng my ~ as 1hc InspectOt Gena. I never hcatd otherwise,
and I was in a position to knowabout it. Sasedonthe above and subsequent reviews,
including the Naval Academy's decision to modeltbe core of itS program on ours, I
believe wesUCCeedcd.
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I ~nconvinced Otlr program addlessed the situation confronting th~ USAPA
in the best way possible. At least four different dynamics converge intbis. First, viclima
must have a safe haven wheR, they can be restored; ~dcntiality is ~ key here
becausc it ge.t$thcm in the do()t. Second. sexual assaults mlge from an unwanted
advance to rBpec; not all allegations require the formality of an AFOSI investigation.
'ThiId, victims, society and th,~ ACaoemyat J~ need to have criminals prosecuted and
wrorig:dciara disciplined; comznander involvemeut is essential to these jUdgDlCnts. FoW1h,
out system of Criminal inVestigation and trlal by court-martiA! for~ mOSt sclious cases
can easily cau$e!icdms furlb,~ ~a. TheProsra:m .lendQt$ed ~ a l!ne between one
extrelne of honotlnB oi!lythe :~ of the alleged VICtIm and ~ other extrelne of
en~ng the laW to mCCt th~ :l1eed#of sOOiety at l~. HonOJingon1y~ immediate
de$jtc of vic~ to ~t behinc:1 and forget ~ trauma Would remove victinJs from that
process and allow OffenderS to be(:ome comJI1imoOcd officers. It's an admittedly tough
~ for atraumatlzed yoollg person tocndure. Because victimS never ICceivc
therapeutic beDcfit from thepiwas of intt:rrogation by lAw enfon;en1elrt. intCtviewby
attorneys, tcstin1ony and cross examination in the CO\1rtroon!. it takes a COmmander's
judSment to determine the li8i1t way to ~eed. This is h()w misconduct and crlme$ are
han4led aI;(O$Sthc Air p~, .~dlht prograln I suppl)ttedbeJdtrue to that principle. It
certainly did nOt circumVent 8j1y statute or policy.

Keeping Leadership Informlid

You also aI1ego I faile(j: to kcepthe Secretary of the Air FotW (SECAF) and the
Chief of Staff of the Air ~ (CSAF) jntonTled ~&ardingthe Pro8l3m to improve the
handlin~ of sexual assault aIIej~ons at theUSAP A. Notbin& coutd be fUrther from the
truth. TbQUghnow in Novemtoer 2004, I cannot rccail $~fic conVerSations from 1996-
199&, lncver concealed any of my activities and I was in the regularpracticc of keeping
my bosses, the SBCAP and CSAP, infonned of the big iSSuesl was facing. It may also
be helpful to review Iht command structure that governs Iht USAP A. The
superlnteildentOfIht USAFA 'works ~tly f()t Iht SBCAP and theCSAP, and I have
no reason tobeJi~vethe SUpctil1tCndent kept matters Or this leVel of i~ hidden
dIJring 1996-1998. AnysysteD1iC problems and approa(;bes to resolving such problems
mUst bekl1own to the SBCAF 1~dlht CSAP in th~ regular co~ ofbusincss. Evidence
of the CSAP' s involvement is Jlpparent in hiS ~tion to send --.0 the
USAFA to assess and help ~~Iop a plan to improve the sexual assault situation.

b(,Additional Actions

The suggested ~visionof the USAF A ~s to establish the Commandant as a
f~ point for ~ assault cQmplSint$ was (jnlya pII1 of the overall cffortto improve
the Situation. The holistic appl1"'ch taken to thi$ problem by my fellow senior offi~
and l~red the USAFA con(1IIct I1oaininstotincoming cadets on this issue and values
in general. We recognized that manyp"-existingatlitudCslcading 10 these assaults w~
imported as new cadcts cnt~ thC Academy. General Stein had a list of actions he
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needCd to take. and much of it was~! on the expert advice J'eccivedfro;-c --
~A major eIcli1ent involved ttmnin~: the entixe USAFA popI1J.-ionon ways to

prevent sexual a$SaWt
As part of my i'espons1"biJity for overSeeing the AFOSI mission, I discussed the

issue of confidential repOrting with Commandant ovenide on mom than one occasion
with my AFOSI commander, BrlB Ocn ImcisTayJor. I 1U1dct$tood his concerns and
des~ for every auegation of sexual ~ult to ~ within the pUrview of AFOSL He
cx~concem that CaSes would be irrlPededfrom reaching AFOSI for investigation.
I found this concern rooted not in tho JIC1J/ Pl'ocC$S but in its implclDeritation and a
common AFOSI frilstratiOt1 that victims It)f sexual assault~uently deJay in reporting.
The USAFA ~ I endoISed was intended to accelei'ateviCtim identification and the
proce$$ or i8vesti~Dg sexual a$SaWts and it did. ~ the USAPA ~ Was put in
place, no reportS of sexual ~Jt wcrebcing~ After the n- U$AFA ~ was
pUt intO Pfa(;tjce. reports were ~ andjinvestigations wm CODdUCted. some due to
Commandant ovCnidc of victims' Wisbe!:. Thus, I conclUded BrigOCn Taylor's Concern
did not wananta complete reversal. As 1"~dug deqJer, I leamedthat part of the problem
lay with the training and c:apabiliUcs ofiIIdividua! AFOSI agents as&ignedto the USAFA
dctacbment. I replaced the leadeJShip at Ilbisdctachri1ent8nd brought a female ageilt on
board. W c condUCted training on sexual ,assault victim inteln)gation. I also caUsed
AFOSI to institute a ~wide reporting System so Ihat seilsitive c~woul4 be
reported to higher echelons faster an4 ovc:rnil AFOSI activities WQuldbe m~ visible
from my level as wcllas the AroSI cOIDIn8llder's.

Final Tboughts

I urge you to ~xaminc your tCntlItive Wrl(:1U$iona, not becauSe of pride :in my
own tep\1talion, bUt because the offerof Jjmi~ confidentialJtywidl commander override
was absolUtely ttecessaryat dleUSAFA. IA()k at dIe probleln of silence at dIe USAFA.
This was an era ~ f~e,CadCtS aimJIJyweren't ~ng anything, and;dlat's dIe
most dangerous Bltualion possIble. We recognized the problem and took action that Was
absolUtely lawM and:in line with ptaclice$ $lICccssfuily empJoyed across the Air F~.
We fOCUsed the 5OIution on a senior conmJ8l\der's judgincnt

When I was ~~ with the USAFApr()Ce$$ during my first week8$TIG. I
challcngcd it from all angles. I looked at how the problcm is (oris not)~at
collcgcs and Wlivenilies across our nation. 1 spoke Widl my daughter who had -tly
graduated from college. I considered dIe lmique environment at the USAF A. I weighed
heavily the AFOSl charter. I sougbtlegal .O't'ice. Clearly, the statusq\»() was nothclping
100( oIti mIne. 1 ~main coItviriced the inj~ of a seasoned ConiXn8nder into the
riSAFA's confideJltialitYprogram was Dol; ordy Jawful. but aoo:ve all smart, effc<:tive and
time-tcsted across the military.

When you look at the evidcnce COtIlpiled by subsequent commissions. Working
groups, reports ofexpcl1S like ~-.and8CU1a1 numbeD of cases investigated
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at USAFA since 1997, I belicve you will find the revised USAPA policy succeeded. The
combined expericncc of the Academy Superintendent, the AF Judge Adv<x:atc General,
the S~~ and me indealillg with cadet$ and odIm in their age group WN
applicd in considering the mattct of sexual a$Sau]t in thc USAFA environment. Knowing
the issues, challenges andopporl\lnities afforded by statUte, policy and Air Foroc cU$tom,
the considered. deliberato actiOI! takenbyU$ rcsuJtcd ina much improved cnvironmcnt as
noted in dIe Fowler Report. I trust the resuJlS of dIe program as instituted and in which I
had a hand will be recognized for their significance in improving dIe climale for all
USAFAcadets. In itsenw:ety, dIe aclionensurcdapp.atocarc was cxtendedto
victims; gave viCtims the confidcltce to come forwatd, and increased Air ~
opportunity to in~ crlmirtal aIJe,gations.

=-

~-L/~
RICHARDT. SWOPB

LicutclW11Oenera1 (Rct), USAF

hF6or 6
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3. ~chia1rlst would attend Bcr training for incoming eadeIs. ~chiatrlst
spent the month of August at the academy working withBCT sta.tf ant! t8dets:

-I~tunicd to the A~y in August 1996 to assess pro~ct with the
Co-ling centa s1atf, and the sta.tf at the 1 0111 medical group~et with mcafter this visit
to dise1Iss aJleDding reqlleSt ftomGeneral Stein to approve a waiver of mandatory reporting for
medical peISOnne1in a dIad USAF A InstrIIetion 51.201.

Uii.r.et. 1997. GcneraI

~ Of a waiver. Fono~ the ~ we met with tho ~d.' support group of
victin:ls. ThiS meetiiiS was hd4 in a tCKIm \\rith the ~ draWn aIid was composed of 1 {).IS
female: Cadets. The ~ was ve;ry distUrbing. The group ve;ry cleerlyarticu1ate;d that:

1. was ~ ~ l~ andtbat he was working to provide: support to tbem.
2. The culbitC of the; AcadeD1y Was punitive: to the; victim aOO lack of confidentiality in

rep(jrting =ulted in re-traumatiziog themmther flIan supporting their emotiona]and olinical
~.

" 'I' fel- 1>0"' I:..~ ~ th ~~ A ~l:.- ~1.0 1.- rt". ", ".. , ~ ,cy wete: ...,. -" an... ..-v.w"" $OU5"'$UPY"" ..v... ~ S"pp<!
grOup rather that lCiJC>I't incidents to appro~ authoriti~

4. The singlooffici81SUJ!11Ort Bystettl the;y had confidence in was the; student coUIIIIeling center

(DFBLC).

At the conclUsion of the d4)18t theAcadcmy .there W8S agn:ement that the; W8$
on the rigbttrack aOO that the AFISO Staff would walt the Waiv« package (Auach. 4) for the;
~to sUpport their ~ practice;. The Waiv«was to be inclUded in an USAF A
JnsfuICLion (Attach. 5). Thc ~ pljtpose of this USAF A lnstrIICtion was to:

1. Ensure victims of seXual aSsault are provided immediate and continued medical. counseling
and othet'necessary s\i})p()rt aetviceato assist in fuUn:cove;ry.

2. EI1co~ ~ to report ~ts to law enforcen1ent autborltics. $0 tjm~ly and effective
InVcstig8tions ooul4 be ~ to support appropriate discip1i1iatY &C;tion.

3. Promote an cnvitomneut in Which cadetamay disclose thcfaet of an assault and cOoperate
\\rith invclJtigative effin1S \\rithoUt fear ofreprisal or intimidation- USAFI 51-201. July J S,

1997.p.4.

Iwallt tO~ reiterate strongly that the waiva:waS $pecificallydesigned to get support for the victim
and oot to aVoid ~. The request was for a w!liVertobring the academy in line with the
national siatIdiIrd of aintidclitiaiity fur sexual aSsaU\tvictims, to assure that they get the
immediate Suppod thcyneed and to demonstrate that Jeadersbip at the Academy understood the
requirement to SIIPj)()rt the victim. the Academy and the AirF~

The waiver that was subS«t1IeDt1y granted had more ~ctioJ)S than lequested. The waivcr:
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~

) .Was granted for a single year and required renewII) to remain in effe<1t

2. Required reporting to the DFBLC and the Commandant of Cadets

3. Required theDFLBC to report to Seourity Police Office of Investigations <Sl,o1)

We are dealing with a false dichotomy in setting up the issue as patient confidentiality V,S.)aw

enforcement 1'hQ 200/) dIta ft\'Im the USAF A SeJCuaI AssmJt Policy working Group ( Auach. 6)

suppoIts theconclnsion that reporting is dir«tlylinked to vjctinlSfeellilg of safety and control.

During the 1986-1993 time of mand!Jtory iePot:ting w/ocOJifideillia1ity tha'e were no reported

asSaults. once the COniidenliaJity of~i1iUg wasimpleinented infom1a1Jy. in 1993. the number

of cases reported ~ once the f~ confidcnlja1~ ~Jicy was Wti~ in the fall of

)996. thO ~11in& became ~ T o tbinkthat ..weie noa$s8.u1tsin thO 1986-1993

times is J1Ofote(J1"ble. OnlyWidt~g Md COntidentiatitYcm the CorIImaIlder begin to grasp

thO magnitude of the problem and begintoincroduce the CUltIUat 8I1d gender

ttaining/acto\IDtabi1ity to clIiInge theenrnonment If a culture does not remove thebaniCIS to

report assault and drives the support underF;IulInd. there win be neither investigations nor

ptO$CCutioDS for cleat eriminal behavior. Ifvictifus~ is provided and ~ is
.~...~..."'-'- , '--, 01 -,-,,1.;1..., Of O W~A...;;.~.l ~..:- nIateriaI -..enoo UK;U ~" IS an w.;I,;D:!"U 1',-.u'.J u- ""1-- ~ building a case for prosecution. The USAF A lXIlicies ~ designed to ~mote the supponof

the individual. the defining of1he magnitude of thO problem and subsequent prosecution of the
-'-,--t
...tnIWa1 cases.

COnClusiom: The bold face type is the allegations stated in the letter dated 28Sepfe11lber 2004
fi'()m Mr. James Pavlik (Attach. 7)

1. ..Lt. Genei'81 Ro8dnian ignoRd dear warUinpthaC the USAF A sexual usauIt problems
were rooted in the ealC1lre, IoeqI dimaceand genger prob~..

This is JI()t correct. Rather than ignore the wamings, I hcllied raise them to the CSAF's
attention. pointing oUt the cultIu:a1 and systClriio causes. After ~ as Smgeon Genen\l, I
endeavored to fix dIe pt(Iblem. lfI did not SUcCeed m thiseff()rt, it wasJl()tfur ~k of a good
faith effort. The faclsclearly delnbnsttate my JIeisOriiIJ involV~ and that ofmy staff, in
w()d:jng with the S~tendelrt to enersii.e the SASC. 1Mregular visils to the ACademy by
the constI1tantS, and the robusting ofmedi(j& resources to prOvide assiS1ance and 8Uidanceas
~1Jested by the Superintendent further illusl1'ate the extent of the efforts that were put forward
to ~lvethe ~blell1.

:1. ..(He) entered into an agreemeDt and granted a poJieywaiver desigDed to withhold
JexuaI-alt repordng from elimhlal iDveltigafurs..

This is not cottect. The ~ ~ of this USAFA InSInIction ~ to 1) ensure victims of
sexual assault ate provided immediate UXidContinUOO medical ro1JJlKq UXid Othet necessary
supPOrtservi~ to a$$ia in fuUJWOvery .2}eDco.ttage Cadets to ~rt"assaU1ts to law
CDf()rCemcI1t aUthOritiC$$O timely and c~ve ir1~tipuons ~ bO ~= to support
appro~ diSCiplinary action. and 3) promote an ~ inwbich cadetsn1aY discloSe 1hc
faCt of ana&.ault aIId coopemtewith inVestigative efforlS wIthOut fear of reprisal or itrtimidation."
To the best of my recollection. prlor toeff~ 1hc Waiver, I CGiISU1~ With other medical
~ and coordinated. in writing, With the Ait. F0!:\:0 ~ ametaJ, to whI1in the
commander of the OS! Ieported, and the Air Force Judge AdVt>Cate GeX1eraI.
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3. "The waiver was instnlmental toeaabling USAFA to fonnaUze a confidential sexual
It reporting program de8igJled to clreumvent bod! statUtory and poJky

requiremeatS. ..

This is not CO~ The waiver W$S not designed to clrcwnvent anytbb1g! 100 waiverW$S to
formalize a confidential repot1ing system to ~ the probability ()[prompt repot1ing and
prompt treatment of the victim and to encourage, through counseling, the reporting to law
enfo~ent. This brought the USAF A into alignment With West Point. the Naval Academy and
most student COUl1feling services.

4 ..L+ I"'---' Roa.l ~ -a... ..:- obl~ to r .I fi n- ...q.. ". 0.."" an.. o w-up 00 we
waiver he graated to eIISQre the speeilte C(IDditionstbathe inelQded in the waiver were
..tfstied.. .
It is true that my system did nOt identify that the waiver had expit1:d after a year. For that [am
~pOnsible. ~ fu the waiver was included in the suhseq~AFAI 51-201 (IS l\11y
1997). ItCccivcd regII1af input fiO1:Iimy Psychiatry CoriSuJtantonthe progrC$S being -e ()n
sexual ~Co1.Hall1'CPO11Cd that she was in COD~ with nFBLC betWCCI1 I 997 and 1998
and that cadet victiins were coming forwaroand Ieceiving eate. The re1ationsbip betwr.en the
1 ~ ~cal gto~ Dtental health prOviders and the counseling center was positive and
functioned effectively as a<:linical support system. It was app8lent that confidential reporting
should be continued.

1nsunm;larY- The iuformatioo I received. ino1uding1bat contained in briefings at the USAF A,
caused me to conclude that a weiver of the reporting requirement was called fur. in order totil.-"1:~.-" : fi r -.1.- .. dent nafl I : f .' .
~w~ I"""" on "A ..w meI " *""""" , "'.. promo", 00 on () .arensxc

~ and prQ$eCution. This is not an issue that gives rise to an "easy" and clear-<Juf answer.
However. I ~ghed aU ~ant infurn1atioo and made a decision intended to fw:ther thejltterests
oftbe patient/victim and the Air Forcc wbile at the SaIne tin1e promoting the end$ ofjustice.
ThUS after COOrdinating the~on to waive the requirement, I in fuct implemented the
waiver.

$ A I'( L--~

~oadman n. Mb

Lt. General USAF/MC (Ret)
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OCT-18-2094 17:56

18/1812004 16:46

OOD-IG CIR)
617-495-8561

703694872B P. 02/02
PAQ: 62/62~TIa.w- SEa.RI1Y FR

I $"" D '"'* 1,.t .'1

Dear Mr Pavtik:

h1 ~ to your !dfer 0£28 Se1It1:inber 2004. I would like 10 thank you for providing

roe ~ aivance Mtifu:ati1Bl of one of the tentativc ~Ott in the dId I'eport or ~
n-~ f" ~ I"i-i ' .t.- -,--i -f aI1...;...:-"at .t

U 'tcd ~

"-I""""' ..,., ~ ~ Wfi-- ~-"". -~ ~ m "'~

Air Force Academy.

Whi1c I ~Bte being aifonied the OPPOInInity "to coIreQt any fagtual GJO"" that
hnp8(:ts the teIlIaIivc concIusioo or "provide any eddttional lnfbrtnation" fur
cons!derRIiori before &a1i7Jni t1Ie conclusion md issuinj the ~ it is inti3ossible to
If<t 89 'wit;bouf a copy of the ~ repott ~iudh1g 811 statandIt5 or testimony ~
my temtte as -oftbe UnifM 81at(!s Air Fon:e Ac8deIny. To -I bave
Ilot beou ~ a copy of~ ~[CpQtt -given ~ to a1i ~ relevant to
my tmIW 88 Superlntendmt

Reg,1rding the excerpted porIion of 1M draft report attached to your 28 September 2004
letter. the ~clusions drawn ftom the cited f8(;ts ate cleady em)(leous. 'Iberetore. I
strongly disagree with the ullimate conclusion rendered in the report that I created.
c;ontn~ to. of abided "a Wn1identia1 ~ aRu1t ~ tb$t ~vented both
StAtutoryaad policy l'eq:UireInents -th«eby. i~wim ctimin81 investigations...

:S~Y.

-r;;rl ~
TAD I. OBlSTROM
Licutenant Gci1era1(Ret), USAF

TOTA. ?02

ONLY
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-
1m p.b84

F.U.~VA~16
103--13

Qcto1Jer 11, 2004

Mr. James L.Pavlik
Assis:tMJt Inspector General for JnvestigativePo1icy and OVeIsight
Tho Inspector General
n ..n-L.o--""'1' 0), 400 ~y Navy Drlvo

AdiDgton. V A 22202-4104

~ Mt. Pavlik:

that:Ik you for the~ty to comment <m your September 28. 2004 letter and
~ nom tho DOD/IG's CODgtessionally ~sted evalUation of the Air FOtCO's
response to seXual assaults at tho Alt FotCe AcademY. I Will comment brlefIy <m tho
~of the attachnialt.but ~utaliketo start with two pomts. fea1iziI1g that you are
simply ti111illing ~ut resporisibi1ilies as requested bY the ~, First, it is quite
disconCerting to bo a$kod to recaU spCciDc fact$and clrcumstaIicea~latod to events that
oCourrod severai years e8r1ier. Cleady, memories fade \Iiith time and the reconeotion of
facts is fteqIJentiy hiat:Olnte in COOtext or incomplete. second. it is difficult to provide a
co~ teSj]OOse v.'i1h tho limited information provided in th~ atta<:hment and
absence of the SuppOrting ~

Presented .5 I!'act: General Taylor raised issues regartling the unique USAFA
sex11al assault tepmti1Ig ~ to his bosa, SAF/IG (Lt Gen Uoe). Tho AFOSI
COn1mandi:r m hM mised the issue to Lt Gen Itehoe .ously durlnghis initial in-~
brief as SAF/IG in 1998, btIt nOt .'...as SOIn~g that I thought he ~ to do

sotDething about...unti11999 or 2000 v.henwe~gadonit."
Comment: I do not refute the &tatement that Gen Taylor raised the issue with me

in 199.9 or 2000, although as: I&tated in my interview, I do not IeCa11 specific dates or

detaiJ$ of any diaiop we had. Based 011 my opeIl and~'wOt1dns retmonship
\\oith General T~,it is likely that he \\IOuta haVe ~ tIle that he had approec;hed
the Alt F~ General CO1JnsOl .boUt the policy COItt1ict at the A~ and that he

evide:nco that it .taised then or there isn't This miUd PteSUDl~ that GeIieral TayJ,or
knew of the problem m 1.998, btIt did DOt think it wmat1teda~011 at that poiJit. I do
not 1'CCa11 $I1y sUch SUbj~ ~ mi$8d dUtingmy in-briof and ~ General Ta.vlot

did not either.

Presented al Fact: On February 9. 2000. SAF/GC s=t a memorandum to

SAF IIG (Lt Gen Kehoe ) ~ him to ~ a review.
CQmment:r Q()11cur 1hatslwh a memotandun1 was ~ although I haVe not Seal

it and did not reosII the memorandum or the ~.Nview !!!1!!! pte~ With
seVer81 related emails dimng my interview with the DOD/1G. Notably. \\Ihen I first

ONLY
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axrlved at the interview, I 'Was prepared to IaYtbat I was not familiar with tho cases of
sexual assault atthe Academy that had been repOrted in tho media. To my knowledge, the
Air Force 1G had not been involved in any complaints or other Special investigations
related t()scxua1 assaults at the Ai;aIJrJmy. That said,a statement your people made during
my interview reminded me tbat, shortly before my retiremeI1t, the Secretary of the Air
Force had asked the SAF/IGt()~ aspects of the cases ofa number ofal1eged sexual
-mts at the Academy. While 1 dO nOt reCa1J i11it1$1ing $ucha review , it is likely that, if
asked by the Se(jretaryt() do so, I would haVo written the texms of J:Oference used by the
colonel who was tasked with conduCting the ~view. AS fat as 1 mow, this teview was
ongoing at the time of my departure. As a pOint of emphasis, it is notable that the
SAF/GC memotandwn was presented in the <:oI1text of a policy confliCt at the Academy,
J1cjt ongoing sexual assault inveStigations. MoreoVer, while the SAF/GC memorandum
~ ' A.. .t.~ SAFI'IG ...A-,j it -1...:

by .ecuti--~ ~ ""' ,,~v.~ y a S8I1Of ex' ve

service represeniative &

Presented as FaCt: fu aFe~ 16, 2000 eman t() SAF/IG (Lt Geil Kehoe)~
S\IppIied infOI1nation t() prepare Lt GeilKehoe for

~~ilie~t() the-USAFA S~dent (Lt om Oelsttom).
C t: A1tho~1.I AAA11 thi. ifio --'" the ~~4Io ~.,. ofonunen .-"" 1".' spec ., Ot ,,~ ~ a

~-1't Lt ~ Oet 't ,. Jikel that I did since h wUtddha :"";.;I tho., 0 ~ u J 18 ~. ye ve D¥-1

USAF A m$lnber ~ f the review up. I woUld likely haVe paraphrased from tho ta1king
P<lintaprovided ~gain. the oontm of the points prOVided were a
I>'t1icy confliCt that n to be mo1v~ n()t the luIndJmg 0£ specijlo cases.

Presented as FaCt: From JamIary 200011nti1 ~ A~ 1.000.-
---~ group that included AFOSI, SAF/GC. AF SurgeOn Genml

(AF/SG), andUSAFA repteseI1tativeS, \\!hichworked to resolVe the isSuos. At evidenced
by a series ofemans.Lt Gen Kehoe was kq)t abreast of thO Working group's effo11s

dIlringthereviewperlod.
Codmt; Alth. Ica11nQtreCall ~cdetai1S of 3nyllt)dllfes, it is eVIdent

n. the CIIIail$ Shown to me d1IdD8lilyJntetview slid uom n.. ~ ~e.
in SAF/IG. that I \J.'OUId have beeiikept abreaSt of thO revieW group's wmk. ASa matter
of fa<:t. you ShOuld check on whether tho OSI, per se. was ~ ou the review
group. AIth~ and his sUCCeSsor had an 081 ~~d and
~OSI lIt the Air Force h~eISlevel, they te<:bnicany WOrked forSAF/IG,
not AF/OSI and repo1ted indirOCt1y to th:o I(i through their ~. Unte" there is
evidonco to the contra1Y. the above statement shoU1d read "SAF/IG" in lieu of..AFOSt"

Presented as Fact: Lt GenKehoe was either theaddte8see or courtesy CQpied on
lIt least seven oman. coveting the At Lee WOrking group activities ~ February
2000 and Au81:Ist 2000. ~ last ett:u1i1 was in A~ 200() and tettected Lt oen

I(ehoe met with the
conCerniD& tIle Air Force Acadeli1ySeiC\ja1 a&saWt ~po .1'be m~ oc:c~
.4ImJ ~~ ~ groUpioeview. The tWOliSreed that a Workable cOmpro1i1iso
~ AF/OSI ad USAFA could not be teached and shoU1dbe resolved lIt thO "two.
digit level "

COJlm1eDt: I met wit~. \'asevet.J OQCa,$ions ~
th .,, , n...;.-1 C ( While lOt reCall di ...,..;..mc detailso acting -k'-J """""... owse cann ~ "1""'~

2
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related to tho poJioyfeview group, I do not refute ~ it~ HoweVer, it would
havo been ~~ to reach a c(mclusion on what m- bo done if the work of tho
1'eView gtOup was still OQgoi1lg. Your evalUation should clearly dete1mino th~status of
the NVieW g1'Oup at the point of the referenced meeting IIt1d specify when the review
group concluded its work, IIt1d whether any final report was ismed. I do not reca1l ever
seohIg a report or Specifio ~ons ftOm the feview gtOup, which would have
been normal praCtice at the concfusion of their work.

Presented.s F~ Tho AFOSI ~mmander asslmodlhat ..., .tho IG,the GC, aIJd
the CC (USAFA S~ent) would have to sit and discuss the WJy £orward. " He

believed that once ihey made a decision at that level "."they Wou1dinform me of What
that deci$ion was. " The AFOSI Commander did not know if the "two-digQ level"

diSCussion occuned, bm be nom roceiVed any ~ Lt ~ Kehoe began terminal
leaVo in 1ato AUg1JSt 2000, and then ~ Viitbout~ the issue.

CO~t: I think the ~ "Will' shoW that Iwaa on loaw or pemaissiw mY
durlng much of A~ 2000 toO. I dO notptesent this as an excuse, bUt shnp1y to e1q'1ain
mylbniteddirect ~ on this or otheriss1lei during this tiDieftame. Iwas totally
comfOrtable with my~hat1dImg qomg work during my absel1ce, In additi<lll,
when all was said and done, neither the SAF/GC nor tho SAF/IO Would have had any
authority to ~ a solution on this issue. The S~ of the Air FOtCO
ACadeIny worked diiect1y for the Chief of Staff and any ooncl~ or recomnt$)Aations
from the review group Would have beeI1 pteSej)tod to the SeC1eIary or th.e Chief of Staff
for tesOliltion with tho Academy ~~.

Presented as Faet: On interview, Lt Gen Kehoe did not reean the AFOSI
commander ~g <:OnceriIi about the tmique USAFA sexual a8$a1Jlt 1'epOIting
policy. or details about the~ group.

comment: This statement is eorreet mti! 1 was shown one or more emaiIs
refemn8 to tho wOrking gr~. At that point. I did 1'eca11 the existence of the group, bUt
not specifics xe1ate<t to it4eh~ or any specific eonvorsatiOl1 withGen Taylor, That
, ~..-"'-.. ' ti to .,,- DoD ""' My -" n.,-..:-- -1...4 """"

iii ea of tho reviewIS ,,~"".ou. m nIY tep,es wo 'AU. .~ "" ~c

group were at the tUne of the interview and still ~ are vaguo at best.

Again. I thank you for 1he opport\mity to commeI1t on the portion of your
evaIuatiOJirelated to my imrolvelnmt in this matter. I sincerely hope 1bat my input is a

helpful and coustructive additiOO to your ew1uation teport.

Sincerely,

v1J.o/~4 ~
N1cho1as B. Kehoe
LielltCDaDt GOI1Otal (USAF-Ret)
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November 4. 2004

From: Lieutetlal\t General (Ret.) Raymond P. Huot
18 SuUivan Sttm
Lexington, MA 02420.1US

To: OIG/OOD
400 Aimy-Navy Drlve
Ar~ V A 22202-4704
AttentiOD: Mr, lan1e$ x... Pavlik
A$aistatlt IG fot' mvestigativePolicy and ovmight

Subject: ~to OOD/1G tellt8tive amclU8iOD leuer andattaclmlent, dafed28 September
2004, addIesaed tomc. LL Gea. (Rct.) RaYInond p, Huot

Dear Mr. Pavlik

AS per yout ~the ~ documeiit is my pre~ response to yOIIrtel1tative
COriclusiot1a ftOJi1 yOl1r draft iCpolt for consideration. I rcquCst the right to respond apinWben
you have PIOVided me 'With alIdoCuInent& I have IcquestCd and th~ again when provided Wi!b
your final report.

I ~tthat this response and aU ~ be UICJIIdcd as part of the find ICJ'Ort for
pUblic view if your final tondU$ioDS are tIIId1angCd ftomyour tcn~ve com;lU$ions. HoWever,
if th~ fmd~willbe diftcrent. I ~t another opportUnity to submit a response, or, 81
minimum, leaS$ess whether the prQVided response will be made public.

AS pcrmy tequest for an extension to properly respond, I I:ecCived a 20 October 2004
lcuer ftom lohn Pmyman aUowirig 14 days froJn I:ecCipt of additional information that I request
JDfoIma1ion was last received on 26Octo~ 2004.

1-38
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~~~tO DODIlG tenlalive oonclU$ionleueranda~ment. dated 28 SeR!ember 2004.

addressed tom~. J.d. Gen. fRet.} Ra.ml2!1!!P .Huot

paeel
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1996. The InvestlgatiDs OffK:er documcrited and also infomled me that, in his tel~ with Oen.
AndeI1on in early Augusl2(XX):

I) Gen. AJIders(m de<\liI1ed to di$Cu$S fhi$ complaint in peaoo with SAF/IG.

2) Oen. AJIders(minfomled him that he bad no pCl$0nalknowledge ofthe infonnatioo
contained in the complaint.

3) When asked ifbe woUld provide an umedacted copy of the oomplaintso that the
Investigating Officer (X)UJd get the names of the female <:adet5 listed (they -blacked
oul in the ~ version), Oen. Anderson said he would talk to his attomcy and get
bad( whim; no name5 w= C\'er prOvided.

4) GCIJ. Andeison offered DO reuon why be had waitedUlltiI this time to ~gage this
is~ -four yemaftcr be had anegedly provided this SaIne infQnltatjon to then AirFon:c
Cbjef of Staff, QCJI. Fo~.

With that backgrQUi1d. ftoIri my peISpCCtive at the time, it ~ that Ocn. Ai1derson' s
complaint was fded with the cxplCSS ~ of atteriIPting to delay or blOc-k ()en. Hopper'.

promotion.

On page 2 of the draftrClK1rt. the statcn\ent on lines 3 aoo 4 states: .'Other than mating the
results to the SASC. [re~i1Ia GCIJ. H~pcr) further ac:tion was not lakcnon the complaint. ..

This impiiea that the OD1y thing theInvudt;atiDg Officer examined -Oen. Hopper's
involvement. ThIs -clearly !!.2t the case, Thet'olJowi1la cxttacts from the 28 August 2004
Con1Plaint Analysis are pmiI1Cnt:

'.1/1 (ldIJiJiOII to tM specific case retererlCes. IM d«Mmt1Itfofwa'*d by G~
Altder.tqn also conlainl -ro1 opinions or cO/ICl#$iO/lS regarding the
lllanagement of seXil4l ahli.se oiId miscritltfllCt Ctl$U at the AC<ldemj. 1M
evidence deVeloped by the 10 providts odditionol l1J/OiWtaIiqn regarding StHne
of thOse statements:

0. The d«tunent statu that no fiJmJaI. sonctiOned program ~ted at USAF A
10 ~ the JIee4.f of ~ ~ had been DSSaIJted. W1Iile there InGJ' no1
~ been II program in effect desigMd to $peCiflCa1ly addreuthe needs of
~whO had beena.fSaldted; there -~ a number ofP1Ogroms oiId
agt'nciu ill pl«e whe~ cadeucDlt1l/ go for assistall(:t'. TheSe incllU1ed:
tM DFBLc. Mental Health Oinic, Center for CharQCkr Development,
C1Ilip1ain. OSr. LegolOffict, and S«II1ity POlice. " {1M iIIWstigQting

officer inclllded numerous attacllments drfd dOCumentatio/I reflecting effo11.s

oiId~:~;:~~~=~ ~~~IMlatmVIC tance S (~AP)G" -w1Ii(;h
hadbtenlljNkJleii in the 18 ApriJ2fXX) Us.4FA (1U11WCtiCII '1-20J.J

ho Thed«tunellt a/so Itate$ that "no -Jia.f uhi1llate ~bilit)' for the
app1Opriatehaildling- illve$tigQtion mId t~ (illdividual victim oiId
community ) of lhe incit1ent. " While dtiferent officu t{ten beCome involved

'.1
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ht a $tX1lal misconduct CQS4 at the Academy, these offii:ufall within t~
conInIand .smtctUre I1f t~ Academ)' a11d ,.~rt dim:tl)' o,.indi,.ectl)' to the
CO1ItiISandaIIt. ~

..OM IIIOIIthprior 10 IM tnd I1f GeIL Hopper", tour; t~ Air ForctJG
C()()rdinate4 M ~ drqft A~1nJ' Operating TnstnICfion thaI endoned the
AcaI1emy., posilioll on vktiJii.r htn.jng 801Msa>, in how dIti,. cQSe.t~
COIfSidired (Alch4). Tht d,.aft ~rati"' lnatruclion ~ also cOOnIinated with
JA. AFOSI; a11d Social ActiOns. On 22 May 97. IM AFISG glWtkdQ limiled
WtZiVer I1f Ihe req#i~nI fo'. IM DFBLC. clinic, -rgeN:y l1IId mento1
heali1I clinic 10 report a1l CQSU of $tX1lal4fSault to Ihe AFOS1 tD allow greater
inpUt fri»IJ IM victiIIIl1f a sex1Ial 4fSaIdt conceming Ihe Ca$e (A1C1I 5).

-
On ISJul91, lheAc~ foYtnalJypublilMda -~ Q8l4Ult reJ)()rting
pi)lic:)' whlch ,.;re4 a1l =e;r to be repoftedto the DFBLC. 11Ie pallt;y
requi'."' perlolt;r rtCtiVi1!8 a re1>Orlqf $tXUal 4fSaIdt to enc011roge the victim 10
~ it to 1OW .rcemmlandlDrc(lfflilfQnd QU1hority. l7Iat per$Q1l -t al.to
1iI:1ji/YIM DFBLC. ~ DFB:r.c must repclrt all -to the C~who
Qdmu IM SuPe~ on the merits mui Ib!1ilotWn.t of Dlltborizing an
InmtigalioIL ~g on the cil"l:fim$lancd of tach C:6.fe and IM inpId of Ihe
viCtimthrollgh the DFBLC. an inVesligaJion CO/Ildbe Dpened wit1lDllt the
c0ni4n1 ofthe victim.

A;r notedabl1ve, Ihe AclMcm)' .s po1icy 0/I1he proper handling of seXJItJl QSSQIIlt
l1IIdrope CQ8U began to evolve qftU GeILHopper., arrival, and il continlte.r ro
bt IMfOCtIl()j'niuch QtUntion todily (AICh 7l111d 18). l"JWleofl9%. Tht
I~ GeM,.al.renl a memorandllilt to USAFAICC. ..Scxllal ASlau1t Victim
A -,.' ~.. N -.~~~.'~~ "-'" ,-'"- "-'" -J-n..

nHg~ -\KU1\iiIUUU z-.~. ., -r..' '.. --.T

apptoved the Academ)'.' e~ on prot«ling t~ viC1im.$ righIf ~ givillg
ht'r D'. hi1iJ more say ill hDw the case i.r handled ( Atch 4). The77G.$ pcI$ition

waf 11iQt all $tX1lal ~ts ,fIOIlld be ~t{) IM C~ I1f Cadets.

.JlePOliing Ut a .rin8le ~,. p~ ~ a11d ~" Ihe '."'pcllf8ihiJity
fi /i'-' t--- .r.- ~ wil l r.- r.-,.. -..'- fi r or UJW- Oft ,,~ "JJ.cer "',"' ~ ...,...(JCCQfmt,..,~ 0 """,~
deci.rioll.r' tAti:h 4J. 01122 May 91 HQ USAFISG issJled Q Tempomry. limited
WoiliCr Q/AF144-J()2. ~ Requi1'er1ieDts.Ut USAFA/CC (Atch 5). 77re
waiver aJh,Wed Cadd CliIIIc penoMel to report -pected ClUUQ/ IexulIl
a.r.taulI i:O1fCUrrelft1y '0 ~ DFBLC ond Ihe C~t. 111 Jllly ofl991.
USAFA ~li.shtd lJSAF A Inst1Jtction S UO 1. Cadet Vittim/Witne$$ A$$istance
'"'".. N '.' ~~~ I 'i ~.. r.- fi'".'-.-~..!C&(iOO rIUO;QIUlAI"'wo J ~ , """ tnstnlCtion -t- Mt ...aJ """-
t- A .J..N\II I r,-R-- -"- .-A.. .li on .r.- r ti .,.

yr.. og ~. co"tm-w ~.1 ,! ~ Spcl q. ~,-ngOJ

$t;lJlaJ4fSaIdt / rape ClUel (Atdt 2 mui 3). ..

..SitlCe GeIJ. Anden0/l $lated lhat M hod discus$ed ,be i1f/{}1mDIion contaiIIed in
his C/lrre1rt c~ with GeIL Fogleman Q/:d MQj. GeII. HQwley.fOmIe'.TJAG.
IM IOcOntacledbothrelind Officen ti1 determine Ihe exte1rt Q/ their
recolkcti011$ on this matter (Atch 12. Z8 and 29). A1thoughGeia. Fogl- did
recQ/l having a discUl$iOII about IM handling fJ/ -al ~lt CQ8U at IM

'...3
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C"" c
oil t() jterate 5~C5 ), ..and ~e Leadership atUSAP A is .wltCt actively COncCn1ed,and has

en .ilie clem." AdditiOO81f ,m ~~ ~OJilrie96~to~

t()mcmbel$bip/()\1t$~ OOD$u1tant/OtarterlFdClU-the cul~; ., ..c:oI\$iderationwillbe given

4bc)IIt hoW ~tOlillko cffOits wilh Ibteracadclni" .;.;this ~vcwill beginthil ~.c ;. c ~ ---"~:
~ ...~ ; ,,:w : ..,;.I:~T- ...

bCforcthCbe&Jnnln&ofthC ~..c my OD$ WI... " vcaugaun8

Oh1CC:r.~ei~Scd~~1ha thC~~of1A.~~.s~
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was essentially satisficd with Air Force efforts to addre$$ these issues and, infact8ad been
deeply involved in those efforts hCr5c1f.

The attadIed 3 November 2004 Ieucrfro.. ---(Attachment 1) verifies that
infomIatioo. 1hc rollowing are key excerptS fromlballetf«:

.'1 rettImaJ to USAF A ()11 5 June 1996, met wid -m'crthe course of two days and
l~that U$AFA was activcly addte$$ing thC problem of $CXual8$58u1ts with xnultipJe
initiative&. t noted in a folJOw.up memo ()11 8 JWIe 1996 that .a great deal of the backgrow1d
wmt ball all*y beCII accomplisbed ' aadit ~ clear that the USAF A leadership -'aware.

.actively ~ aI1dhU been engaging1he problem. 'My8 ~une 1996 memo ~ an .
infCC>rmation ~ not a ~ of a review or areCJ\Jest fur~ actIon. From my pCf$pectIve.
this was a gOOd DeWs Story. I bclleVCd ~ IKIsitive s~ were wlderway aI1d J bad olferM to
(:()lltirti)C in a (:i)i1SuItant capacity. Show.. ish:' Rcgatding the 2(XK) timeframe,
she ~ in this same Ietter:

"III 2(JiN) r~ M*"d t(1DTOV~ ~fWiId iI!f~ 011 $~ as-tt to

~ working ii1Id iit1Ifi11fled it -wo;an, MIe1L rhad nceived no additional
iIIftJtmiJtioIf 011 the ~ of .JmIQ/ aJ;ftIUlt.t at USAFA s~ 1998. In 2(XXJ, I
~w the iIIIJIl'ria #the ~~ g~ QI sUJted. Based- my i'!qUiry
in 2()(J(), 10111)' had indiCations t1iat the USAFA $exual assaultrepcrting

" , ..' " -'-.. ..I-: J... rlr .£0. "pft!grQln wosJ-'-ngl1$..w W84 ..-".r ",~n.

On pagc 40! the m.ft rtpott. Secretary ~. ~imony ~ ". , .but I thoUght that ~ JO
was going tOgo 00 8frerthat aiid took at ~ is~.. At 110 t~ was ( aware of any cxpectatioD
fIOIII ~ PCteI'S. anytli1c 011 his staff. Of -)'OIIe ei$C to funher invc$tisaic my or ~ issues
cOnIairiCd in Geo. AnderSon's ci)Ii1IJIaiDt. 'Thm have been instances where 10 is tasked to look
at somethin8(e.g;.lChObar Towm, Ron Brown Crash} aDd they do. ~ SAFOO did take
acti()11 in the fonn of ~on with the Air Fo~ Oenetal COWIsel to establish th~
W~ O~ ~ GC then tOOt (XIa1ro1 or.(A~ 2 ~ its attac:hmCI1t I)

On eS the '~ ,-~--. ."AAestabt' "jn...* I t ' fjt.. thpag ~ ..""",-..y ~ .rw COJ1Ip aint -yslS ""' e
Qti1clal ac:adeJny 1101 icy wu~in* ~icywaiVet in Wbicb .pmvious SAF/IG ~

1~ As -.-mw t, the investi ...1..~ om did cb.-"' "' --.I d . b'
an r-- g- I;« ,,"' ~ ,...~ ~... unng IS

mview. Lt.OcD.1iUOt ~ydidnot ~011 the omissioo. Hadth~y dOiIc w.they might
haw IWnedtbat ~ waiver had ~ wIder itstemlS. Whereas this section says that I" did
not question ~ omissiOJIS,.. P. 7 or the draft report acknOwlqes that: "LtOen Hoot was also
aware lhatthe Inveltipin&o~obtaiIiCd ~infomlatilm durlnlthe comPlaint
-~b~g Lt~ Roadman ..1997 waiver." -naerewasnoolnissi011- the letter was .
~ of the amch~ totbe compfairit-ysis. This~a!$Q ~y jjJIpl~u
~ a ptCViOiIS 10 bad Pti~ in the establishment of dIe Academy's cx-g policy,
nCilh« thC 10 QOf i d\«ked to see it the waiver had beenextendcd. BecaiIJethe waiv~r letter
was~aDd si~ bY the Air Force surgeOn General, I fail to ~ the rationale

,.$
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AroSJ/Confid~UaJit1Poli cy

With ~tomy discussions wi~dlo ~I Commalider, ~rig. G~ Frank Taylor, the dr8ft
report d(Jea i1ot. prOperly d1arBctCrJ1.o my InYOlv~ment. 1 did nclt "ignore thc AFOSI concems."
FIrSt of an. as I recall, Fmk u)d I ~the issta $~ the confidential reJICiIting
(M)licy at theAcadCmy. I acbIOwtedgOOFrai\k'$ points from dIo OSf perspeetive, but also
1II1dcrst(XJd that Ibese were essentially thc aarilepohJt5 that had been previously debated before
Ah" ~ leadership ~Ihepolicy several ycan prior at the 'Ai;ademY to one alloWing
~.Uty. At the ~ withFt8nk. lbeJteve that I as~ that hc wotk with the
~ ofC8dets aM/or thc S1iperiIiIetIdentW to dis(:uSs OSI and coosidcr
adju:$tment(s)to ~g~Wts ifappfOpnatc. As 1.a1.ir=:Ort1yaftcr meeting
with FrarIk r.Ylor that I called tbc USAFA ~ then 4 GCn. Da1Iagcr, and
discusscdthe ACadeMy's ~istiJ)g ~andOSrs COIICCIDS. I asktd Gm. D&1lagel"$

mcinbct ~Ot'king~ -AFOSlwas a participaIlt). r'

As th~ SAPItG.lhad no authOlity OVer the Su~CIIdeJ1t sinCe ~ Air F()ft;c Academy was a
~ ~ Unit ~U)tO thc Air F~ OIicf of Staff. .did cxatise my t~timatc
IUfhiirity t6 dhect the ~ of AFOSI to wOrk. d~y with the USAF A"
CO~u~eI1deDtto addresa those concerns. In raCt.~ ;. Gcn. Taylor did ~act1y
that. ID Novembet 2(XX), hc met~th the Air FOJCe Ac:adelnySu .tcndent.lt. GCn. Datlagel'
aIId, as The Panct to ReView sexual ~ Allegati011$ at thc :Air Force Academy ~
(Fowler Report) reflCC:tS. Brig. GcD. Taylor ~ to'-~ -i;OIkiDg ~that he
"found the Superintendent ~ptiv~to our COI\(:ettIS." Bn:g. G-en.--raylor &1so met wjth the
CO~m8Ud*nt of Cadets, then Brig.Gen.Maik Welsh. mthe May ~I timefrBrileto further

ThIoughOUtthis ~s. ldo not recall that Brig. Gen. Taylor e=~b~~:~ C:O~
any added ~ or to seek my fIIfthcf intei've:ntion or mVo!vemG1t. Additiorially, within the
~ Cc>ut1SCI ~ Air~ W<JItiIjg ~pCQnecming Ihc DetcrrCOCC or and Rc$~ to
lilcidellt or Sexual As&ault at the U.S. Air Force Academy (AFWG m Air Fon:e Gei1eta1 Counsel
Working Group) {1 will disWsI mOle on my invOlvement with this ~oup later), IOpenly
advanced one c;ODSi$tcrit Air P<>I'ceJk>licy to cte81 wid. sexualA~a~ 8(;ro$S our AirForI:e.

1bC wue of conftdentiality in 1q,(jrting at the A~y was, at1J JCrn8inI e~ today, a highly
~ tnd vcryconwvertial topic. 1bC 261une 1996 letter wrlttm by then SAF/IG. u. Gen.

The following is an exUact f1omthat leUcrand is re)eValIt to thedisl:ussion that follows',

"OW tewort oJ;the OllAcDJemy O~1'atjng Jnstr/«:tjon! ~prem.ised on the
~ pnncip!. that bOth tM AITF- ondtM VfCtint MVe ;;mport-
bllts()/tf4lime.f ~ting iliteres11 in the "qf1emlatJl, t)f a ~ assault. BOth
Jnteru1.f ut.d to be met to the largest ~ntpos8iHie. Ulldehi4bI>" tM Air
Force hd.f an imp()rtQl/l inteieit in -intaining fiIDm1e, gooil order and

...7
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dIscIpline at the Ac~. jIj pr()tecling cadeu from crime.: and jIj eliminating
tMae cadetS wM an fUI.rUitablel()rJ:t)inn/iS$icning. AdditWnal". theAl,. Fqn;e
and the Academy ~ a critical iIIt~rest in eStablIshing a M.fPOn.1'ible policy
tJIatls understandable. defensible and (ICCeptable t() theA/flerican ~ple and
can a/4() survive media SClUtiny. 17Iis POliCY must satisfY tIre public ~
that the Academy enf()rces high stQndal'd.J of conduct and does MI tolerate or
appear to condOne wrongdoing. 011 the oW'. haJId, we -t acc~rniIwdIJte w
significant physical and eInOIi()lJa1 needs of se.m<:l Q$.I'mdt til:tltJtt. 17JePOliq
$hC!uld eDCQUmge victims to.seek medi(:a/ as',S"istWfCe and ptofessional SUPJX1n.
must Q.fSUl'e victims call npon Q.f,jQu1t.1 in M atmosphere fteefrcmt Jmdue
publicity or repriSDl. and must protect 1IictiIII pnVacy and dignity.

To meet the Air Force's interests, WI betielie tdl sexual assaults should be
repottllf to theofftcBI' prim4lrily nspf1fIsible fqr mqintlIining mor,*.good
order an If di.tCipIill6wit1ti,. ,.. Cdd« Wing. 1..()1U' ()p1nibn, t1iat ofJit:u is the
C-dant of ClIdd.. Reporting t() a single ()jJicer ptom()fe$ CiJn8isfency
and places w respo1lsibilifyfor jolloW-i!'. decislQll.f cn Ihe offii:er wM wIll be
held ~lefor Ihose deci.riQll.f. 17Jis amfnge#tent pn#JVes the chain of
command and vintu1lly mirrors reponing reqllirementl in operationalumu
such Q.f squadrons and groups.

We believe Jhe estab/ishmeRt of a si/fgle notificatio'.poillt at a hi,'h level
within'.. Academy if aIJab.rolute necessity.

In addilion to protecting Air Force i~mtS. lhe 01 establilhel policies to
support victims and n/hoVe barrie" to reporling sexual ds.tau1t.f. "( mrp1Iasis
added}

The ~ in bold was a key pieCe in my view regarding OSI's invo1vemeot. By having lhis
provi$iOD, tho CoD1maDdant of Cad$ sbould havo been infotmed <Jf an $CXual assault incidents.
As per this insltUctioll, tho ComnIa,tI-of Cadets adyiSe$ ~e S~:ni regarding the
"Incrlts aild limitations of authorizillg all [OSl] investigation" and then the C~t and/or
tho SuJXl]ntendenc could authorize a breach of the coIIf'tdentialitYpolicy. This process was
essentiany foImal~ in USAFA InsttuCtion 51-201 and known as "ov~ authoril:y."
(USAFAI51-20 I, Cadet Yu:'iimIW'anesl AssIstance iJIJd NotiftCtIlion Proceciure.f. ~ 2.8.1.2.1.1""'"' -~.. .,tV\t\ . );1;1 I ...1U *""" VeISlOIIS. .

In ~lf the Cadet CoUlISclmg Center (or other ~) ~ a situation wbicb was
ptjteIItiany a ~ the CoinInaIIdant woUld be notified and Would advise the Supcrintcndellt.
The COliunaDdaiIt and/or SuperinteJidcnt WOu1dcxCrcisc his ovelridC authoritY to havc OSI
condUct an inVestigation even if tbe p(Jtential victim did not want OSI invol1fed. It was, and
remains, my view that if tho infom1ation flow to the Command8nt ha~~DrooerIv execuled)n

{esti2ate allt)()SSi~le
:ntialitV toencoura,,~

Drofcssionalsu~rt.

The 13 July ~ tJSAFflA leuer attached to this COII1Plaint analysis added .0 my view that this
sYStem was Working as planned: "Ourcxpcriellce has bcC21 that the srzious cases get ~

'.a
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Investigated and prosecuted (when the evidence wan"ants). The less serious (and less
prosecutable) acquaintance assault cases are handled In a maruIer that maximizes victim recovery
and retention at USAFA." UDfommatdy, as Investigative activity in the 2003 timeframe
revealed, the Cadet Counseling Center reponing to the Comm;mdant of Cadets was not 0CCIIniJIg
as it shOuld have beeI1.

~~~-"~-I"" --om
GcIierBI, USAF, ~~WUbinBtOn. DC, prepared art affidavil with 17 attachments
(~ #!l) Which lhave included as apart of my rcsponsc. -Who was a
member Of the 1996 HQ USAF w~ groIJp which recommt:l1ded the ~lishment of the Air
F- ACademy'.lifuitCd OOnfidaItjalitjr piogram.included a sectiOn in his affidavit whi<:11 is
releVant. Although the affidaVit inciudcs a more lengthy di5C\L'lsion, I highlight the folloWing:

"17Iis nview ure~tothe tentative conclu$i(}n that LG Hl10t shares
respt}II.Iibility ftjr cI'eaIi1tg. CiiiJtribUtmg to or abidln8 a ~ntialassault
pt'()grQm that c~Vt:nted both.ttatfltol)' a1td poljt;)' reqllire1Mnl.J. Fint. it
IIIUStbe lIJufent()(,t/ dIat t~ j1ri:IPOSalfo1Wardedby LG$wope in 1:996 to the
USAFA WQ.f p froin novel. What tM process propose" was t()make the
~ the I«Q/ point for se%ual assaUlt ComplailtlS. In this ro~ tM
ConIItIdIidanI WOIlld he the jilnCtiOi!al equivalent of any unit cOmmander (t~
"unit'. at the USAFA being the cadet t()rps, ~ a SqIIQdron, Group OT W'm8).
Unit t'ont1IIanden throughO1ll tMtitilitary services haw~ the responsibility
under tM Uni/onn Code of Military JJIStlce tt) maintain disdpJiMaild the
autbtJrity to di$p(i.Je bfmuc(iRduct. ~ proposed chang~sfrom the 1.996
review lonnal1y required the Commaildant ofCadeu to ",.. the s~
decisiOlU any C~T T-illing 4 report of sexualarsault ormisconduct
W()IIld have to mate: to dispose of it himself or herself C)r refer it lor
investigation to eit~r Security Forces or the OS! 17Ie proposal did not purport
to Telieve the ConIItIdIidanIbf any responsibilities Jnherentin command and it
WQ.f ftdly ~tMthat any -wamZIItmg crlmilial mvemgalion would be
refel'1'edfdr in¥e$tigation through ~rdse (>fthe ~. s ovenid4
au1Mrity. 11/all candOr. the working tr()ilp recognitM we were Putting the
~ in a ve1)' lmenviable POIition, OM that MiQuldbe depeIide1It on
good internal c(NnmlmicQtion withi1/ the USAFA, butfo/IJwthis to be the best
sollltion ilVQi1able.

17Ie Wo1ikillg GrOup recognized thot not evel'Jl aatlIiJ ass4ult requires a fomtaI
crilniifill investi~ (081 or Otherwise): the tenn ..s~alQ$SOIdI.' covers a
wide varkty 01 Co1IdIIct rangi#g in severiiy lrom an ilnwQ1Itedtouchitlg -a ki.r$
on tM cbeek- to forcible ~ llipmctke a1IJ by Air F~rce Instruction, only
seri()u.t Crime$ W()IIld h4vefa1le1! IIithin lM juriSdiction Of OSl: rope. sodomy.
and CIJ$uinvolVlng serious Wily hQ,m (See AFISI-206:. Atch 2, rule 28,
SexIIal (jifeMe8). M'mor seDalQ.flault offenses woiIldfaU withm tM
jurisdiction bf S«Urity Forces or h handled by a coRmlaIIder. In $/Ion. th4
WoItingGroUj1jilllyanrlClpatedthat the C~wc>ldd~ the
Usire.f bf any CiJdd ~r the severity !?I IM incident required criJnilJal
inveStigation. Far friJi1I bting dIi ~ to circumveIJtthe law, it war an
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I

attempt to regulariu a process analogous tu (;OmmO1Id aIIIi (;OITect tM p-"
existing in 1996; Q process t1IQt we Understood proyided tor absolute
cOII/identiality and consequently allowed ~ tu control tM investigation of
seXtla1 misconduct. 77Ie process ,yec propo.ted mirrored that of the rest of tM Air
Forr:~

As far 08 tMlliability of the USAFA proc".f.f, 1 am awaret1lQt C~ did
~i$etMir discretion to 0IIerride tM wishes ofcadet$ who deSired
confidentiality and theSe C4$eswert referred to OSf andjidly inVe$tigated.
Additionally, JA penONlel at tM USAFA informed me t1IQt the cases aboId
which the OSf expres"ed conc~were often~d not because of the
~' , inktnal process. but thefailUre Of thecomplill1tD1Jl to coine filrward
in a IiIMlyfasliJon tomokt Q np6ntO QnjOIJe. In ~ I concluded the
USAF A p~.t.t it.st'lf WQJ IIat the underlying cQu.r:e ofosr " aptessed concerns
and tM c()tjCemr. R'hik ~ were Q bit overStated be(;OU.1t the OSI WQJ
Crltlciiiltg the prOCt'sS mther thQn the e#CUtion o/Jhe p1ljcess. ,.

AlthOUgh the AirForcc has now climinattd the confidentiality policy at the Academy, the issues
over what is the best policy for DOD and the Air Force 00nthme 10 be debated. During my
session with the Fowl« Panel, fomtet COngresswom~ Tf1I1e Fowler, expressed her view that if
the Ajr Forccdid away with confidentiality reporting, theStatistks on $exuall$$aUlts might look.
&ood in the future but thatwWJd likeJy be ~ we drove the prob)em under:ground agaJn.
An excetpt fI'Omthe panel's September 2003 final rel3Ort ~the panel'. view:

"77Ie Panel jllld.r the problemsas$l)CjQud with i~fo~r Academy policy of
C(lnfideJJtioJ reporting ~re not neces.rarily catised by 6/lQwingfor privileged
conimanications,but were the result of Q conf'JdentiaJitY policy which, over time,
was poorly implelnented and locked responsible gOYemance mid oversight. The
Panel jilrlher findS Jhatthe AgcIIda for CbaJ\ge reaction which eliminated
col!/identiol reporting swings the pentiultlilt too far in the opposite directioil and
crtat4s a Jignltlcdnt risk t1IQt victlm.s wIll not comeforward at all mid lhU$lase
the beneflt$ qjfarded by professionQl cu1ln$eling. "

-has consistently taken the same position (Attachment 1). In her 3 November

~"ei8tates:

" I haVe tmd ConIinRe to remain a strong adY«ate of the use of at least limited

col!/idelltioJityfor lIictii1l4 of sexual asSQIIlr. Confidential ~l1ing is the
S/mIdardat IUIiIIeFSitiu, college.f and the other illilitary QcademW (West Point,
AmIapo1is}...17Ie goat of the USAFApolicywQS to obtain the tOOt oft~cadet$
andencollrage them to re]iOrl. 1 be/1eye, bMed UJ1Olt my involVement over the
~and dIm visiU lIJ U$AF .4. that the policy filmtalized in 1997 WQJ
designed tu acCO11tPlis1I just that. 77Ic goat of 111/$ progrtiill has never bteII to
stop reporting or impede criiilinoJ inVdtigations in anyway. In fact, the
op]iOst'te is tJ'Ue. Once ~ g~t indiiridlla1S 10 ccmle in for help, we Crln ~e
theM to go fonl'llrd lIJ the criminal i1iI!estigQtiI16 S)'stem. (f they won't report in
the first place, we are unabl~ to C(lllduct any type Of investi gatitm. ..As cadetS
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Wtre providedlimiJed coI!fidentiatity, their cO1fti4enc~ i,. /e4de,.,hip went up
arId they feltcOl1ifortable rep(Jrttng (l$$aul(.r and, thereby, obtal1li"8 medical
help. At the s<l1ife time. the Comma;iddnt of Cadet$ re"uned the role of
coF/InianJerby bei1lglll1le torejer r~rt.f of t%SSau1tfor criminal i1Ivestigatioll
even without the consent /)fthe victim (commond override}... At no time -the
policy of COIIfidentioiity Qd()pted at USAFA designed to circumvent law or
policy or to interfere with criminal ilwe$ti8atiom. 17te policy, ill design and in
fi1ct, atlea.st th1"OIIgh 2/XJ(), encouraged cadet.r to report $~ assaulu, thereby

.he ~~..:I. 'I:... J criminal .ti..,..;~ "openmgt Y"""..,I r '!1 a U!WS .~~,~

My purpose in thIS di$~$ion is to cleady p\)int out that I did not "ignore AFOSI ooneems" as
the draft report aJkges -either i112(NX} or in subSeqilentactivities of tho Air FoII:o Working
GtOIJp, tho Fowler pane], or in other inta:naI working discilSsj(jns. I.liko many others, was
inVolved in Uying to fuId the light answer for our Air Force arid Air Force Academy.

On page 9of the draft report, illre~to information contained ill a 13 July 2(XX) USAF AlJA
letter, it IS impottaI1t to note that the USAFAI1Alettel:wasspecifically requested and the data
the(emwu ~ CXamiIIed bytb~-ed Air Force A~y Scxual Assault Revicw
Committee. ThilS,CInin tho SAFOO pct5pective, this in!ormau.)Q was aYailablc to and being
~ m an aPPtoP1iate group OOtSideihc Air Foi:'Ce Academy. AdditionaUy, I would note
the follOWing excel'pt& from that same letter:

"We now ha\lcfour)'eQr" of data to evaluate and I thin.iit is $aJe to .tay the
progrwn has been a succus ,.. Prlortopolicy implemelltaliOll, USAFA received
vi11Iially 110 repons of ,,~ assault ...Following POlic:1' impkmentati(»t. ca.re$
are being reponed thalwould MIter have come to light (aPproximaJely 12 pel'
~}Qnd our victiml are gmmg the Sllpport they n«d O~r f~ Cadeu t~11
'us that coiIfidentiality metIIIS a lot to them and theywoUl(/ -r haw c-
ft»Ward without it

O1f4 of the impOrtant safety valves designed intq the 8Y$t~ and recognited by
Lt. Gelt. SWpe , " 26 J- 1996 meinoraIIdIIm conclming in the program -

that theCoinlllandont ofCadet$ would be brl~fed 011 all ,:ases and COII!il
overnde the viCtim ' $ cCI!tidenti4lity in atgrav(Jtid situaliDtl.f. USAF AI j 1-20 1 ,

paragraph 2.8.1,2.1 goes (1/14 $top ftlrther and reijlliresthe Coinlllandont to
advise theSuperlntelldent (1;. 'themeriU and limltatlO1l$ of aldhori%ing an
inVUtigatiOIf. ' 0#1' ~c, /Ia:r been that tM Uric4.f C#R:s p reported,

InveA'tigated Itnd PN1~ (wIle" tlJe ~C# warmnt:r). ~kss uno"s
(ltndJ1tDBeeutable) ac9uabtt.mce lISSaII1JC4SU Dn AaIidJe4 In a miliI"erthat
1IItiXimire.r ";etim l'ec(J..e1:J and retentilm at l1s;t:F A. "( emp1ltlSir added)

This l~tter goes on to diScuss USAFA '$ activities in ajmpariDg tho Air Force Academy with
other serviceac.ocmies.

'.BtJ1hAn1lapolis and We$t Point were reluclant to ptovile .raIa1 a.rIaU1t
.rtaIisIicS for ~ieW by our $1UdY gr(>~p,and (iSked ilIat 01!)' datarMy provid4d
be 'dose hOld ' USNA has averaged two to 1 J ti.tSIaJ mi."conduct cases

annually, rongiiJgfrom inIJpproplfaJe sexual coitJactro S/:xual arsault, In 1999,

~II
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them wm 10.ruck cases, two ofwhidJ were serious ~liUulk to wal7ant
CXl'1J/,siQn ofthemidshfpnfen i1IV(}/ved uSMA's Cent~r for J'rI>!e$$i()nQ/
MilitDl:y EihiC$ stated that they receive very few cas~s of cadets r~porting s~Xt4IJl
assmdt dli~ to 'fear of reprisal. punishmmt (due to alcohol use), or the belief
thallWfhingwill be done. ' "

Additionally, the letter included tho following:

"/ om UMWQrethal AFQSJ hd8 proce$$edanitase.J that ~re not previously
l'elX>(kd to DFBL(; ond so IIfJ ClSSumption is that we slilt e;xpeFi~ ~
~rting of st.xual assault casu htrt al1JSAF .4. As a point of illtere"",
the J99gediti011ofMUita1)'P~/tQlogy{VollJ, No. 3) is devoted to the topic of
sexutil harQSSint'nt of active du1ym~ member.J. 1 wiU bring a copy to our
meeting. According to the SIm1eY, 78'12 offemale nlilitiJry ~rsOlIneI hod
experfenced at l~llst one in.rtanCe of unK'Qnted sex- related behavior in the pall
12 months. 17ris figure )ta.f 74'12 for the Air F on:e. wlren the 'Jlle$~ ~d
for IUIwanted .JtXJIa1 attentiOll (Le., uniVOtlted atlenlp1.J to Stroke, foIIdle, or kiss)
tllefigllre.r ~re42'12for DOD and 3'$for tlteAi,. Force. When thtst.fig/lre.f
are correIiltedwitk some ofthediJJa providLd ky AFQSJ and SO. jj' would
appear that DQD, USAF. and USAF A aIlIrli1'1'!1r tIle unde~porting prOblem
that is pr~ at the Mtionollewl. "

My point in going thrOUgh all of this is fO point out that my staff and I ~ well aware ~tho
Ait FOIce had been enga&ed and was still actively engaged in working this tough problem. From
my Perspective,1XOgress had been made, and was still being madc,to impItlVC tho situation at
USAFA.

Evennow ,with the Chid of Staff aM Sectctary'$ ., Agenda for Change" in plaCe, only the future

win ten wheIhet that effOrt bas the right all$wers 01 whether more 01 diff~ efforts need to be
undCrtaken.

Concemed Clti1;ea COmplaInt

Regarding the "ConcU1ted Citii.en Complaint, " byway OfbackgroW1d, IGS receivec1 this

complaint ~xin18'tely tWo ~ afterwOlking the Hopper case. Aslllentiotted earlier, during
thOSt two years, no oIhet ~ concerning Air Force ACademy sexual8S$8Ult JJroblem.s/~
Was btoUghttO light anywbd't acroSS lheSAF/IG complainU attna aGS ()f IGQ). Other ~
~~ tl\4Academy were w~ by $AFItO$. 11\!$ b sigriificallt iitlhat betw= 1999 and
2003, SAF/IGS iJlvC$tigatot.s were inV()l~ in mttrviewmg staff and ~ at the AirForee
ACademy. In one~that IDvolvec1 a mInOr assault that was not sexual m DaIIJre (a female cadet
was dragged into a men's latrine, and given what cadets reftmd to ISa "swirly'" -dunked into a
latrine and flushCd), 28 individuals at the Air Force Aca~my wm iDterYiewec1 ~ party
and cadeI$ of both sexes). In this parti(:Ular case, theCblef of Sexual AssaultServic:cs was
iDterYieWed, explained that the incidents being examined were not sexual assaults and ~ did
notofti inti ion t sexual It """" I -,USAFA. ~ :-.", .

er any ormat -.NU Wall l"vvems... ...anoWiW case Il1¥UlYIlIg an
inap'pr(Jpdate &glish Depanment Dining-Jn, 13 interviews ~ CoI1dUCled. No issutS/problems
regarding sexual assaulf$ were raised in any interViews or diSCUS$iOns. AlthOOgbportioos Of that
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dining-in were alleged to be of!m5ivo because of their sexual naturc, none of the wjtQesScs came
forward to the investigatorto claim there was a problem with sexual assaults at the Academy.

The complaint analysis on the "Coocomed Citizen Complaint" was. in fact, focused on che
CommaIIdaIIt of Cadets, Brig. Gen. S. Taco Gllbcrt. The oth« broader alIegatiO11$ were not
individually broktJl OUt and investigatCd based prlJrIari1y on cho Invosligating Offtcer's rdiancc
on the Air for(:e A~y' 5 n!POrt of their ~5CS to sexual assaults over the petiodAugust
2001 to Au~ 2002 -che smne periOO coVerM by t1Io anonymous complaint. That infonnation
was included in an August 2002 Air for(:e Academy response to .Congrc:ssiona1taskiog fuJm
the office ofThc Honorable Patty Murray. That USAFA rospome, which was inche complaint
analY5is. states:

" 16$exutll assault8 ~reJ)Oned t(7have occurred at USAF A frOIn 1 AuglUt

2001 to 1 August 2001. O"t of the 16 Catu mie involved Q civiliall victim.
FACb ofdleu ~pol1edsexulll ~ were iII~tigQtedto the .fullest extent
posJ'ibleoccordmg to USAFA11IJ'InICtion51-201. In 10CtUU thevidil1lJ'
wil'hes to remain -.)'mOIISi did notprov[ide] any perpetrator identifiCDJion,
and did not wish DIIY Jaw e"'(71i'ei11mt inv~stigDliOJL in 1l:DSe thevictiln
~ to completion of a rape kit, b"t did not prOllide peipelTQtor
in/onllation, and did not wish any Jaw e"'orcement investigatiOPI. Five (5) Catu
were fi'tWardtdto AFOSl for investigolion, oUt of the five one IIIat fonllQ1ded
without victim CtN&Sent by the Superintenlle[nt] drIe to stt'ety of the cot/et W"mg.
Out of the five CQSU folwarded to AFO$L one -determined to be a fal.te
report. 7'IW1 cases 1UIJIeJ in lack 6/ evideilCe to proceed with formal dltlrgu,
one of which -the care foJWa1ded without victim consent. OM CG.fe
progrmed lOan Article 32 hearing I1iith a subsequent recol/imendatiOn by the
InvesligDling Officer that the Government will not be able to prove the care at
triaL 77te peTpehutor -recommended 1(7 Secretary of the AJrPorce (SECAF)
for administrolive disen~ by the Superintende[nt], with all 0Iher1Mn
Honorable di8CMrge; AlthOugh lheperpetrator departed USAFA.this CQSe is
$ti11 petrdingfinal dispOsition from $£CAR OM case. wid! the civilian victim.
resulted in (1 colUt manial conviction (Atch 3: J-4J,

P1QIII the above inj()nllation, the evidence shews that Academy offu:iDls
properly followed pTOCedures for investigating tJIOse J 6 rape and sexutll as-lt
incidents which werefoml(lUyreported over the previOlfS year. "

Tho draft n!POrt cites conccms regarding who the Investigating Officer did not inleIView
regarding che allegation that che ConiD\aDdallt of cats tclIs fema]e cadets th~ nped i5
"their fa:ult. ..A sub~very 1horOI1gh SAFIl~S JI1vestigation (R~I C~~S.AFA

~ was completed and rcvJCWcd/com:urted WIth by OOD/IG, which
vtlifiCd that thci:c was no Wrorigdoing on Brig. Ge1L Gilbcrt's part in this case. Additionally. at
the tinie of the 2002 invostig&tion ch- was rio other specific information which would have
indicaled a need to try to ferret outbroad-based allegations rcgatdiDg: "fcri1alcs were afi8id to
re'port for fear of bcii1g ~ed bycheir AOCs; AOCs plll1ished female cadeta{orreportin&
bcinC raIled; and, counSeIOt$ who~ abused cadets were moft; ~med abOut USAfA
getting a bad name than wich che victims' heating. ..None of the many lay~ of rcview of chis
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complaint analysis questionedcl!her of th=areas -not the legal advisor helping the
investigating officer, not the JGS J)jte(:tor, wt the Deputy SAF/JO. not myself- SAFIIG, and
not the OOD/JG. On the last point, SAF/JGS sent a copy of thiS complaint aIIalYJis to OOD/JG
on 21 August 2002 for their rcvicw- six daYJ after myapproval. DOD/IG never came back to
me or IGS citing dte issues in this wrrent 28 Scplember 2004 draft ~..

AF General CowJsel Working Group

As noted in the draft rcpott, J was amember of the General counselled Air Force Working
Group CoIiI:emirigthe ~ I)f aJIdRC$pon$e tl) In<:ident of S~ A$$aull 81 the U.S. Air
Force ~y(AFW'O or AirFQrce GenCI:aI Collnsel WOtkinS Gmup). The chatter of this
Wod:in:g Group was f~ on ~iciCs. prograDls. arId practices" arId to "Ptovide
rccomnlCl¥larlolis for chmgc. ..This focus was drlvea by the ~ of the Air Force, Dr.
Rochc, arId OIiefof Staff, GCJI. Jumper. whO made it very clear that theyw~ 10 be sure that
appropriate dlanges to Air Force Academy policies, prog.,ams, and~urcswere
accomplished as soon as possible -bcfotethe Air ForccACadclny fall session begalL Early in
this ~ (Februaty 2003). Dr .ROClIe djre(:ted that SAF/JG invesligate any former or ~
~ ca4et ' s aIJe~that tbeircompJaintSof sexlJal ~t had been ~ by the Air

Fotc:o Aeademy or AFOSI officials. AdditioDally .atmy recommCIidation. Dr. ROOhe directed
that a highly experlCl1ced.hand-pickcd ~SIteam ~vicw aIJ investigations coI1ducted (and
complaints reported to AFOSl) by the AFOSI Detachment located at the Academy frOm January
1993 to Deeembcf2002. OOD Jnspedor GCIIeraJ and I agreed th81 DOD 10 wOuld cond~
OOncUrrent OVCtSight of SAFIIO cffo1U. Additionally, DOD-IO agreed that they wou1dconduct
investigatiOil$ ifany CtIinpl&inants refused to disctIS$ their allegations with SAFIIO.

Bued on the above, my participation in the AFWG wasprinlarlly rI)QJscd on being the
"functional heacr whO rep~ OSI ~u. Assucll. my AFOSr Conllnandet. Brig. Gen.
Eric Patterson. andmy.taff ~ SAFIIGX. supported wOJking Jcvellneetings with this
WOrkingGiOlip. At the senior level. the Air F~ GeIleraJ COUDSd. Ms. Mary Walker. provided
for senioc-Jcvel meetings and discussions approximately three times during the existence of this
WOrking Group. During tbose discussiollS, I advacated unifcnn Sexual assault reporting aIMI
procedures across our Air Force. My ~iniOlis and inputs as a "prOIninent AFGC Working
~member"were noted as just thaI- inputs. It was quite clear that th~SAFIGC, Mary
Walker. held liSht c:oirttOl of all informatlnn. ~mmmdation$. and inputs to SECAF. (.s"also
~t 2. and its aU.cbment 8) The paper report itself 81$0 demonstrate$ this fact as only
Ms. Wa1ker siglicdthe documml.

During this Process. I instructed the JG Staff within all my 10 d~les(rOs. IGQ, rGX, and
IGl)to p'Dvide any infonnation that was deCmed pertinc:nt oc requesIed by the AFWG Staff.
When asked by the DoD IG during their interview of me on this invesligationwhethez ()toot the
AFWO had been provided th ~omp1aint (Hopper report)tXthe c~ Citizen
COII1pIaint (Gilbert report), r h~not know. la fact. 1 was sutprised to find out they did
not have tbosc~, Sinccthat tiIne. I have discov~ mat my carlicr assurnption that the
AFWObad this iilfonnlti()n was COrrect.
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~ attached affidavit clearly Shows that Air Force GeI1era1 Coonsel's WoIting

~ had theserepOrtl and that th$ dr:aftreport is factually int::orTect again. The following
sections of that affidavit 8I'C pcrtitlent to the Lt. Gen. Andenon complaint (HOppC'r case).

"As to 1.1 GmHuol.~~tdltlilure to adlli.re thl GC', ~g group olth~
1000 complaintagmnst 1.1 Be,. Hqpper mId th~ 1002 CIJfi)n,mou$ complai,."
1h4t WiJnitl1iiD1f WGIm1l~,. kltown p--ll)' to the GC or co'.Jlqed to
.ift~ m.mbtn Dl her Worl:ing Group. Th8t th. WOI'iiIJg Gro#p dng
ID'. theGC ltliltdto QdOllit u 1101 QI.Ullre onLG Huo~an4 1!!-
/ent6IJ1le I:OnehlMll t1riiJ Ae did so shDrdd 11. diDppetl. -~~c , c

(Ar~ 7)..(~ :if(/JiII)

"11Je GC Workillg GFtitIP ~ -of the LO Hopper ctimploinl aniIIym IfII4

Q U;dqr ~ cf the Woliillg G~ dII>se not tOpw".fll~ it MaIU~ the
"chalter" did not indllfle QIJ~inadon ofwhat wa.sbJOH'1l in the
Heqtlqual1er$. (Attachment.r 8 and 17) It is strikingly odd that thos~ who made
the COII.rciou.r dei:isionnot to Pllm14 what wQSbIIJwn to' the HeodqiIarter.r. and

in fact di.fregarded it When broJlghl t() their coIJectiv~ attention. areMW soying

that if they'd on1y~ abOUt the LG H()ppercomp/Qilft aniIIym, their
apprt.Iach woIdd haVe beeII tlJffe'.ent. II it clear that If ~~ isfQU/ltQ be Jo-l
." , ~#~.., ,£ 1 "'.I.-WI IiiII r! --.1 1;...:..iI.W$B.~,/,"-fWI"./~c r"" UJC' o ,g...rpUp ,*-

not tQ,,"m14 what ~ bIIJwn in ~ H~1te/'$. 1'Q1her than in ~ fail- of
LG HIIO,IO provide ill/oiliIQIioi1 (il(o11natioll that was personally hwwn to the

--.,,/dIor the GC)."

".j~ in theftOJit~/obri4the TIAG. lhapJ-d lonm i~

'.1'
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..LIter th4t Jq or dIe ~ I hQl'pt!:IIed to be in IGS WId saw tM HOJ1j1eF IYpoI1
btmg t:Opitd. Men 1a&W fIboIIJ j, / waI t()Jd -dIe (.ople.r Wefe JorJA.
~ ~/iOiIt~ Qnd r(U&umed t¥Ywen 1ie~ p~/ot~CV
iInd cV A; Bdted M t1iis DbS#niQtion, Whin 1 ,eill1'It4d 10 my ~ I MI(lived lip
IllY t4rller re~iJdQIi(RJ to tI/eTJAG wjth atJ e1tI4il to both MG F&W WId
MG Riv,.r lniJiciJiingthatl $Qw copies of lhe Hopper rep()rt bdn,1iJQde Qnd
asked if dlere M.ere tiIIy ft>lIbW"dn ttUki/Ig.rfor -.1 r«tive4 atJtmail bQck
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"from MG Rives telling -that GC had been advised. but he didn't know oboUl
CY and CYA. "

Regarding the "Concerned Cjti1.eI1 Complaint, .~ atrldavit references and a~es an

e-maiJ wbk:h clearly shows that the Air FI>n;c aenetaI ~ ~ Walker, A"' j -
wm ~ aware of this report. The following is an exCerpt from~-ffidavit:

"Recently, however, 1 discqverd 011 emai1 from ~ " the GC cie(lrf:y
lhowing that both were 011 nOIice of this complaint. (Attocn-m 7) ~-
describes the Mtrire of the comp1iJinl in detail and the GC forwarded the nport
to the SECAF. altMugb it ;., unhIown whether the SECAF ever received lhe
emaiL 1 -told the em(ljl -pOsted to apublk web site ratMr than to the
SJX:AF'.remail QCCount. "

A portion of the draft report .'CmIc1\1S~.. ~ to imply ~for some (ea"on I may have
deliberale1y withheld the Anderson Complaint (Hopper cOmplaint) or the C~ Citizen
Complaint (Gilbert Q)UIpIaint) -or infwmation thcreiJ1- from the AFWG. For the record. let
me clearly state that I did not. in anyway, wheIher negligently, willfully, orintentiona1,y
withhoJdthose reports -or infonnation CoIltaincd in those reptJrts -from the Air F~ Gcncral
CcImseI Working Group. I would gladly submit (0 a polygraph regarding this point.

Additionally, 1 would submi( that the st8tcIxiaIt in the draft ~ COIK:!U$ions whid1 stares: ..As
wu the case with the ptedet1Cssor SAF/JG, Gcn. Huot also did DOt meet his obligation to
investig.r.t; aDd te$Olve violations of law, policy, ptOcedure. and regu1aiion'. is simply not
supported by the fads. 1. like many others. worked vety hard to do the right thing regarding
sexual assaui( issues aDd reporting at the Air Force Academy.

In fact, 1 would note rhat in additicm to SAF/JG's superb cffons in inVestigating individual cadet
or fotmerC«dct complaints aI1dAFOSrs involvement in invcstigaring cases ovcr a tcn-year
pcriod. 1 succccdcd in instituting a program to (XJnduct comprd1ensive compliance inspections of
the Air F~ Academy- something rhat bad been dropped in the e.rIy 1990s aI1d something I
felt was an absolUte ncc:cssity to Provide the Air Force Academy with proper oversight. This
program will inspect all a$IICd$ of dIe Air Force Academy 011 a regularly scheduled basis. In
addition, based on my recommendation to the Chief of Staff and the secretary of the Air ~ I
dirCI:tc4 that a Special Intercs( Item on sexual assaults be implemented across the {1.5. Air Force.
This sn mandated that all major commands (MAJCOM) InspectOrs General review sexual
asSault policy and procedures implel11eDtation compliance as a part of all scheduled unit

OOmpliance inspections.

Conclusion

In summary, I strongly belicve that the infonnation provided ~ein cle.rly shows that I met my
reslJOnsibilitics as the Air Force InspectorGeneral in dealing with the Anderson aI1d Concerned
Citizens CompWnts, in supporting AFOSl investigations of sexual assaults at the Air Force
Academy, aDd in supp!Wting the Air Force G~ Counsel Working G~. Quite frauk1y.1he
draft report language smacks of atteinpts at sensationalism in rcpoIIing rather dIan an objective
analysis and Sta(ement of facts. As supported above, many ofthe facts aDd the entire conclU$ion
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of the DOD/IG set out in the draft nport ~ inacwrate. The draft nport should be amended

accordingly.

Attachments:
I. Letter froIn ~ -*nd onc anaduneul; 3 November 2004

"

2. Affidavit of -00 17 attacllments. 1 November 2004

~11
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